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ABSTRACT 
Naturally occurring neural systems perform tasks such 
as learning, memory, reasoning, :and so forth remarkably 
we 11. A great deal of progress has been made towards 
understanding how these systems function. A logical 
starting point for a study of neural networks is thus to 
examine the knowledge available about natural neural 
systems. It would be wise to study this knowledge when 
attempting to develop synthetic networks. Hence in Par·t I 
of this thesis, 
neur·ob i o 1 C)g i ca 1 
I present an overview of pertinent 
inform(~ t. ion and di sc:uss s·ome of the 
implications that the structure and function of natural 
systems has for the design of synthetic ones. 
In Part II, I discuss some of the most well known 
neural network models and compare them to natural systems. 
It will be seen that these models are not accurate models 
of natural networks. 
The next obvio1.1s step~ developing a model which 
attempts to accurately emulate known information about 
natural systems" is done in Part III. First, I present a 
mathematical description of the model. Next, I desc.r ibe 
. its implementation on a microcomputer. I conclude the 
thesis with a discussion oL a simulation of three small 
networks using this. newly developed model. · 
1 
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Part I - Natural Neural Networks 
Chapt~r 1 
Neurons and Neural Impulses 
1.1 Neurons 
Neurons, or nerve cells, are the fundamental cells 
from which the nervous system is constructed. Freq11ent 1 y; 
a "typical" neuron is described as consisting of a cell 
body or soma, extending processes called dendrites which 
recejve signal input, and a single process called an axon 
(possibly 
Syna[.JSe.s, 
branched) ·1' -which carries an output · s i gna 1 : 
or connections between neurons, "typically" 
connect an axon to a dendrite (whereby the dendrite 
receives a signal from the axon) or an axo~ to a soma (in 
which case a signal is transmitted from the axon directly 
into the nerve cell body). This overly simplistic 
description gives the impression that neurons ·are all very 
similar which in turn implies that natural neural networks 
consist of a 11omogene_9us col lectiJ;,n of processing elements. 
A good starting point for a discussion of neurons is to 
indicate that the above impressions are physiologically 
quite i nva 1 id. 
There are many different kinds of neurons and several 
types of synapses as well. There is little justification· -
for calling one type of neuron and one or two types of 
2 
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synapses "typical." In fact, th·e diversity of neurons and 
synapses is a key concept in the understanding of natural 
neLtra 1 syst.ems. 
There are a substantial number of different types of 
neurons, such as pyramid cell~, mitral cells, stellate 
cells, 
function. 
etc., each with a different structure and/or 
Some neurons have only a single process which 
could accurately be called a "dendrite," others have many. 
Some neurons extend from one region of the nervous system 
to another, distant, region and others do not. Sorne 
neurons have an axon which is branched, some have an axon 
which is not branched, and others have no axon at all. 
Similarly~ the synapses between neurons vary greatly. 
There are somasomatic synapses between two cell bodies, 
axosoma tic synapses between an axon and soma.. t.3.Xodendr it i r_-: 
synapses between an axon and a dendrite .. axoaxonic synapses 
between two axons, dend1'"'odend1,.. it i c synapses between two 
dendrites, reciprocal synapses between one process (i.e. an 
axon or a dendrite) and another which communicate in both 
directions, serial synapses involving more than two 
processes in sequence~ and synaptic g 101neru 1 i which are 
complex conn~ctions between a group of processes. 
"'} 
Not only is there vdriation in terms of the parts or 
sections of the neur·ons which are conne·cted .. but the nature 
·of the connection itself varies as well. One type of 
., 
connection, an electrical synapse, provides a low-
3 
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resistance electical pathway betwe·en neurons. · The other 
t'ype of synapse, the"> chemical synapse, is the more common 
type in the nervous system; the word "synapse'' used without 
further specification in the context of neural systems 
usually refers to chemical synapses. Chemical synapses may 
be either excitatory or inhibitory. Synapses will be 
described in more detail in the next section. 
Some developmental issues concerning neurons are also 
important to consider. In general, neura.l tissue . 1S 
nonregenerating; that is neurons are not replaced when they 
die. Although there are a few exceptions to this, this 
principle seems to hold true for the vast majority of 
neural tissues in both vertebrates and invertebrates. That 
neurons aren't regenerated does not~ however, mean that 
nervous systems are static or "hard-wired"; they definitely 
.. 
are not. Neurons can form new processes and new synapses 
throughout their· e11lire 1 ife. 
plasticity, has impor·ta11t implications for both learning 
and n·1emory. 
chapter 4. 
This will be discussed in more detail 
1.2 Neural Impulses 
. 
1n. 
Due t6 differences in membrane permeability to certain. 
ions (mainly Na+~ K+, Ca++, and Cl.-) and mechanisms which 
. 
actively transport certain ions into and/or out of the 
4 
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cell, a difference of potential exists between the interior 
of an axon and its external environment. This potential 
difference, cal led th.e membrane potenti,:11 or resting 
potential, is typically around -70 millivolts (although the 
exact value varies somewhat). An action potential results 
when, as a result of some stimulus, the permeability of a 
section of the membrane to some ion (often Na+ or Ca++) . 1S 
altered ·so that the potential difference between the inside 
of the axon and the outside changes to approximately +50 mv 
(this too varies). This produces a neural impulse which 
propagates along the axon at a fixed rate and with minimal 
loss of intensi.ty: The propaqat.ion of the impulse is not 
electronic and thus does not travel at electronic speeds; 
it is caused by a chain reaction of alterations of membrane 
permeability. The rate at which the impulse travels . 1S 
largely dependent on the diameter of the axon; the larger 
the diameter, the faster the transmission of the impulse. 
The thickest axons which occur in nature are those involved 
in escape reflexes - in the earthworm or crayfish, for 
example. 
Neural impulses- are transmitted from neuron to neuron 
via synapses. One type of synapse, the electrical synapse, 
can be thought of as basical_ly a low resistance connection 
from one ·neuron to another. ·Thus e 1 ectri ca 1 syn,~pses a 11 ow 
... 
impulses to travel from one neuron to another with minimal 
' . 5 ) 
,•' 
delay and ·with minimal loss of 1impulse strength. Some 
electrical synapses allow transmission in both directions, 
whereas others have a rectifying effect, allowing impulses 
to go from on neuron to another, but strongly ·resisting 
,, 
transmission in the opposite direction. 
,., 
The more common type of synapse, the chetni ca 1 synapse, 
transmits impulses with a chemical~ rather than electrical, 
mec11anism. Although details of the transmission mechanism 
c.,vary cons iderab 1 y thr·oughout the nervous sys tern, and mar1y 
of the details of the process are still being studied, the 
basic mechanism is as follows. A substance called a 
neurotransmitte:r~ is released from the origin cell (i.e. the 
cell where the impulse originates.). The neurotransmitter 
diffuses across the synapse to the destination cell. The 
• .. permeability of the destination cell membrane in the area 
of the synapse is then altered so that the potential 
difference between the cell and its environment changes . 
The neurotransmitter is broken down quickly (typically . 1 I1 
the order of a millisecond)~ so it has only a very short 
term effect (it is important to note, however, that other 
neuroactive substances, such as neuromodulators and 
neurohormones, have effects which last substantially 
longer·- several days in some cases). 
The precise effect of the impulse on the destination 
cell depends both on the type of synapse involved and the 
~,' -~·· 
nat,11re of the destin(1tion eel 1. If the d<J.stination cell is 
6 
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an impulse generating neuron,. and the impulse received . 1S 
excitatory, the cell is brought nearer to the thr~shold for 
the production of an activation potential. If an impulse 
generating neuron receives an inhibitory impulse,. the 
opposite occurs. (i.e. the cell is taken further away from 
the activation threshold). 
The effects of impulses or1 nonimpulse neurons, which 
are neurons which do not have impulse generating 
capabilities, is quite djfferent. For these cells, receipt 
of an impulse from an excitatory synapse leads to the 
rel ease of netrr-ot.rctr1sn1i t ter by the ce 11 , wl1ereaf) receipt~ of 
release. 
The effect of impulses on effector cells, such as 
rnL1 s c 1 e c e 1 1 s and · g ) (-=ind c e 1 1 s -1S, 
dependent on the nature of the cell. 
muscle cells can cause contraction~ 
< -- 0 
of course,. higl1ly 
Impulses received by 
impulses received by 
gland cells can cause release of hormones~ and so forth. 
,• 
The next thing to consider is the nature of the 
stimulus which causes a neuron (i.e. an impulse generating 
one) to genArate an impulse. Neural cells can be divided 
into three maj·or categories on the basis of what they are 
connected to. This does not imply that there are only 
three kinds of neurons - within each of these categories· 
there is considerable variation in terms of both structure 
' 
• 
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and function.· Neurons which receive input from sensory~ 
·receptors are called sensory-or afferent neurons. Neurons 
which !3end output t>o effectors are cal led mot(,,r or t~ffL~I'f}11t 
neurons. Finally~ neurons connected only to other neurons 
are cal led interneurons or ass<'Jciation neurons. For--
sensory neurons~ the stimulus which leads to the initiation 
of an impulse depends upon tne particular sensory receptors 
involved. For motor neurons and interneurons,. the 
cumulative effect of impulses- received from other neurons 
is the determining factor. 
There may be many (up to several thousand) inputs from 
other neurons to~ particular motor neuron or interneuron. 
' Some of these may be excitatory and other·s inhibitory. If 
the combined effect of all these inputs excites the neuron 
sufficiently by raising the cell's potential difference to 
some~threshold level, the neuron will generate an impulse. 
Generation of impulses is probabilistic, in that the 
threshold required for the production of an impulse . varies 
.somewhat. If the potential difference is too low, the 
neuron never fires. As the potential difference . increases,. 
the probability of producing an impulse increases also. 
When the potential difference is high enough, the neL1r--011 
alr-,lays fires. In addition to being probabilistic, impulse 
generation is an all-o~-hothing phenomenon; either the 
neuron generates ~an impulse of a specific intensity (the 
exact nature of the impulse depends on the neuron involved) 
8 
'-
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or it does not.· There is no middle ground - excitation of 
the cell to some value below the threshold level does not 
' 
~ produce a lower intensity impulse, it just meRns that 
there's a low probability of an impulse being generated. 
In contrast to this all~or-nothing characteristic of 
impulse generation, the inputs to the neuron act in more of 
an analog fashion, i.e. there can be strongly excitatory 
inputs, moderately excitatory inputs, weakly inhibitory 
inputs~ and so forth. The 11 strength 1 ' of the input, . 1n 
terms of the change in potential difference the input 
i ndl1ces, . varies as a function of the amount. of 
neurotransmitter released by the origin cell. Since there 
is a continuous r·ctr1g~3 (o:t .. at least a very large nurnber) c)f 
amo11nts of neur·otransmi t ter re 1 eased, the input 11 strengtr1s 11 
themselves have a continuous range of values. 
How.. then, is information conveyed in the nervous 
system? 
key. 
roughly 
The rate of impulse generation seems to be the 
Neurons can generate from zero to a maximum of 
a thousand impulses per second. Incoming 
excitatory impulses serve to increase the firing rate and 
incoming inhibitory impul~es decrease it. Thus neurons may 
be thought of as integrators of signal inputs~ producing an 
output which is some function of its inputs. At one time, 
this function was thought to be simply additive; i.e. the 
incoming signals could be added together in some way to 
9 
.. 
. ' I, 
determine what the output will be. The actual situation is 
not, however~ so simple. Complex factors such as the 
geomet~ry of the neuron~ resistance (electrical) of the 
cytoplasm, and the resistance and capacitance of the neural 
membrane must be considered in addition to the input 
signals themselves. 
1.3 Implications for artificial neural networks 
This brief overview of neurons and neural impulses 
suggests several things about how artificial networks 
should be designed (assumming t_hat the goal is to <iesign 
artificial nets which perform some of the functions which 
humans perform very well, b11t which existing computers do 
not) . First, it is possible that the constructjon of 
sophisticated general purpose networks using only a small 
number of "building blocks" is not feasible. As evidenced 
by the var i ,:ibi 1 i ty in bot,h netira. l ce 11 types ar1d synapses_. 
biological networks definitely do not consist of a 
l1omoge11eot1s collection of el<~ments. There . 1 S ,, therefore,, 
no biological basis for the assumption that synthetic 
networks con~tructed from a· large number of uniform 
elements will be capable of performing the same functions 
as natural systems. This suggests that it may be necessary 
to incorporate a number of different types of -processing 
units into artificial neural networks; the particular group 
10 
' 
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of ., 11ni ts required would depend on the desired function of 
the r1et. Networks which need to perform only one simple 
specific function may only require a small number of 
. 
different types of processing units, but an artificial net 
which is designed to perform more general and con1plex 
functions may require many differer1t types. Most 
existing niodels of rleural networks take into acco11nt the 
fact that impulses can either be excitatory or inhibitory, 
and that neurons act as integrators of signal inputs. 
Some, however, do not allow interneurons (often called 
"hidden L1nits") to be used. This . 1S a c;o1npletely 
unrealistic constraint, from the standpoint of natural 
systems, since the large majority (roughly 99.98% in humans 
(Kande 1 , 1979) ) of neurons in natural systems are 
i nter11eurons. In addition, most models do not allow for 
more than two basic connection types (excitatory and 
inl1ibitory); as was the case for unit types, natural 
systems contain many different types of connections. This 
heterogeneity of connection types may well be a necessity 
for the kinds of complex functions that natural systems 
perform. 1bere is no physiological basis for assuming that 
these functions can be performed by artificial networks 
containing only two types of connections .. 
Finally, simulating the plasticity of natural neural 
circuits usi,ng str11cturally fixed electronic circuits., may 
be quite difficult for any nontrivial system. Although, in 
11 
\ 
. . 
theory, connection matrices may be used to define the state 
of a synthetic system, in actual practice the memory 
requirements might become prohibitively large. For 
, 
example, consider a very tiny (relative to biological 
systems) synthetic network, consisting of only a million 
neurons. A 10 6 x 10 6 matrix would be required to define 
the current .state of the system, in terms of connectivity. 
Each element would need to be large enough to store all 
, 
possible states (i.e. the weighting factor) of each 
syr,apse. Even if only a single byte is used (al lowing only 
255 states, almost certainly far fewer than the number of 
possible states available to a synapse in a natural system) 
for each connection weight, this would mean that, for this 
example, a trillion bytes of memory would be necessary to 
define the state of the network - a very nontrivial amount 
of resources for a very ·sma 11 network. 
12 
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Chapter 2 
Sensory and Motor Systems 
2.1 Sensory Systems 
The input to a network of neurons consists of 
environmental information converted, by a process calle·d 
transduction, into neural impulses. Transduction occurs 
when an <:ippropriate st imu l 11s interacts with a . . sensory 
receptor cell (the exact. mechanisms for this are, at this 
point, not well understood) and alters the cell's membrane 
potential. If the change is of sufficient magnitude, the 
cell generates an electrochemical impulse. Neural impulses 
produced by transduction "encode' 1 various aspects of the 
environment. 
photoreceptor 
For example, 
cells provide 
impulses generated by 
information about the 
electomagnetic ra~iation impinginq on the eyes, in1pu 1 ses 
generated by auditory hair cells provide information about 
disturbances in the air~ etc. Both the type and intensity 
of the stimulus is encoded in the neural signal. ,, The type 
of stimulus is determined by the specific group(s) of 
neurons which are generating impulses, whereas the 
intensity is determined by the frequency of impulses being 
generated. .. 
There are a wide variety of receptor cell types found 
I in living organisms, each sensitive to some particular 
environmental stimulus. In humans, for example, there are 
r•,• 13 
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receptors for . -V1Sl0l1, 
. pain,, 
,, 
., 
hearing, sme 11, taste, 
muscle sretch and tension, 
touch, 
joint 
position, pressure, gravity, motion, and several kinds of 
specific chemical stimuli (note that humans have many more 
senses than the five "prim.ary" ones usually referred to). 
These , various types of stim11l i are often c,~11 sensory 
modalities. 
Sensory r·eceptor cells may be further subdivided 
accordin_g to s1.1bmodalities. A submodality is ·some subrange 
of the overall stimulus spectrum which a specific group of 
receptor cells responds to. For example, auditory hair 
cells may be subdivided according to the frequencies they 
respond best to (i.e. an individual auditory hair cell 
shows high responsiveness only to a narrow frequency band 
out of the entire range of frequencies which can be heard), 
olfactory receptors may be subdivided according to the 
part i c~tJ 1 ar sme 11 s t,hey respo11d to, visua 1 receptors may be 
subdivided accor-·ding to their sensitivity to . var~1 ous 
wavelengths of light~ and so forth. This subdivi~ion of 
·sensory receptors allows percep~ion to be viewed as a 
complex composition of a very large number of environmental 
features. 
. Combinations -or mixtures of several submodalities 
perceived simultane?usly may or may not be differentiable~ 
depending on the·particular modality ~nvolved. For some 
14 
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·modalities, discrimination is anajytic·, meaning that the 
various submodalities may be perceived individually. For 
example, taste in humans consists of four submodalities: 
sweet> sour, salty, and bitter. If a mixture of these 
submodalities is tasted, perception of the individual 
subcomponents is still possible. On the other hand, color 
perception is synthetic, in that only a combination of 
submodalities is perceived; the constituent wavelengths 
forming a given color can not be differentiated. 
2.2 Motor Systems 
The output from a neural network is received by 
. 
effector organs~ mainly var1ol1s kinds of muscles and 
glands. 
approp:t .. i ate 
The network causes these organs to perform 
actions .. e.g. muscular contraction and 
glandular secretion. It js t.r1P-~:P. Affect-or organs whtr;h 
al low an organism to move ar1d manipul(1.te tl1c enviY'(Jr11nent. 
(externally and ir1ternal ly). 
There are two element_ary units of motor behavior, 
reflexes and f 1--.xed a ct ion 
' 
pa. t t err1:../. Reflexes . _are 
.... , ·. ). 
relatively simple motor acts initiated by some. sensory 
stimulus. The intensity of a reflex action is proportional 
to the intensity of its activating stimulus. Reflexes may 
either be monosynaptic, meaning a sensory receptor cell is 
connected directly to a motor ~neuron, or polysynaptic, 
15 
meaning that one or more interneurons lie in the path 
,. 
between the receptor and motor neurons. In addition to the 
pathway be.tween sensory and motor neu.rons, cells involved 
in a reflex pathway are also connected ·to the central 
nervous system. This allows for mediation of the reflexive 
., 
:t"esponse. 
seeking 
For example, the escape reflex of a creature 
food might be partially inhibited (i.e. have a 
higher sensory activation threshold) wl1~reas that of a 
creature in an especially dangerous area (such as an 
earthworm sticking out of the ground) might be especially 
sensitive. 
In contrast, fix~d action patterns are more complex 
motor acts, consisting of a sterotyped temporal sequence of 
simpler subactions. They are initiated when a group of 
ne11rons called a pattern generator . 1S activated either 
internally by the central nervous system or by some sensory 
,. 
stimulus. Upon activation, the pattern generator transmits 
a fixed sequence of pulses to several motor neurons, 
stimulating them in sequence. A fixed action pattern is an 
all-or-nothing phenomenon; either the action is performed 
or it isn't~ there's no variation in intensity involved. 
The two aforementioned elementary units ot· motor 
behavior should not be considered mutually exclusive; 
frequently, particular motor responses in organisms share 
character·istics of both of these basic units. For example, 
the escape response in the crayfish is an all-or-nothing 
16 -
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ref 1 ex. Thus it shares characteristics of both reflexes 
and fixed action patterns (sir1t-;e the intensity of the 
response is relatively invariant). It might be best to 
consider reflexes and fixed action patterns as the two 
extremes on a spectrum, with the majority of motor actions 
lying somewhere in between. 
A hierarchy of control exists in motor systems which 
allows for the control and mediation of motor actions by 
the central nervous system. Higher motor centers in the 
central nervo11s system activate command neL1rons, 
interneurons that produce a specific motor action when 
St. i rnl l l c3 t e ci . A commc=tnd r1e11ron produces this a(:-:t ion . by 
transmitting impulses to a group of motorneurons. The 
command neuron may be connected directly to the motor 
neurons, or to a pattern generator (in which case the 
pattern is mod11lated by the con@and neuron), or both-. I• 
The activation of a command neuron by the higher motor 
c:; e n t <.;rs c)f the cent,ral ne r--vo11s sys t en1 . 1S ~301net imes 
continuous and other times only occurs as a re~ult of hjgh--
level decision making. When tl1e comm,1.r1d neuron drives 
something like the heart, which must be kept operating at 
all times>· there must be continual activation of the 
appropriate command neuron. In this case, the central 
nervous system only affects the intensity of the response . 
When one of several possible motor actions must be selected 
17 
) 
. ' 
(e.g. walking vs. running~ jumping vs. ducking vs. standing 
still, etc.) sensory information must be used. Sensory 
data provides information about the environment which can 
be used to select the appropriate action, and can provide 
feedback to the motor system to help determine what affect 
on the environment (and the organism itself) the action . 1S 
having during its performance. If the action is causing an 
undesirable situation, or if a change in the environment 
occurs, or both, a new action may be selected. 
2.3 Implications for Artificial Neural Networks 
The structure of natural sensory systems suggests that 
input to an artificial network should consist of a group of 
microfeatures, each of which tells one very specific fact 
about the environment. The exact set of microfeatures used 
would depend upon the desired application. For example, 
ol_factcJry input,s W<)11ld 11ot nee·d to be pr{)vid.ed for a system 
which depends strictly upon visual information, such as a 
system which recognizes handwritten names and addresses on 
envelopes. On the other hand, providing a greater variety 
of information about the environment leads to a more 
flexible system; a system which could potentially perform a 
wider variety of functions. -In dddition, environmental 
information which is not normally-available to humans could 
be provided to an artificial net. For example, data on 
I, 18 
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portions 
invisible 
ultraviolet 
of the -electroma·gnetic spectrum 
to humans, . such as ir1frared 
radiatio11, X--rays ,ind . ffil crOWc3.V<3S, 
which are 
radia·tion .. 
co11 l d be 
provided to an artificial net .. allowing the net to perform 
functions which humans cannot ar1d/or to work in l1ost i 1 e 
environments. 
The motor functions controlled by an artificial net 
could be based upon fixed action patterns and reflexes .. -as 
in natural systems .. but clearly could include actions other 
than those occurring in living organisms. For exa1np le, an 
\ 
artificial net could be capable of closing electronic 
relays and transmitting data via radio waves. With the 
proper set of motor functions provided, an artificial net 
could perform an enormous variety of tasks, many of which 
might be undesirable or impossible for a human to perform. 
•.. ,.... 
.. 
P•, 
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Chapter 3 
The Macrostructure of Nervous Systems 
- This section provides a brief overview of the overall 
structure of nervous systems which occur in nature. It is 
not intended to be a complete st·udy of the nervous. systems 
of all classes of animals. Rather, it presents examples 
which illustrate some of the major structural features of 
\ 
naturally occuring nervous systems and the differences . 1n 
the organization and complexity of these systems. 
3.1 Jellyfish 
The jellyfish is a member of perhaps the most 
primitive phylum of invertebrates, phylum coelcnterata. 
Coelenterates are often regarded as multicellular colonies 
rather than as true organisms. Jellyfish have a loose 
network of nerve cells with inputs from . various sensory 
cells, such as ocelli (gro11ps of photoreceptor cells and 
pigment cells),: statocysts (for sensing gravitation), 
tactile sensory cells, and chemoreceptor cells. Outputs of 
the nervous system go to contractile cells which allow the 
• jellyfish to swim and right itself. Although they have 
nothing which co1.1ld prc,perly be called a '1brain" or central 
,;• 
ne:t .. vous sy$t.em., some species have "marginal bodies 11 , which 
. 
are small groupings of nerve cells. 
.. 
' 
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3.2 Flatworms 
Flatworms, which are members of phylum 
platyhelminthe~, are slightly more sophisticated than the 
coelenterates. The nervous syst.em of primit.ive flatworms 
is similar to that of the coelenterates. ·some of the more 
advanced . species of flatworms, however, have a 
conglomer~tion of nerve cells, known as a ganglion, at the 
anterior end which could be considered a primitive 'brain. 
Instead of the loose network of nerve cells found in the 
coelenterates, flatworms have condensed longitudinal cords 
of nerve cells called, appropriately, nerve cords. The 
nerve cords connect the ganglion to sensory and motor 
systems. These include gro11ps of chemoreceptors (which act 
as taste cells), two occelli (which can distinguish light 
from dark but are not sophisticated enough to for··m an 
image)~ chemical and tactile sensory cells which are 
distributed over the body surface~ and mot6r· neurons, which 
control simple locomotion. 
3.3 Earthworms 
The nervous system of earthworms, a member of phylum 
annelida, shows further sophistication. Earthworms have 
what could be considered a true central nervous system. 
' -
The head of the creature contains a pair of ganglia which 
may be thought of as a brain. A double nerve cord runs 
21 
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from the cerebral ganglia through each worm segment . 
. . 
segment contains a connected pair of ganglia which 
input from sensory cells and send impulses to motor 
Sensory cells include mechanoreceptors (touch 
Each 
. 
receive 
ce 11 s. 
ce 11 s) , 
light-sensitive cells (although no occelli, which is not 
surprising since earthworms sper1d most of their time in the 
rlark - however other annelids do have well defined eyes), 
moisture detection cellsp and taste cells. 
The 11 b:r"'air1" of the earthworm seems to serve as a 
modulator or inhibitor of activity. A headless earthworm 
can move in a coordinated fashion (ind~cating that 
segmental ganqlia are largely responsible for motor 
control), but will move ceaselessly. 
Earthworms (and some other annelids) also have a 
system of giant fast-conducting nerve fibers . running 
lengthwise through their bodies. These allow for a rapid 
escape response by contracting the entire body of the worm 
very quickly. 
3.4 Arthropods 
With phylum arthropoda, which contains creatures such 
as crabs, spiders, and insects, a brain wj_th definite 
substructure begins to emerge. There are three . maJor 
regions of the arthropod brain - an anterior protocerebrum 
which receives input from the eyes and integrates . . v1s1on 
22 • 
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and movement, a median deutocerebrum which receives input 
1'( ., ••. , 
from anntennae (absent in species which have no antennae), 
and a posterior tritocerebrum which innervat.es the 
digestive tract and head iegion. 
Running longitudinally from the brain is a pair of 
nerve cords which have ganglia in each segment of the 
creature. The pair of ganglia in each segment is connected 
by nerve fiber called commissure. 
As with the annelids, the arthropod brain often seems 
to have an inhibitory function; many activities seem to be 
controlled at the segmental level. Many species can move> 
eat,. jump, fly, or even mate with the head removed! In 
many cases, removal of the brain causes these actions to be 
performed with l·ittle or- no external sti1nulus. 
Arthropods have highly differentiated senses and motor 
control. 
compound 
stat<)cys ts,. 
Some species l1ave spec i a 1-i ZAd chemorecepto:r·s, 
eyes (sometimes on moveable eye~;ta lks) , 
and mechanoreceptors ( son1e of wh i c~h are 
' 
specialized for control of joir1ted legs). 
control system is speciali~ed for sue~ tasks as walking, 
flying, control of heartbeat, jumping, sound production, 
and escape maneuvers like rapid tail flicks. 
3.5 Vertebrates 
The most complex nervous systems are· found in ~hylum 
• , 
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Chorda.ta,. subphylum vertebrata - the vt~rtebt-·cttes. The 
ve1 .. tebrate 11erV<.)11s !:3ystern can be divided i11to t.wo fJarts 
-
the cent.ral r1E~rvc)tJs system and the per i priera 1 nervous 
system. Tl1e cer1tral r1ervous system cor1sists of a l1ighly 
structured brain and a spinal cord. The peripheral nervous 
system consists of nerve fibers and ganglia which connect 
the spinal cord to the various parts of the body. 
The basic vertebr~l brain consists of three maJor 
subareas; in this respect it· is not completely unlike the 
arthropodal brain. There is an anterior forebrain which 
receives olfactory input, a mjdbrain which receives optical 
input, and a hindbrain which receives input from the face. 
ear, tongue, and viscera. 
three sections of the brain. 
The spinal cord links to all 
The peripheral nervous system is s11bdivided into the 
son1a.tic system and the autoriomic (or involuntary) system. 
The somatic system contains both sensory neurons and motor 
n e t1 r o r 1 :3 w h i c 11 co n n e c t t o t he s k e 1 e L a 1 muscle. 
autonomic system, in contrast, contains only motor neurons. 
T'hese control ' 1 a1.1 tom,1 tic" f u nc ti c)11s ~31.1cl1 as hea.:r-t boat, 
- -- ~ 
res~iration, digestion, etc. 
3.6 Implications for artificial neural networks 
The mo~t important implication to be derived from a 
study of the macrostructure of natural neural networks . 1S 
24 
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that the more functions that a network supports, the 
greater the number and complexity of special subsystems. 
This supports the idea that complex neural networks have a 
definite substructure, rather than simply consist of an 
unstructured collection of homogeneous processing elements . 
• 
\ . 
• ii, 
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Chapter 4 
Learning ·and Memory 
~-
Perhaps the most important characteristic of a neural 
network is its ability to incorporate past experiences into 
its. functionality. Neural nets can store past experiences 
and use them to impr·ove their behavior when confronted ~,i th 
new experiences which are similar in some way to those 
which were encountered before. 
It is difficult to precisely define terms like 
11 learning" and "memory." Al though these words are used 
commonly enough, a general idea of what they mean is not 
sufficient for scient.ific purposes. Of the two words~ 
memory is prob~bly the easier to define. One possible 
definition of memory might be 11 the storage and recall of 
previous experiences.•• This definition is a little too 
general, however. According to this definition, writing 
something down on a piece of paper and looking at it later 
would qualify as memory. A better defintion, from the 
perspect.ive of neural networks, might be "the 
reconfiguration of internal structure in response to input 
in a manner which enables the subsequent recall of some or 
al 1 of t.11e i11put at a· later time. 11 In this definition, the 
terms 11 internal structure 11 and '-1recall' 1 should themselves 
be clarified. Intern,~1 iitructure is used to avoid 
including things like the aforementioned act of writting 
'26 
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s9mething down on paper as memory. For natural neural 
networks, internal structure would imply changes at the 
synapse 1 eve 1 . For artificial networks, it might imply a 
change in the configuration of stabilized voltage levels in 
a memory chip. The word recall implies that information 
• 
about the input may be retrieved from the reconfigured 
internal structure. For computer memory, the recall might 
entail an exact retrieval of all of the input . 1 . e . 
whatever bit patten was stored is precisely what will be 
recalled. For neural networks (natural or artificial), 
typically only important features about the input will be 
recalled. 
network. 
What is or is not important depends upon the 
Closely related to memory is the concept of learning. 
A definition of learning might be 11 an ad,3.ptive change . 1n 
behavior caused by experience." The word "adaptive" 
implies that the change ii_positive or beneficial with 
respect to some goal of the network. F6r ~xample~ a change 
which improves an organism's chances of survival in a given 
¢ 
situation would be adapt,ive. 
charact~r recognition system, 
For a synthetic optical 
it would be a change which 
would improve the systems performance. The word "behavior" 
refers to the output(s) of the particular system. For 
example, in animals it would be some change in impulses to 
motor or glandular· systems. Memory . 1s necessary for 
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learning in order to use experiences to adapt behavior~ 
those experiences must effect some change in the system. 
If a system isn't altered by an experience, then as soon as 
the -experience is over it is forgotten; no change -1n 
behavior could then occur the hext time a similar 
. 
experience occurs. 
4.1 Habituation and Sensitization 
The simplest types of 
habituation and sensitization. 
learning . . 1n organisms are 
Habituation refers to a 
decrease in behavioral response that occurs when a specific 
stimult1s is provi<5ed repea.tedly. An example which has been 
experimented with is the withdrawal reflex of a snail into 
its shell when stimulated by a jet of water (Shepherd? 
l 983) . When the jet of water is llsed repeatedly~ the 
withdrawal response becomes less and less intense. The 
value of habituation lo the survival of a creature is that 
is helps to ctvoid expending energy ur1necessarily. Th11 t. -I , .... . :-, , 
l 11() •' 
stimulus is probably not dangerous, . so using up energy on 
escape mechanisms would not be to the creature's benefit. 
Closely related to habituation is sensitization, the 
enhancement of a behavioral response that occurs when a 
strong or noxious stimulus is provided. Here, the strong 
or. noxious stimulus makes an organism more sensitive to 
/ • 
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weaker stimuli. The value of sensitization for 
' 
creature's ·survival is that a weaker stimulus might be 
. \ {• 
some way related to the stronger . or noxious one. 
a 
. 
1n 
For 
example, if an animal narrowly escapes from a predator~ it 
will become more sensitive to subsequent stimul~, such as 
the so11nd of the predator ,moving through lJrusl1. In the 
f ut.11re, 
some t l1-i ng 
just the much weaker stimulus of the sound of 
eli(:it .I • moving through brush will tend to 
defensive behavior by the creature. Some experiments on 
the withdrawal reflex of snails were conducted, where an 
electic shock accompanied a jet of water (Shepherd, 1983) . 
Unlike the experiments on habituation, the withdrawal 
reflex became more intense even when, later, the water jet 
was used without the accompanying shock. 
.• . 
Habituatjon and sensitization involve both short and 
1 ong term rnf~mory. In the case of the snail experiments, 
the effects lasted for several wecJcs. After the stimuli 
are halted, the snails gradually returned to their original 
\ 
11 states. 11 
,,. 
4.2 Associative Learning 
Associative learning is generally considered to be a 
more 11 advanced" type of learning than habituation or 
sensitization. In associative learning, there are two 
stimuli· - a positive (reward) or negative (punishment) 
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stimulus and a neutral stimulus. The neutral . stimulus 
becomes "associated 11 · with the positive or negative one 
through repeated episodes of the two .occuring together. A 
creature will respond to the neutral stimulus in the same 
way it would respond to the positive or negative stimulus 
once the association has been made. 
Two major types of associative learning are classical 
.. 
conditioning and operant conditioning. In classical 
conditioning, the creature plays a relatively passive role 
in the learning process. The goal is not to get the 
... 1---t111--{ •. i.~ Ii . ' ~ t.o ~~~iv0ly perform some task or solve some 
manner to a neutral slimulus when it is presented. The 
most well-known example of classical conditioning -lS 
Pavlov 1 s experiments with dogs. When repeated . . pa1r1ngs 
between a bell being rung (the neutral stimuls) and a piece 
of meat (a positive stimulus) are made, the dog will 
eventually salivate in response to the ringing of the bell, 
c) 
without being given the meat. 
In operant conditioning, the goal is to get a creature 
to solve some problem, such as pressing different buttons 
in the correct order or negotiating a maze . As with 
negative 
. 
classical conditioning, either positive or 
reinforcement can be used. With positive reinforcement, 
the creature is rewarded for correctly solving the problem 
(or part of with negative reinforcement, it. ) ; ; t. . JR 
• I 
,f>. 
~ .. 
' I 
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pu11ished when it doesn • t per·form as desired. 
A third type of associative 
1 t.}arr1 i rig. In this type of 
1 ear·ning 
learning, 
- . 1s avers1on 
a negative 
reinforcement (sickness) 
neutr,i 1 one - ·taste. 
is paired with ·a (relatively) 
The pairing can be separated by 
sever a 1 hoL1rs . Trtis cor1trasts with classical and operant 
conditioning, wr,ere t11e two stimuli mU!Jt lJe pr·esente<i 
fctirly close. together (u~;t1ally withi11 a few seconds). 
Anolher important ditference between aversion learning and 
classical or operant conditioning -1S that the former 
typically only needs a single trial, whereas the latter 
require many repetitions in order for the association to be 
made. 
The survival value of aversion learning -1S fairly 
obvious; if an animal eats or drinks something and becomes 
ill later on, there would (under normal circumstances) be a 
( . 
good chance that the illness was caused by the}ood. That 
being the case,, it would certainly not be advantageous to 
eat that food again in the future. 
4.3 Learning and Memory Mechanisms 
Although there is still a great to learn about how 
learning· and memory operat~s, a lot of progress has been 
made in this area; some of it very recent. One important 
', 
characteristic of memory 1n natural neural networks is that 
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it is distributed rather than localized. Much work has 
been done in the past involving hypothetical entities 
ca 11 ed engrams. An engram is a localized memory trace; 
i.e. a specific location in the brain where a particular 
memory exists. For example,. the memory of how to form the 
letter 'A' when writing by hand might be locc~ted . 1n a 
specific neuron. Research has concluded that engrams do 
not exist - memory in neural networks in not localized. 
This shouldn't be too . . surpr1s1ng,. for if memory was 
localized, then the death of a few key neurons could have a 
tremendous impact on an organism. Neurons die every day,. 
yet people don 1 t normally completely forget how to form the 
" letter 'A',. what a cat is,. how to start a car,. and so on. 
Localized memory would imply that if the neuron which was 
responsible for a particular memory would suddenly cease to 
function,. then a memory, such as the examples listed, would 
completely disappear. What actually happens is that 
men1ories, with.oLit reinforcen1ent, tend to become "fuzzier" 
with time but are not lost completely. Details may be 
forgotten,,, but the memory itself will remain. 
Dis·tributed memory means tt1at memories are 11 spread 
out" among a 1 arge nt.1mbAr of r1(~111: .. ()ns . No one neuron 
corresponds to a single memory. On the other hand, a 
single neuron is part of a numb~r of memories. 
r 
The fact. 
& that memory is distributed does not,. however, imply that 
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> memories are distributed over the entire network. Research 
seems to indicate that there is some local structure within 
natural neural nets such as the human brain. For example, 
one section of the brain dea-ls with visual information, 
another section with 9lefactory, and language processing in 
still another. Thus it would be more accurate to state 
that memories are distribu~ed amongst a section of a neural 
net. This idea fits in well with the known fact that 
natural neural nets do not consist of a homogeneous 
collection of identical . processing units. Different 
sections have quite different structures, the structure 
being determined by what function that section needs to 
perform. 
4.4 Implications for Artificial Neural Networks 
The implication of distributed memory on artificial 
neural nets is that instead of using one specific piece of 
hardware to represent one specific concept, there are 
C 
advantages of using a hologram-like setup~ where parts of 
' 
t,ht~ concept t:it""e spret:\d c)ut over many differ·ent units. 
Di strj buted setups are n1uch more f au 1 t-to 1 erant. fajlure 
of a single unit wi 11 not calJSe the loss of al 1 knowlege 
tied to it. If a relatively small number of units fail, 
. 
the concept being stored will only be sl.ightly degraded 
the memory is not perfect but is still usable. In other 
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words, the macroscopic behavior of the network will not be 
significantly .altered by the failure of a small percentage 
of microscopic components. This could have . maJor 
implications in the construction of large artific·ial 
networks. Technologj.es which cannot curr·ently be used to 
any great extent because of unnacceptably high.· failure 
~ 
rates, such as wafer-scale integration, could be very 
llSP.fUl in a system where a small percentage of non-
functioning units does not present a problem (Fahlman & 
Hinton, 1987). 
Another advantage of using dist.ributed storage . 1n 
artificial networks is in system performance. If each 
hardware unit represents a single concept, then a large 
"" 
majority of units will be idle a large percentage of the 
time. In contrast, with distributed storage a much large 
percentage of units will be active at any given time, . since 
a number of memories would be associated with each unit. 
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Part II - Artificial Neural Networks 
·5. 1 Components 
Chapter 5 
Introduction· 
An art if i c i a 1 neura 1 network·~ wl1ether implemented . 1n 
hardware or simulated using software, has eight basic 
componenls which must be considered for its construction 
and operation. 
McClelland, 
These components (from Rumelhart, Hinton & 
1986) are, in theory, general enough to 
mathematically model any neural network which can be 
constructed. Each component has a counterpart in natural 
neural networks. In fact, they are based upon the 
structure and function of natural neural systems. This 
should not be too surprising, since natural neural nets 
perform excellently many of the tasks which would be 
desirable to have an artificial system perform. 
The following paragraphs priefly describe each of 
these eight components. Included in each description . 1S 
the biological basis for that component. 
5.1.1 Processing lJnits 
The first component· is simply the set of . process 1·ng 
units which make tip the network. Each 1init. f11.r1c'!t.i(1ns by 
receivir1g ·inputs frorn other uni·ts or the environment~ 
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performing some relatively simple processing tu l11e inputs,. 
and sending outputs to other units or the environment. 
Units ma.y perform in pnr--allel. Generally, a nAural net 
consiGts of a relatively large-number of these relatively 
simple unit,s. 
Processing units may be sL1bca.tcgorized as ·input, 
I 
outp,1t, or r1idden tJnits. Inpt1t units t~eceive at least one 
input from the external environment. Output units send at 
least one input to the external environment. Hidden units 
• 
do not communicate directly wit·h the 11 011tside 11 at. all; all 
inputs and outputs are from and to other processing units. 
In· natural systems, these processing units are 
of which there may be many billions . 1n a single ne11y·ons, 
creat1.1re. Neurons act ets signal integ:r·ators; this was 
described in chapter 1. As with artificial units~ neurons 
may be subcategorized as afferent 
(output) or interneurons (hidden). 
·9·d 5 1 ') 
• • LJ State of Activation 
(input) , efferent 
' ... ,., 
• 0 
This is simply the state of each processing unit . 1n 
the system at a given time. It determines whether a unit 
is sending outputs and, 
·,intensity of the outputs. 
in many cases~ the magnitude or 
The state of activation of a 
. unit at time t+l is determined· by its state at time t and 
the inputs to the unit. 
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The range of legal activation values depends on the 
particular model used. Some models only allow two values. 
For these models the units may only be off or on; no 
magnitudes of activation are used. Other models allow a 
finite number of values and still others allow an infiriite 
" 
number (in a continuous rang~). There may also be 
restrictions on the maximum and mini~um legal val~es. 
In natural systems)' the state of activation of a 
neuron determines (probabilistically) the rate of a 
neuron·s impulse emissions. Although)' according to quantum 
mechanics, the number of legal states cannot be infinite)' 
it is in fact quite large. In addition to inputs comir1g in 
to the neuror1 .. many biologic,:11 factors)' SllCh as 
concentrations of neurohormones in the blood, the size and 
shape of the neuron)' the neuron 'Qs "heal th 11 , the presence o:r--
absence of nearby "support'· cells)' concentrations of 
various electolytes in the neuron's cytoplasm, and so 
forth, 
1983) . 
5.1.3 
influence the cell's activation state 
Output Function 
(Shepherd" 
• 
1'he output function, along with the current state of 
activation, determines wfiat outputs are produced by each 
unit. In the simplest case, the output functior1 is the 
identity function; this means that the outputs of each unit 
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equals.that unit's activation state. Typically, however, a 
more complex function is used. 
In natural systems, the output function . 1S a 
stochastic threshold one. Below a certain activation 
value, no output is ever produced. As the activation value 
1ncreases, there is a greater and greater chance of impulse 
. . 
em1ss1on. Basically, this means that, once above the 
thr-esl-1<,)ld, higher activation values produce higher r·ates of 
impulse emission. Chapter 1 explains this in more detajl. 
5.1.4 Patt~rn of c.onnectivity 
This is a description of precisely how units are 
< connected. It specifies what units are connected to what 
other-- units, the type of each connection, and a weight 
associated with each connection. 
/ 
' 
In the simplest case, 
where there is only one type of connection, a single 
connection matrix may be used. The entries of the matrix 
correspond to connection weights (positive for excitatory, 
negative for inhibitory). In more complex models, several 
connection matrices are used - one for each type of 
" 
connection. In the most complex models, however, several 
inputs may join together prior to connecting with a unit. 
These are called conjuncts (Rumelhart, Hinton & McClelland, 
1986) . Connection matrices are not sufficient in this 
case, since they don't describe which inputs are joined 
38 
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together. ' For this type of situation,. there must be,. 
addition to the connection weight matrices, 
defining all conjuncts in the network. 
a table 
There may also be restrictions on the connection 
weight. values .. In some case~;,. the weights may be 
restricted to a finite se·t of legal ·values,. in other cases 
an infinite number of values within a specified range may 
be permitted~ and in still others there are no restrictions 
at all. 
In natural neural networks, connections correspond to 
synapses. As discussed in section 1.1,. there are a large 
• . 
number of different synapse types. The range of legal 
connection weight values is very large,. but. (again 
according to quantum mechanics) cannot be infinite. 
5.1.5 Propag<:l. ti on Ru 1 e 
A propagation rule determines how inputs to a unit are 
combi11ed. It must take into account all connection types? 
as well as conjunctive inputs for those models which allow 
thern. In the simplest cases~ each input to a unit . 1S 
multiplied by the appropriate connection weight and the 
resulting products are summed. In more complex models,. 
where there are several different connec-tion~ types .. several 
. . 
sun1:3 m11st be prc)duced - one for each type of connect ion. 
l • '"';' 
These suirts rr,ust then themRelves be co1nbined in some fashion 
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(of·ten by simply adding -them together) to produce a single 
net input to the unit. The most comp 1 ex cases, whf;re 
conjunctive inpu.ts are al lowed, are of_ter, handled by first-
multiplying - - -COJOln111g inputs m11 1 t i p 1 y t n g the 
res11lti11g prod.uct by the wej_gl1ting factor· associa-ted with 
the connectio11 r--eceiving tl1e inputs, and f i na 11 y . s11rrun1 ng 
together all of the resulting weighted products (Rumelhart~ 
Hinton & McClelland, 1986). This type of propagation rule 
will handle all cases where the net input is a monotonic 
function of individual inputs (Williams, 1986) ; i.e. when 
all but one input is held constant, the net input will 
increc:1se ,:ts t~e var·i,3.blf~ inpL1.t is increased and decrei~se as 
the variable input is. decreased - or vice versa if the 
variable input is inhibitory . 
. \ 
The 11 propagation rule" in natural systems, as pointed 
out in section 1.2, is 11ot simply a summation of all inputs 
to a neuron. Electrical properties of the neuron's 
cytoplasm and membrane. as well as the size and shape of 
the cell, are important factors in determining how inputs 
are combined. It is debatable whether a sum of products 
rule, such as that outlined in the previous paragraph with 
", 
respect to co11junct i ve inputs,,_ is powerfu 1 enough to mode 1 
the behavior of natural neural systems. Although the 
assumption of monot~nicity (necessary for this type of rule 
to be used) isgenerallyapplicableto· natural systems, 
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there is no reason to believe that it must always be so. 
It is quite possible that, in s.ome cases, wheri a neura 1 
input reaches a certain intensity level it could ·switch 
from having an excitatory effect to an inhibitory· one, or 
. 
vice versa. This non-monotonic behavior would need to be 
modelled using a more sophisticated propagation rule . 
• 
5.1.6 Activation Rule 
An activation rule is used to compute the state of 
activation of a unit at time t+l from both the unit's state 
of activation at time t and the net input to the unit. In 
the simplest case. the activation rule is just an identit·y 
function~ so the activation state at t+l is just the net 
input to the unit. In this case~ the unit's current state 
of activation has no effect. Typically, however .. 
substantially mort complex rules are used. 
It . 1S di.ffic11l t to determine much about the 
11 activa.tion rule" in a natural system. Certainly, it . 1S 
more complex than a simple identity function. But other 
than monitoring a neuron 1 s outputs and the diffArences . 1n 
polential across various membranes, it is hard to obtain 
information as to wl1at 11 state of activatior1' 1 the r1eur·,Jr1 . IS 
in. The outputs are known to behave stochastically and 
with a threshold, ·but this may be modelled with the output 
function., as discussed earlier in this chapter." Possibly, 
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.the most accurate approximation to an activation function 
for actu(;.·1 neurons would be a sigmoid function· which decays 
with t irr1e. The sigmoi'd shape models a neuron's behavior 
with respect toils mt:rnb.t"ctne reac:l1ing mi11in1al and. ml~ximal 
differences in , potential. The decay factor models 
dissipation of potential differences over time. 
5.1.7 Learning Rule 
Neural networks learn by altering their patterns of 
connectivity. There are a multitude of different learning 
algorithms; the mathE~matical description of precisely how a 
neura 1 network 1 earns is probab 1 y . t_he n1ost import13.nt 
distinguishing characteristic between one neural network 
model and another. Usually, learning algorithms ernphasize 
the modification of connection weights, and have no special 
provisions for the formation of new connections and the 
deletion of existing ones. Formation and deletion of 
co11nections are viewed simply as subcases of connection 
weight modification; e.g. if a connection weight chanqes 
from zero to some other value a connection is considered to 
have formed, or if the weight changes from a non-zero value 
to zero, a· connection has been deleted. Learning rules for 
artificial nets usually are variations of Hebb,,s rule, 
which states that the connection strength between two units 
increases when the two units are excited simultaneously 
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(Hebb,. 1949). 
Learning in natural neural networks is quite complex. 
No exact mathematical model currently exists which 
precisely describes how the pctttern of synapses changes . 1n 
a living organism. As discussed in chapter 4,. 1 e,1rn i ng ~ 
consists of making associations between qualitatively 
different inputs. Hebbian behavior is a central concept in 
natural systems,. but Hebb's rule in itself isn't powerful 
enough to encompass all aspects of learning in natural 
systems. For example,. it must be .extended to handle the 
weaker1ing of connections between units when their degree of 
s j mt1 l taneot1s ar:t j vat ion decreases. 
5.1.8 Oper,3.ting Environrnent 
Although not an internal part of a neural network. the 
environment in which the network functions is a critical 
factor. For living creatures, a detailed mathematical 
model of the environment is, at this time, not a realistic 
goa 1. Still, there are several important facts about the 
environment which should be considered. First, 
environment cannot simply be completely random. 
the 
If it 
were,~ neural network could not form associations or learn 
general principles (other than perhaps the principle that 
no general principles exist) simply because there would be 
none in this kind of environment. Second, the more regular 
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and "well-behaved .. an environment . 1S, the easier it is, in 
•• 
genera 1 ,. for a neural network to learn. It would be quite 
difficult to learn in an environment with a bewildering 
number of inputs coming from all directions, and where 
basic rules (such as object permanence, the influence of 
, 
' gravity, etc.) have frequent exceptions. 
.. 
subsets of the environment can be modelled. 
Finally, narrow 
For example, 
if one looks ·only at auditory speech.input, a· stochastic 
model . l1S 1 ng frequencies of occurrence of the . various 
phonemes can be derived. 
With these ideas in mind, the proposed operating 
enviror1ment~ of an artificial neural net should ~ve a 
'-. 
strong influence on its design. The artificial net should 
tend to notice the relevant features in its environment and 
.. 
treat peripheral data as noise. For example, an optical 
charact.er . recogn1ze:r-- should be strongly influenced by 
differences in the shapes of letters, but it should not be 
, .. 
concerned with differences in color and sh~ding levels of 
the characters or their background. 
The more narrow the environment, 
design a neural circuit to handle it. 
far . e,3.s 1 er to come up with a network 
\ 
the . eas 1eY' it is t() 
It is, for example~ 
that distinguishes 
between the letters A and B than it is to develop one which 
. . ! 
distinguishes a11~26 letters. Sometimes, the environment 
of an artificial network is limited to orthogonal or 
linearly independent inputs. This ctearly narrows the 
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envirohment to a considerable extent, but it must be 
realized that not all problems can be adequately 
characterized with this type of restriction. 
5. 2 Conc·l us ions 
The eight components just outlined allow for a very 
wide variety of neural network models. to be modelled. 
There are, however, two properties of natural neural 
networJ<s which these components, as stated, do not 
address. The first of these is signal propagation delay. 
It is known that certain types of processing, such as 
motion detection in natural systems, depend upon which 
~3 i gr1a 1 s ar:t"' i ve at a ne1-1ron first ( Koc :11 & Poggio, 1985) . 
Al tho11g .. h it is possible to model progagation delay . using 
only the eight components just described, it would be 
somewhat awkward. Since each connection fr~m one.unit to 
another can have a different delay, the delay factor would 
11 e e d t. o be i n c 1 ll d. e cl fl s part o f t. rt '3 con r 1 c~ c t .i v i l y fJ ct L t er n . A 
,:t ~3 s () c i t1. t e ci w i th e a c 11 cc)n r1ec ti on wo1J 1 <i not 
a 1 ways be sufficient s i nc:t-~,, wi t.r, C<)nj unc Live i npLtt.s, it is 
pc; ~ 3 !:3 i b l e t·, 11 a t the re c-: o 11 1 d 11 e .c; t? v e .,.-/1 1 i 11 p 11 t. s t o one 
connection~ each with a different delay. Thus the. delay 
factor would need to be associated with each input~ and the 
propagation rule would need to be time sensitive; i.e. at 
time t, it would need to compt1te the net inp1.1t based only 
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upon those inputs which have had time enough t.o rea.ch · the 
unit in question. Assumir1g that the propagation delay 
between one unit and another is constant, the learning 
function would not need to concern itself with updating 
delay data (this is assumming that a prestored table of. 
propagation delays exists for all possible connections 
I.., 
which could be formed - otherwise, when a conner;t,ion weight 
is changed from zero to some other value· the model would 
need some way of coming up with a·propagation delay for the 
new pathway. This· would make things even more 
complicated). 
Since propayation delays are essentially static~ at 
least compared to connection weights, it might be more 
convenient to have a ninth component for certain neural 
network models rather than trying to cram this information 
inlo the already c:ornplex connection weight. data st.ructure. 
This ninth co1nporlent n1ight be ,:ts !3mall a.11d simple as a 
table of unit locations in three space (which would allow 
an approximate delay time to be computed on the basis of 
distance between units) or as larg~ and comple~ as a table 
giving a separate delay value for each pathway. The more 
complex structure would allow items such as the thickness 
of an axon (which, as discussed in section 1.2, has a major 
influer1ce on signal propagation rate) to be accurately 
modelled. To utilize this extra component, the propagation 
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function would need to operate in_two, steps. First, it 
would need to exam1pe each input to determine if it has 
arrived yet by - . exam1n1ng the i np11 t I S . . or1g1n unit, 
destination unit, and the propagation delay data from the 
new component. Second, it would compute a net input as 
before, but only using those inputs which have already 
arrived. 
. 
It is important to realize that existing models . using 
asynchronous updating procedures do not accurately model 
propagation delay. These models simply use a probabilistic 
function to randomly determine when a unit is ~pdated. 
While t.hese models, as we shall see, rlave certain 
advantages over synchronous ones (in which all units are 
updated simultaneously), they still use the·assumptjon that 
signals propagate between units at an infinite speed and 
thus do not address the issue of propagation delay at all. 
The second property of natural neural networks which 
is not addressed by the eight components discussed in the 
precedi11g sections is het.eroge11eity of 11nits. As pc)int.ed 
out ir1 cr1ctpter 1, there are many d.i f ferent. types of ne1.1r<)rts 
/.··· 
,-
'' .--, 
. . 
1 n a 11 () r g d. 11 1 s m , c:; <3. ch w i t 11 ci i f f e r-- e r 1 t pr~ o p er t. i. e s . ·r1, ts . 1S 
the rule, rather than the exceptioQ, in natural systems. 
Models which only allow a single type of ur1it cannot be 
considered to be a reasonable description of the actual 
state of affairs. 
,, 
In order to model heterogene.ity,_. different unit types 
. ' 
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must be allowed. For each unit type~ a different ran~e of 
legal activation values, output function, connectivity 
pattern, propagation rule, activation rule, and learning 
rule must be supported. For example, one type of neuron 
might be allowed to have real activation values in the 
. range -1 to 1, up to a thcusand connections to other units, 
output function A, propagation rule B, activation rule C 
and learning rule D; whereas another type of unit might be 
allowed real activation values in the range -5 to 5, a 
maximum of fifty inputs and ten outputs, output function E, 
propagation rule F,. activation rule G and learning rule H. 
Altho11gh the addition of multiple unit types clearly 
complicates neural network models, it also adds 
considerable flexibility. 
5.3 Notation 
In the next few chapters, several neural network 
models will be examined. In describing these models~ the 
following mathematical notatior1s (from Rumelhart? Hint.or1 & 
" 
McClelland~ 1986) will be used: 
a1Ct) - activation state of unit i at time t 
a(t) - activation states of all units; a vector of N 
·· activation states, where N is the total number of 
units " 
. 
01(t) = output value of unit i at time t 
\ 
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o(t) = a yector o·f output· values for all units 
f = output function; maps activation states, a~(t), to 
output values~ o~(t) 
w~~ = weight of the connection from unit j to unit i 
Wx = matrix of connection weights for connection type x (when only one type of connection is used> xis 
omitted) 
net~x(t) - net input into unit i for connection type x at 
time t (when only one type of connection is 
used, xis omitted) 
netx(t) - a vector of net inputs of type x for all units 
• (when only one type of connection is used> xis 
omitted) 
F - activation function; maps the activation state and net 
inputs (for each connection type) at time t to a new 
activatior1 statJe at, time t+l W1_j = cr1ange ir1 the 
con11ection weight from 11nit j to unit i 
· .. ·~"?., 
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Chapter 6 
Analysis of Simple Linear Models 
6.1.1 Simple Linear Pattern Associators 
The mathematical model for simple linear pattern 
associators, using the eight components and notation 
discussed in chapter 5, is as follows: 
(1) Set of Units 
There are two layers of units - an input layer and an 
output layer. Hidden units are not used. 
( 
(2) Activation States 
a~(t) may be any real value. 
(3) Output Function 
-
The output function is simply the identity function, 
that . 1S: 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
Only one type of connection used~ so a single 
'~. 
connectivity matrix suffices. Connection weights may be 
any real value without restriction; positive 
represent excitatory connections and negative 
values 
val 11es 
,_, 
represent inhibitory ones. The only connections allowed 
• 
are from input uni ts to output uni ts .. 
be connected to any output unit. 
· 50 
Any input unit may 
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(5) Eropagatio11 Rule 
The net input to a unit i is simply the weighted sum 
of all of its inputs,. . 1 . e . 
. . 
J J 
· or net(t) = Wo(t) 
. -·-"' 
(6) Activation Rule 
The activation rule is simply to assign the current 
net input to the next activation state; the activation 
state at time t has no influence on the activation state at 
time t+l: 
a(t+l) - F(net(t)) - net(t) 
·(7) Learning Rule 
Learning consists of forming associations between 
' 
vector pa i Y'S . To teach an association, one member of the 
vector pair, the input vector, is presented to the input 
,1n its . S imu 1 ta11e,.)US 1 y, the other member of the . pair~ 
sometimes called a teaching vector, is presented to the 
output uni ts. - Then the connection weights are al tereci 
accordi.ng to Hebb' s ru 1 e: 
/l w :1 ..1 = . na .;1V :1 = nu _jV.:1 
or AW = nav = nU\l' 
where n is the learni.ng rate,. which can vary from a 
minimum of O (no learning·· occurs) to a maxirn11m 
of 1, 
..• 
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a is the activation state, 
j units are input units, 
i u n i t. s ,1 r~ e o ti t put 11 n i. t. s , 
u is the inp11t vector 
. , 
and vis Lhe teaching vector (i .. e. the vector which 
the output units are supposed to produce when the 
i n p u t u n i t s a r-- e pr · c) s c~ r1 t. (_~ d w 1 L l 1 t. l 11.:. .i r 1 p 1_1. t \v' e c: L o r ) 
Once the association has been learned, presenting the 
first member of the vector pair, vector u, by itself will 
result in the second vector, 
outplit uni ts .. 
v, being produced by the 
(8) Environment 
The optimum environement for simple linear pattern 
associators is an orthogonal set of input vecto:r--s 
(Rumelhart, Hintor1 & McClelland" 1986) . Non-:-orthogonal 
vectors can be used, but interference will result; i.e. the 
output vectors produced by the network will not be exact 
replicas of the teaching vectors which were used for 
learnir1g. 
6.1.2 Analysis of Simple Linear Pattern Associators 
Although they provide an interesting and useful 
starting point for an examination of neural network models, 
simple linear pattern associators lack the. sophistication 
necessary for them to be considered a good model of natural 
-
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nets.· In fact,, it is precisely because of this lack of 
complexity that they are especially easy to understand and 
her1ce a good springboard fr·om wl1i cl1 to analvze 
... 
better 
models. This 1s not to imply that they have no 
applications in the real world,,· but certainly the need for 
orthogonal inputs severely limits those applications. 
In addition to the homogeneity of units and the lack 
of - -prov1s1ons for modelling signal propagation delay 
., 
(which, as discussed in chapter 5, are shortcomings shared 
.. 
by the vast majority of c1_1rrent network models) .. simple 
linear pattern associators do not realistically model 
natural networks in a number of important areas: 
(1) Processing Units 
The model is restricted to two layers of units~ an 
input layer and an output one. Hidden units, which are so 
pr·evaler1t in 1111.tLtral systems, are not used. Even if they 
wer·{J d(i(ied t.o the rn<)cie 1 , r1 o (:i cl v a n t age s w o tJ l d 1; e g a i 11 e ci . 
since any computation which can be performed by such a 
~ 
n e two r · ){ c: ctn be d. or 1 c i 11 a s i n g 1 e !3 1_ <.; p . .b,or e~:am1J 1 e . a 
series of N learning steps carried out by N+l layers would 
-
consist simply of N matrix multiplications. The same 
result could easily be accomplished in one step by 
assigning the results of the multiplications to a single 
connection matrix representing weighting factors between 
just two layers (Rumelhart, Hinton & McClelland, 1986). 
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(2) State of Activation 
Since real numbers with no range rest.riction are used, 
this mod~l is actually more powerful than natural systems 
with respect to activation states. In theory, an infinite 
amount of infomation can be stored in just a single real 
number, and here we'ie allowing a matrix-full of them! 
Thus care should be taken not to 11 store 11 too much 
information in a single matrix entry and "unusup.l" looking 
values, such as numbers with a hundred digits of precision, 
should be examined carefully. This issue was raised . 1n 
considerable detail in Minsky and Papert 1 s well known book 
Perceptrons (Minsky & Papert, 1988). The point is that 
n11mbers are used s imp 1 y as a . cot1ven1ence finite 
mathematics can add a great deal of complexity to a model -
but care must be taken to avoid abusing this . conven1ence 
and producing results on pap~r, which while theoretically 
interesting, could be e~tremely difficult if not impossible 
to actually implement. 
(3) Output Function 
The identity function used by the model . 1s a poor 
sub!3tit1-1te for the stochastic t.hrc~sl1old type of function 
which occurs in r1at.11ral systems. 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
With only two layers of unjts, the model is severely 
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restricted in this regard. In addition, ur1like natural 
systems, only a single connection type is used. 
(5) Propagation Rule 
With only one type of connection, the model's simple 
additive propagation rule is much more simplistic than 
p~opagation in a naturctl networ:k. 
( 6) Activation Rt1 le 
As with the output rule, the identity functiori used by 
tl1e rnodel does riot :r·ea.l istical ly sirnulate r1atlt:t·al s 1,stcn1s. 
In computing new activation states, the current activation 
state of a unit is completely ignored; 
used. 
(7) Learning Rule 
only net input -1S 
Hebb's rule, as used by the model, is too limiting. 
If orthogonal inputs are not used, interference wi 1·1 res,11 t 
(Jordan, 1986) . Although simple associations may be 
1 ear--neci between . pairs of vectors, the model does not 
support the much more general unsupervised learning (i.e. 
"feature discovery'')_. as more complex models do. 
(8) Environment 
As already pointed out, the model works perfectly for 
orthogonal inputs, .but this is much to great a restriction· 
for a wide variety of applications. With non-orthogonal 
inputs, the system does not, in general, perform well. 
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6.2 Simple Linear Autoassociators 
Simple linear autoassociators use essentially the same 
neural network model as simple linear pattern associators. 
In fact, they could be considered as two instances of the 
same mode, each . using a slightly different learning 
paradigm. The only differences are in the set of units, 
the connectivity pattern, and how learning occurs. 
With simple linear autoassociators, there is only one 
set of units; these act both as input and as output unii_s. 
Any ur1it may be connec·ted t<) any ot.her unit, i r1 c~ 1 Ltd i n g 
.. 
itself. Learning consists of presenting a single vector to 
the units. The goal is to have the units later recall the 
entire vector when preser1ted with only portions of . it. 
Since only one vector is involved, the learning formula is 
slightly different from the one used witl1 simple linear 
pattern associators: 
t::.Wi_j = nai = nvj 
or 6W - na = nv 
where n is the learning rate, 
a is the current activation state, 
and vis the vector to be learned 
. 
The analysis of this model is essentially the same as 
that of simple linear pattern associators, tl1e only 
.ciiffere11ces being those discussed in the [>'t'evicJ11s co1.1ple of 
.... 
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6.3 Delta Learning 
A large improvement may be made to the performance of 
the models discussed in the previous sections by adding to 
the learning rule a error correction factor which takes the 
.. 
difference betweer1 a 11nit 1 s act1-1al output and its desir--e<i 
output. This r1ew rule,. called the delta rule, was 
originally developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960. The delta 
rule for pbttern association is: 
or AW - nu(v-a) 
where n is the learning rate,. 
o is tJ-1e 011tput.,. 
j units are i11put unit,s, 
i Lt n i t_ s are o 11 t put 11 n i t s ,. 
u is the input vector, 
vis the teaching vector,. 
and a is the current activation state vector for the 
output ur1 its 
Similarly, the delta rule for autoassociation is: 
or A.W = n(v-a) 
~The difference between this rule and the simple linear 
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learning rule is that instead of changing the connection 
weights strictly on the basis of the· teaching vector, the 
weights are changed according to the difference between the 
current output (which is a) and the teaching vector. In 
other words, the difference between the current output and 
the desired output is used. 
This modification greatly expands the models' optimal 
operating environment. Instead of being restrjcted to 
\ 
~ 
orthogonal vectors, the _much larger class of . linearly 
independent vectors may be used without i nterf erenc(~ 
problems (Stone, 198 6) ·. Although repeated trials are 
necessar~y (unlike the simple linear models which can learn 
an association in a single trial), a perfect association 
will result as long as the input vectors are linearly 
independent. If non-linearly independent vectors are used, 
delta learning will converge to a least squares solution 
(Stone, 1986). The delta rule performs the equivalent of a 
multiple linear regression between the input vectors and 
the desired output vectors - thus the system will not 
perfor1n well in precisely those situations where multiple 
linear regression doesn·t perform well . 
. 
From the standpoint of natural neural r1etworks .. 
systems ·employing the delta rule are an improvement over 
those using the basic version of Hebb's rule. Since 
repeated trials are used instead of a single presentation, 
.. the - lear11ing pr,ocess itself is mor·e r·ealistic (organiszns 
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typically require numerous trials to learn well). Also., 
the fact that the current state of the system influences 
the next state is more physiologically realistic. However, 
the models still lack realism.in nearly all ot11er areas,. as 
d i s r: 1.1 s s e ci j r1 :.J e c t. i on 6 . 1 . 2 . 
u 
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7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 7 
Linear Threshold Units 
Some the most well known and carefully analyzed neural 
network models are comprised of linear threshold units~ 
These tini ts wer·e first prese11ted by Rosenblatt . ., 1n 
Principles ,-:Jf Neu1,..odynamics (Rosenblatt, 1962). Minsky and 
. --· 
Pappert's book, Perceptrons, extensively analyzes networks 
consisting of a single layer of thAse units (Minsky & 
Papert .. 1969). Rurne 1 hart, Hi rttor1, and Wi 11 i a.rns, . 1n 
Parallel Distribt1ted Prc,cessing - Volume 1, disctiss tl1e 
limitations of linear threshold units and present a 
learning rule applicabl~ to multi-layered networks of 
semilinear units. 
Linear threshold units have received such a great deal 
.. 
of attention not so much because of their strenqths as 
because of their limitations. Rosenblatt's introduction of 
these 1Jnits~ w11ich he t.e:r·med "perceptrons 11 , in 1962 lecj to 
a dramatic revival of artificial neural network research~ 
which had come to a virtual halt in the lt1te ,, 1950 ':3. 
Minsky and Pappert's b6ok, Perceptrons, in which severe 
1 imi t.ations on the capabi 1 i'lies of single-la1,ere<i 
perceptron networks were presented~ again brought research 
in this area to a grinding halt for roughly a decade. In 
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1986, Rumelhart, McClelland, et al. 's books on parallel 
distributed processing have presented what they call the 
generalized delta rule~ for learning in multi-layered 
semi linear networks. In 1988, Minsky and Papper~'s 
~ Percept1~ons~ Expc.."inded Edition discusses limitations of the 
generalized delta rule. 
Let· us now proceed from this interesting -historical 
·perspective to an analysis of a network model consisting of 
these units. 
7.2 Single Layer Linear Threshold Networks 
( 1 ) Se t o f tJ r1 i t s 
This model is restricted to a single layer of units. 
Associated with each unit is a threshold value, 91. 
(2) Activation States 
Only two activation states are used - 0 and 1. 
(3) Outptit Functi9n 
As with thA simple linear models, the output function 
is just the identity function. 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
A single tonnection matrix is used since there is.only_ 
one type of connection. Connection weights may take on any 
real value. No loops or feedback are allowed . 
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(5) Propagation Rule 
The net input to a unit is simply the sum of all 
connection weights for units with an activation state of 1. 
More formally, 
net:1 Ct) - [ W1Ja..1 Ct) 
. 
J 
or net(t) = Wa(t) 
• (6) Activation Rule 
If the net input to a unit is greater than the unit's 
threshold valu,e .. the activation state is set to 1, 
otherwise it is set to 0. I.e. 
a i ( t + 1) = F (net 1. Ct) ) 
where F(net1 (t)) - l if net1 (t) > 9 i 
- 0 otherwise 
(7) Learntng Rule 
To modify connection weights, 
(discussed in sectjon 6.3) is employed. 
the delta rule 
Learning is not 
restricted to pattern association and autoassociation 
unsupervised learning may also be performed. This involves 
discovering rules or common patterns amongst the input 
vectors. 
(8) Environment 
The environment for this model is not as clear cut as 
I!. ....... l 
that for the simple linear network models. Certain classes 
... 
.. ~ .. ' 
" 
(_ 
of problems may be solved easily ~Y perceptrons, whereas 
others, such as connectivity and parity, cannot be solved 
without using an impractically large number of units and/or 
learning trials (Minsky;& Papert, 1969). In order to 
determine whether a problem is solvable with a reasonable 
number of units and trials, that particular problem must be 
analyzed in detail. There is no general method for 
· determining which problems are solvable by perceptrons and 
which are not. 
7.3 Analysis of Single Layer Linear Threshold Networks 
(1) Set of Unit.s 
The lack of hidden units . 1s a severe restriction on 
the mode 1 . Certainly, the model is completely unlil<e 
,, 
natural systems 1·J1 this respect. Adding hidden units would 
provide greater power> but unfortunately there is no known 
learning rule whjch cot1ld be used. The generalized delta 
rule which was mentioned in section 7.1, do~~s work with 
mult-layered networks, but requires that semilinear units, 
rather than linear threshold units, be used (Rumelhart, 
Hinton & Williams, 1986). 
(2) Activation States 
The limitation of legal activation states to O and 1 
would be more appropriate to a switching network than a 
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neural network model. Neurons do not act as simple binary 
swi t, cl1es . This limitation is, however, partly overcome by 
the use of real valued connection weights. 
(3) Output Function 
Although the output function for this model is just 
' the identity function, the model's t.hreshold act'ivation 
rule controls the output in a more neurologically realistic 
fashion than the simple linear models did. That, -1 .... . .:) , the 
threshold behavior of neuron signal generation is modelled 
as pa rt. o f t 1-, A i, c t. i v Et t i o n f 11 r1 c:: t i c) n r a t. he r t. h <3. n t, he . o tJ. t 1) 1 1 t 
fur1ction. The difference js mainly or1e of sernt3.ntjcs rat.her 
than functionality. However, the stochastic nature of 
impulse generation is not modelled, plus the limitation to 
c)nly two 1'firing rates 11 , off or on. is not at all 
physiologically realistic. r 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
The limitations on connectivity are perhaps the most 
restrictive part of this model. Not only is there just a 
single type of connection~ but loops are not allowed. 
Feedback is critical to the functioning of natural systems. 
Adding feedback to this model would certainly enhance 
" 
its 
power considerably (allowing~ for example~ the oft quoted 
connectivity and parity problems to be solved rather easily 
(Minskey & Papert~ 1988)). In this light, it would have 
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been surprising had the model not proved to be severely 
1 imi ted in compua ti ona 1 power. - - What . 1s even more 
surprisinq is that when the limitations of this model were 
clearly pointed out, research in artificial neural networks 
came t,o a virt1.1,:1l ha.It t·a·ther t11an seeking to improve the 
mode 1 ! 
On the other side of the . col ll, the use of real valued 
connection weights is not restrictive enough. There has 
been a lot of discussion about problems which can be solved 
by the model but utilize absurdly large connection weights. 
In some cases, jt can be shown that the size of the weights 
in~reases at a greater rate than exponentially as the 
pr·oblem size grow::.; 1 ir1early (Minsky & Papert,, "1969). As 
discussed in section 6.1.2? if the powe:r-- made available _by 
using real numbers is abused~ results may be obtained which 
cannot possibly be implemented in any kind of device 
artificial or natural. 
(5) Propagation Rule 
As with simple linear networks, the propagation rule 
used by this type of network does not realistically model 
propagation in natural systems. 
(6) Activation Rule 
The threshold activation rule used by this model . 1S 
better than unconditionally setting the - activation state 
equal to the net input, but the current activation state is 
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ignored completely in the computations. 
(7) l1earning Rule 
As discusf:;ed in sectio11 6.3, the delta learning rule 
is an improvement over Hebb's rule. Coupled· w·it.h t.he 
tl1reshold activation function, 
al low 11ns11per-.. vised -lear--ning. 
it is powerful enough to 
(8) Environment 
This model handles a wider range of envir9nments lhan 
the simple linear ones, but there are still many problems 
which a single layered net with no feedback cannot deal 
with. 
To summarize, this model is generally an improvement 
over the simple linear models presented in the . pre'v"l ous 
chapter_. both from the standpoints of performance and 
physiologieal realism. It cannot, however, be considered 
to be a reasonable model of natural 
limitation to a single layer of units, 
networks; the 
the use of simply 
binary activation states, and the lack of feedbacks are all 
gross oversimplifications. 
--- -;,,,,- • 
) 
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Chapter 8 
Back Propagation 
Neither of the models presented in the last. two 
chapters allowed for hidden units. For simple linear 
models (chapter 6), the addition of hidden units did not 
add any power to the network. For linear theshold units 
(chapter 7), there is no known general learning procedure 
which will handle networks containing hidden 11nits. In 
both cases, this lack of hidden units made the models 
completely unrealistic from the standpoint of natural 
neural nets. In additior1, it put a severe limitation on 
. 
the computing_ power of the models. Ln this chapter, 
Rume 1 r1art, 
presented. 
Hinton and Williams' generalized delta rule . 1S 
This extention of the simple delta rule 
(discussed in chapter 6) allows hidden units to be 
incorporated into the network model. Because of the way it 
operates~ it is more frequently referred to as back 
prop,:1.ga ti on. 
(1) Set of Units 
r\ 
. ' 
'• ' The units are divided into layers; the lowest layer is 
composed of all input units, next comes an arbitrary number 
of hidden unit layers, and in the topmost layer are the 
output units. Associated with each unit is a bias~ 9~. 
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(2) Activation States 
The activation state values are real numbers in the 
open interval (0,1). 
(3) Output Function 
The output of a unit is simply it.s .current activatior1 
state. 
(4) Pattern of Connectiyj_Jy 
There is a single type of connection 
' 
so one 
connection weight matrix is all that's required. Real 
n11rnbers a:r'e 1.1sed f o:r~ conr1e ct i 011 weights. A layered 
feedfor·ward r1f.:!two:r·k is userl; a ur1it. may only receiv(~ ir1puts 
f1"<Jrn 11r1i Ls ir1 a ] (JWer lay(?r ,:.tt1d rnay only send 011tJp11ts to 
·units in a higher one . 
(5) Propagation Rule 
The net input to a unit is the sum of all weighted 
inputs plus the bias associated with the unit . 
. 
-J J 
(6) Activation Rule 
The activation state for a unit i at time t+l is given 
by 
1 
a~(t+l) - ---------------
~(net~(t)) 
1 + e 
.·, 
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This is a semilinear activation function, i.e. it is a 
nondecreasing differentiable function with respect to net 1 . 
(7) iearning Rule 
Learning consists of forming associations between 
pairs of vectors, as with simple linear pattern associators 
( chapter 6) . L.earning in this model consists of two 
pl1c3.SeS. In the first phase, the input vector is presented 
to trie input units. The output of each unit is then 
layer by layer,. until the output units are 
reached. The second phase involves sending an error signal 
backwaI"'ds through the network (hence the name b,j c:l< 
p-r .. ·c,pagation) .: it is during this phase that connection 
weights are modified. The error value for an output unit i 
., 
is gjven by 
where v~ is the outp.ut vector value (i.e. the desired 
01.1tp,1t) ,. 
and 01 ( = a1) is the actual ouput of the unit. 
The error value for hidden units is given by 
k 
The formula for connection weight modification is 
/J.W1..1 (n+l) = n(e10:1) -+ ex W1.1Cr1) 
whc:;:t~e n is t.lie l~tir~r,ir1c;r tr·ii:11 n11rnber (11ote tr1at the weight 
char1ge for the previous trial number must be 
rec or·ded) .. 
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n is the learning rate, 
and ot is a 1'momf~nturn" c~onst,ant which determines t1ow g·reat 
an effect previous weight changes have on current 
the current change 
(8) Environment ''"'.! 
.; 
'~ The environment for back propagation networks consists 
of sets of vector pairs. 
as boolean functions, 
To teach the network rules, such 
an appropriate set of vector . pairs 
must be prepared in advance and then taught to the network 
. 
one pair at a time . 
-
For example, if the. boolean XOR 
f unct i·on . 1S to be taught, the following four . pairs of 
vectors would be required: 
' 
Pair Input, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
\ 
f JI 
An input vector (consisting in this case of two elements} 
is presented to the systAm repeatedly; each time the error 
belween the actual r1etwork output and the desired output 
(ir1 this case a single element vector) is 11.sed to c~orrect 
connection weights. When the first pair has been learned 
satisfactorily, the next pair is presented, and so forth. 
There is no particular requkrement for a mathematical 
relationship, such as ort_hogonality or linear independence, 
( .... 
amongst the vect·or . pairs. In fact, back propagation 
networl<s can, . in theor·y, learn any mapping from input to 
• 
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output vectors provided there is a large enough set of 
hidden units and enough learning trjals are performAd 
(R11melhart, Hinton & Wtlliams .. 1986) . 
8.2 Anctlysis of the Back Propagation Model 
( 1) ~3et of Ur1i ts 
1'he additjon of.hidden u11its makes this model much 
linear and linear theshold models. It should be noted that 
this model will not work with linear theshold units, 
their activation function is not differentiable. 
(2) Activation States 
. 
since 
The use of a limited range of real valued activation 
states provides a more acc11rate model of natural systems 
than the unrestricted range of real values used for simple 
linear nets and the very restricted range, {0,1}, used for 
1 inear· threshold_ units. Caution should still be 
excet'<.:;is(~<i,. l1owever .. to avoid abusing the ur1limited power 
or Y'eal numbers; for example, valu-es which require a large 
number of significant digits should not he used. 
(3) Output Function • 
For this model .. unit outputs are computed using the 
activation function; i.e. the output function is just the 
., 'f 
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identity function. No provisions are made for stochastic 
modelling. Thresholds bias modelled . using ·the . are 
associated with each unit. 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
As was the case with the models covered in the last 
two chapters~ this model is severely restricted is terms of 
permissible connections. ·zreither feedback nor cross 
connections (connections between units in the same layer) 
are allowed. This is in no way physiologically realistic. 
Unrestricted real valued connection weights are ~sed, 
which . :r-a1ses the possibilit.y of CO 11 I1 S t Y' UC t i n g again 
net works which work 11 on paper II but which cannot be 
physically implemented. 
' ' 
This was discussed in more detail 
in· chapter 6. 
(5) Propagation Rule 
Due to the use of only a single connection type, the 
propagatior1 rule used by back propagatior1 networks is not 
really a good model of natural neural systems. 
- ·--....,,.. (6) Activation Rule 
The activation rule used with back propagation is an 
improvAment over that uued in the models of the . previous 
two chapters. It models activation thresholds by the 
addition of a bias to a unit's net input; each individual 
unit has its own individual bias value . 
. , 
' 
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mi nurr111m act i vat.ion va 1 ues are a 1 so mode 11 ed s i nee · the 
function is restricted to values in the open interval 
( 0 , l ) . However, a sig·moid shaped function might provide a 
better modelling of natural systems than the exponential 
-function actually used.- In addition .. the decay of 
activation st.rength with time is not modelled . 
.. (7) Le.arning· Rule 
The learnir1g rL1le ,.1seci for bar:k propagation is not 
really physiologically realistic for two reasons. 
in natural s 1,stems,. no 11 corr·ection factor·· is pasf,;ed 
backwards through the network. Se(;c)t1d 1 y" t.he mode 1 
requires tl1at the 11 desired 11 response iE~ available at. al 1 
times and can be used to compute the difference between 
actua 1 . and desired Obvious~y .. _ this . 1S not 
typically available to natural systems. 
(8) Environment 
The environement for this model has no particular 
re s t :t"' i c t i o n s ,. but it does require that lea:t·ning be 
accomplished via the association of vector pairs - an input 
vector and a desired output vector. The model does not 
support unsupervised learning, where only input vectors are 
presented and the system determines common 
rules.by itself. 
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This model provides a substantial improvement over 
those of the previous two chapters~ 
i1 rl rl i t. i <"> r1 C) f h i rl c] e r1 l 1 r1 i t. s . 
due mainly to the 
t. l, A 11 f> e o f a. s i n g l e 
connection type, the need for the II correct 11 or "des ired 11 
and,. i n p ,1 rt i cu 1 a r ., the severe 
-
reslr·iclions on connections between units still make this 
mo ci. e .l q 11 i. t. f! t 1 n re a 1 i s t i c fr om a p h ~i ~3 i () 1 o g i ca 1 po i n t o f vi e w . 
,· 
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9.1 Descript.i_on 
Chapter 9 
Competitive Learning Model 
'1'his model is based upon a learning mechanism wriich is 
known to oper~te in certain natural neural nAtworks 1.n 
parts of the human brain, for example (Shepherd, 1983) . 
.-
This type of learning, competitive learning, operates by 
allowing only a single neuron out of a small set of neurons 
to be active at any one time. In other words, the neurons 
''compete" agair1st each other; only one neuron may be ·· the 
'
1winner 11 (i.e. act iva.ted). 
This model, unlike those discussed in the last three 
#- JI 
chapters, al lows for unsupervised learning. More 
specifically_. input vectors are presented without any 
teaching vectors. Tl1e netwc"Jrk discovers corrunon features 
amongst the inputs by itself. 
( 1 ) Se t o f lJ n i t s 
The ur1its are divided into layers; the lowest. layer is 
' composed of all input units, next comes an arbitrary number~ 
of hidden unit layers, and in the topmost layer are the 
OlJ t pll t lln it S . Within a layer, units are divided into 
clusters: each• unit within a cluster inhibits all other 
units in that same cluster. 
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(2) Activation States 
The only valid activation states are O and 1 . 
.. 
(3) Output Function 
1'he output of a unit is simply its current activation 
~A state. 
(4) Pattern of Connect_ivity 
rlne on 1 y co11r1ect ions a 11 owed are fr·om a 1 ower 1 ayer to 
a higher one and from one unit in a cluster to another unit 
in that. same cluster. Connections between layers are 
excitatory. Connections within a cluster are inhibitory. 
All e 1 ernents -1n a cluster . receive precisely the same 
inputs. Connection weights are real numbers in the closed 
interval [0~1]. For each unit i, the sum of all incominq 
connections must be on·e. That is 
~ Wi j - 1 
. 
J 
(5) Propagation Rule 
The net input to a unit is the sum of all weighted 
inputs.. , 
. 
J 
(6) Activation Rule 
For each cluster~ the unit with the highest net input 
is set to acti·vation state l; all other units in the 
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cluster are set to state 0. 
( 7) Learn i 11g - RuJ~ 
Learrting is accornplished by increasing the weights 
associated with active input lines and decreasing the 
weights associated with inactive ones. 
t,wj_ j - g( a_j/s 
- 0 
Wij), if unit i is ac.tive 
, if unit i is inactive 
where g is a constant 
ands= 2 a~ (i.e. sis the total number of input lines 
j to unit j which are active) 
Note that a unit learns if and only if it "wins" the 
competition between the units in its cluster; i.e. if it is 
the one unit in the cluster with an activation state of 1. 
(8) Environment 
The environment for this model consists of a set of 
binary input vectors. There are no teaching inputs 
whatsoever; learninq is unsupervised. The network must 
find commonalities amongst the i11put vectors. It mt1st 
search for common rules or features which relate vector 
subgroups. 
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9.2 Analysis of the Competitive Learning Model 
(1) Set of Units 
The organization of units into layers and clusters . 1S 
physiologically realistic only in certai11 cases; . 1.e. some 
portions of natural neLiral rietworks u~3<J this type of 
arrangement, but others do not. If the function which ·the 
artificial network is being designed to perform is known to 
be layered and divided into clusters which exhibit an all-
or-rtone response, this model should be es·pecial ly. 
effective. However, it cannot be expected to work well in 
all situations. 
(2) Activation States 
With activation values being limited to O and l, as 
linear theshold units (chapter 7) were, the units act .rnore 
like relays or switches than neur·ons. Tt1is is compensated 
for, in part, by the use of real valued connection weights. 
(3) Output Function 
Unlike natural networks, the competitive model does 
not have either activation thresholds or st.ochast i c 
. processing. 
(4) Patterll_of Connectivity 
The competitive model supports two types of 
connections excitative and inhibitive. This 1s a11 
improvement over some of the other mode 1 s, but i·t is· not 
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really sufficient to accurately model natural networks. In 
terms of permissible connections between units, this model 
is severely restricted. It is not nearly as flexible as 
the general delta learning model. The only connections 
allowed are excitatory connections from a unjt in a lower 
layer to or1e in a l1igher layer, and inhibitory connections 
between units in a cluster. No feedback is allowed. Thus 
this model ·cannot be considered to be a good general model 
of natural systems. 
The connections weights, although real valued, are 
restricted in that. for each unit, they must sum to 1. 
This allows for flexibility without providing the unlimited 
power of unrestricted real values. Actually .. t.he 
connection weights in this model are simply percentages; 
e.g. a connection weight of .15 means that that particular 
i npt1 t line contributes 15% of the total signal going into 
. . 
the 11ni t. Unfort11nately. no provisions are made for 
allowing some units to have greater net inputs (or outputs) 
than others. 
(5) Propagation Rule 
The net input to a unit is restricted to values in the 
c I o s e d i n t e rv a 1 [ 0 , 1 ] . The net input is simply t~e sum of 
all connection-weights for active input lines. This is too 
restrictive to be considered a good model of natural 
systems. 
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(6) Actiyation Rule 
The activation rule for t.his model is very differer1t 
than those of the models examined previously. It -1S a 
realistic model of the behavior only of certain specific 
areas of natural networks. 
(7) Learning Rule • 
The learning rule employed by this model is simply a 
variation of Hebb's rule. It supports actual physiological 
behavior,, in that only those neurons (units) which are 
~ctive learn by increasing their connection strenqths. No 
provisions are made, however, 
strengths slowly over time. 
(8) Environn1ent. 
for decreasinq connection 
' -
Although the environment for this model is restricted 
to binary vectors, it still allows for fairly powerful 
learning. The learning behavior of this model . 1s an 
that rnode 1 s, .. since of . previous over 
unsupervised learning is suppotted. There is no necessity 
for-- a "teac11ing" vector whi.ch tel ls the r1etwork what the 
"correct" answer shol1ld be. As a model of nat.ural neural 
networks~ this is clearly a substantial improvement. 
~I'. this In model . 1S of physiological terms realism/I 
probably tl1e be~3-t one discussed thus far. St i 11 }I due to 
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th~ lack of feedback, the limitation of activation states 
to simply "off" and "or1 11 , and the lack of activation 
thresholds, it cannot be considered a good general model of 
natural systems. It is only a reasonable model of portions 
of natural systems which employ competitive learriing. 
·. ·~ 
•> 
' ' 
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10.1 Descript.ion 
•. 
Chapter 10 
Boltzmann Machines 
Boltzmanr1 machir1es treat neural networks in a fas11ior1 
analogous t.o a11nea.ling a metal. An11ealir1g. heati11g a metal 
and then slowly cooling it, is done to minimize the metal's 
total energy. Because of this analogy, Boltzmann machines 
are sometimes called thermodynamic models, and learning i·n 
these machines is sometimes called simulated annealing. 
These machines probably provide the best model of 
natural systems discussed thus f~r: They work very well -1n 
a "noisy·• environrnentJ? due to stochastic -processing, and 
feature a free running phase where the system operates 
without any external influer1ce. This. coup~ed with the use 
of thresholds. hidden units, and unlimited connection 
patterns, makes this model an especially powerful one. 
(1) Set of Units 
There are two·types of units in this model 
units and hidden units. 
threshold value, e~. 
(2) Activation States· 
. 
Associated with each unit 
input_ 
-
1S a 
A unit may only be ~ctive or inactive, no other values 
are used. Thus the only valid activation stat.es for this 
model are O and 1 . 
. ,
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(3) Output Function 
As was the case with all of the other models discussed 
thus far~ the output of a unit is equal to the unit 1 s 
activation state. 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
A single type of connection is used~ so connection 
weights may be specified.by a connection matrix. Any Ltnit \ · 
may be connected to any other unit with the one restriction 
that all connections must be syrnrnetric (bidirectional). 
Connectjon weights may take on any real value. 
(5) Propagation _Rule 
The net inpt1t to a· unit is the sum of al 1 co11nection 
weights associated with active units plus a threshold . 
. . 
J J 
( 6 ) Ac t i vat i on R lJ. 1 e 
The activation rule used by this model is stochastic. 
It is 
Pa~t -.. 
where 
and 
1 
-.'<-------··--.. - -· --
-(net1)/T 
1 + e 
Pact is the probability of setting that unit's 
activation !3tate to 1 (if tl-1<::~ unit is not 
activated~ its state is set to 0) 
Tis a constant called temperature-(in keeping 
with the annealing analogy) which determines the 
slope of the probability curve. 
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(7) Learning Rule 
Learning in Boltzmann machines is a two phase process. 
In the first phase, an input vector is presented to the 
input units. Simulated annealing is then performed, by 
.. 
starting with a high value of T and gradually reducing it 
to some low value. During phase I simulated annealing, 
Hebb's rule is used for connection weight modification: 
During the second phase, the system is free . running; 
no external inputs are connected to the system. Another 
round of simulated annealing is performed, this time using 
an 11 <:1nti-Hebb's' 1 rule: 
(8) Environment 
The environment for this model is simply a set of 
,/ 
binary input vectors. Once the system has. learned the 
vectors, it can perform pattern completion tasks; . 1.e. an 
inco1nplete portion of the tnpt1t vector is. pr~esent<3d <1.nd the 
syst.em '1 fills in 1 ' th(; missing p·arts. 
... -· 
10.2 Analysis of Boltzmann Machines 
(1) Set of Units 
Only two types .of units are used . since the system 
I. 
performs only pattern completion tasks. Unfortunately, the 
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learning rule is not general enough· to support pattern 
association tasks . 
(2) Activation States 
Like a couple of the other models, the limitation of 
activation states to O and 1 is not at a.11 physiologically 
realistic. Neurons are not binary units . 
(3) Output Function 
Like all of the.other models discussed thus far, the 
output function is just the identity function. However. 
the activation function handles both activation thesholds 
and stochastic processing, so this is not too much of a 
hindrance. 
(4) Pattern of Connectivity 
This model is the most flexible of all those discussed 
tl11J.s far in ttJrms of connectivity p,~tterns. Tl1e only 
restrict.ion i~; that connect,ionfJ are bidirectional. This is 
no t. p I-1 y s i <) 1 iJ g i c; a l 1 y re c1 1 i s t i c ~ b 11 t i3. t~ l e 13. s t_ the n1 ode 1 
handles SLtch essential features as feedback and hidden 
units. 
(5) Propagatjon Rule· 
The simple addit.ive pr·oi;)agation rule used by this 
model is essent·ially the same as that used by all of the 
other models discussed thus far. 
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(6) Activation Rule 
The stochastic activation rule used by Boltzmann 
machines helps to· prevent the network from becoming "stuck" 
in local minima. This is why the model works very well in 
noisy environments; the "noise" 11elps t~o jar· the system <)Ut 
of local minima and into the desired global minimum. 
··rhe · mode 1 handles activation thesholds by . using a 
theshold valt1e associated with each individual unit. The 
model does not address the gradual decay of connection 
weight with time. 
(7) Learning Rule 
The two phased learning rule used by lhis model . 1S 
especially interesting because phase II operates with no 
external influences. In this respect, it acts similarly to 
the way 11att1:t·c:il networks operate. In both this model and 
natur·a 1 systerns, ar1 input. is py·esAnt.ed and then taker1 away. 
C) n c~ e J. t i· s r.-- t; rn <) VA d /I t he 11 e two r 1< c: c_) 11 L i 11 u t~ s t o µ r- o c t~ s !3 
i n f o Y rna t. i o r1 a 1, o 1 1 t. i t. . .. 
1'he environment for this mode~ 1, sets of hinnry 
~ 
vectors, is more restrictive than would be desired, . s 111ce 
the only learning paradigm supported . 1S auto- pal ter--n 
' association. 
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To summarize, this m·odel is probably the most flexible 
-and. physiologically realistic out of those discussed thus 
far. It still has some severe shortcomings)' however. 
These include the use of binary activation states, no 
connection weight decay with time)' the necessity of having 
all connections being symmetrical, and limitations with the · 
types of learning which can be performed. 
I> .• 
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Part III - A Model of Natural Neural Networks 
Chapter 11 
Description 
As was shown in Part II, most existing computer neural 
network models do not accurately model natural networks. 
In this chapter> I develop a new model> one which more 
closely models natural systems. 
11.1 Processing Units 
There may be an arbitrary number of different types of 
units. Each unit type, u, is defined by the following 
parameters: 
( 1) Basic Type - Inpt1t, Hidden, C)r Outr>ut 
I np11 t • I tl [ 11 I_ S -receive da t. t"l f t"'Oln the ext,err1,11 
environmer1t. 011tput units send data ·to the 
Anvir1.Jnment, and hidden t1ni ts cc)rnmunicate 011ly with 
other ur1 .its . 1,his paramet.:,er models afferent, 
(2) Functional Type - Excitatory or Inhibitory 
Excital()ry units sen<i outputs only tc'i <:~xc1t·.atc)ry .. 
connections or the ·environment. Similarly, inhibitory 
units send outp11ts only to .inhibitory connections or 
the er1viror1mer1t. Either type may receive inputs from 
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any source. This models the general principle . 1n 
natural systems that neurons typically have either an 
excitatory or an inhibitory effect, but not both 
(Crick & Asanuma, 1986). 
(3) Threshold Value, tu 
This is the minimum activation state value for the 
(Jo 
prod u c t i on c) f li n o 11 t~ p 11 t s i g n a 1 by ("j, u n i t o f type 11 , 
and moaels activation threshold~ in natural systems. 
For lnore details, see section 11.3 - Ot1p11t FL1nction. 
(4) Maximum Activation State, AMAXu 
AMAXLl is the maximum activation state value which a 
ur1i t of type It models t.he . maximum 
impulse generatior1 rate obtainable by a particular 
type of ne11ron. AMAXu must lie in the closed interval 
[ 0 . 1 ] . 
(5) Unit Decay Rate Constar1t, D,_,. 
The unit decay T"'atE~ constant.. wr1icr1 must 1 ie in the 
closed interval [0,1], determines how quickly a unit 1 s 
activation state will ·ctecrease_with time. As the 
,. 
decay rate constant approaches 0, the unit approaches 
instantaneous decay (i.e. its activation state drops 
to the net input· in an infinitesimal amount of ·time); 
a rate of 1 produces no decay at all. 
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The formula used for computing decay i·s 
a:1(t+l) - a :1 Ct) - Du(a:1(t)-net:1(t)) if net:1(t) >= 0 -
- 0 if net1(t) < 0 
' ,· 
where net:1 . the net input of unit . lS 1 
and . the activation state of unit . a:1 18 1 
This formula causes· a unit's activation state to decay 
more rapidly when there is a large difference between 
the unit's current activation state and its net inplJt, 
When the net input is held constant, the 
rate of decay decreases with time, converging to net1 
. 
as time approaches infinity. No decay occurs when 
>= a :i • Wr,en the J71et input is O (indicating 
inhibition)~ the u11it decays inunediately to_ 0. Two 
sample decay curves are shown in figure 1. 
(6) Activation Rule Constants, Klu and K2u 
• 
The activation rule constants influence the shape of 
the activation curve (see section 11.6). 
" 
· r11 i s m () (i e 1 t1 1 1 () ws for he t er·() g e r1 e o 11. s p 1--o c es s i n g 1Jn its 
inst,ead of the homoqE)r1ot1s onE.~t3 used by t.he majority of 
ne1iral network models. The rnotivation for this is the fact 
that natural neural networks are invariably quite 
nonhomogeneous, utilizing a large number of different types. 
of neurong'. 
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Figures lA and lB 
Unit Activation State Decay 
"" 
.. 
·r·he necay c;f a unit• s activation stat~e with timf;. The 
decay for--mula is 
new activation state - a(t) - D(a(t)-net(t)) 
AMAX, 
isl. 
w 11 er(; a ( t ) i !:3 the c 11 r re n t ,1 c t .i •.,;at i on s tat e , 
net(t) is the·nct input to the unit, 
and Dis the decay constant. 
the maximum activation state obtainable by a unit,· 
' 
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11.2 State of Activation 
' The activation states used by this model are decimal 
values in the closed interval (0, • • • .. AMAX\_i] , for unit 
type 11. The values are limited to DMAX decimal place~. 
For example,. if AMAXu = .8 and DMAX = 3, the value 0.632 
would be valid,. but the the val0e~ 0.0123 and .955 -would 
_not; the first has too many decimal places and the second 
is larger than AMAXu. 
The purpose of these limitations is to avoid the use 
o f u n re s tr i c t. e ct· i--- ea 1 n urr, be 1- s w l-1 i c; l1 ,. a s exp 1 ,1 i n c~ d i n s e c t i o r1 
6 . 1 . 2 , co u 1 cl 1 e a d t o the ore t. i ca 1 1 y c; or 1~ e c t. re s u 1 t s . w h i c: 11 
are difficult or impossihle to implement . 
.... . 
. 
11.3 Output Funclion 
rrhe outpt1t. f11r1ct.ion usecl by t~his moclel is 
- a :i ( t) - tu if a i ( t) > tu 
where 01.(t) - the output of unit i .at time t,. 
a1(t) - the current activation state of unit i,. 
and 
- the threshold for unit type u 
This output function models the variation 1n neural 
impulse generation rate found in natural systems. As with 
natural systems, there is an activation state below which 
"'· 
no impulses are generated. Beyond this point,. the 
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generation rate increases as the activation state 
. increases. It is important to note that what is being 
modelled is impulse generation rate, not the generatipn of 
individual impulses, which is a stochastic process. It 
would be enormously expensive in terms of computation time 
to model the production of. each "spike" by each individLial 
11euron (recal 1 lr1at a single neurson car1 prodttce several 
thousand spikes per second -in natural systems). 
11.4 Patt~rn of Connectivity 
As with processing units, there may be an arbitrary 
j 
number of different connection types. This models the fact 
that there are many different·types of connections . 1n 
nat1-1ral syst.ems. Each connection type, c, is defined by 
the following··parameters: 
(1) Functional Type - Excitatory or Inhibitory 
As discussed in section 11.1, the functional type of 
the connection must match that of the originating 
,• I \ 
unit.; i.e. an excitatory unit may·not send outputs t6 · 
an inhibitory connection and an inhibitory unit may 
not send outputs to an excitator..y connection. 
(2) Propagation Delay Constar1t, Pc 
The. propagation delay constant determines the length 
of time required for a signal to pass through 
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connection type c. 
(3) Connection Decay Rate Constant, D' 0 
The connection decay rate constant, which must lie in 
~he closed interval [0,1], determines how quickly the 
con11ection weight for connAction type c dAcreasAs. 
The formula used for cornput.ir1g decay is sirnply 
W:1-1(t+l) - D' 
. C 
- where wi~ is the weight of the connection from unit j 
to unit i 
The larger the value of De, the slower the r·ate of 
decay. A val11e of O pr~octuc;e~3 ir1st.tlntE1.neoLt~3 decay .. and 
a value of 1 produce·s no decay at all. 
(4) Effectiveness Factor, Ee 
( 5) 
Ee is used in the propagatior1 rule tu n1odel the 
greater effect on net input that some types of 
connections (inhibitive ones in particular) have on 
the net input than others (Crick & Asanuma, 1986). Ee 
... 
is positive for excitatory connection types and 
negative for inhibitory ones. ,. 
Leat"'ning Rat.e, 11 C 
The lea~ning rate~ for. connection type c, simply 
deter-mines how rapi.dly the con11ect.ion 1 s weight will be 
modifjed is response lo activity at that connection. 
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( 6) 
The learning rate is restricted to the cl·osed interval 
[ 0 , 1 ] . A value of O produces no change in connection 
weights at all, whereas a value of 1 produces the 
maximum rate of learning. 
Minimum Activity Time, AT 
. C 
· The minimum activity time is the shortest period of 
contiguous activity which a c·onnection must experience 
before learning will occur. For example, if ATc is 3 
and a connection has been active for only 2 units of 
time, no learning takes place. 
The connection weights used by this model are decimal 
values in the closed interval 
limited to DMAX decmial places. 
[ 0 , 1 ] . The values are 
There is no restriction on what unit may be connected 
. 
to what other unit.. Feedback loops are permitted. 
11.5 Propagation Rule 
The propagation rule used by"··this model allows for 
differences in the contribJtions made by various connection 
types to the net input of a unit. The motivation for this 
adaption of a simple additive propagation rule where all 
. 
connections are treated equally . 1S that inhibitive 
connections in natural networks often seem to have a 
stronger,. more pronounced effect on the target- neuron than 
_97 
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excitative connections (Crick & Asanuma, 
propagation rule is 
The 
neti(t) = i EcZ W:tjO_:,(t) 
where 
and 
. 
C J 
c indexes connection type, 
j indexes the input connections to ur1it i, 
.net1.(t) is the net input to unit i,, 
. 
W:1_j is the weight of a connection coming into 
unit i from unit(s) j, 
o.:,(t) is the output of unit j which feeds into 
unit i, 
Ee is a factor whi.ch increases the weight 
associated with certain types of connections. 
For example,, jf Ec=lO,, then connection type c 
will have a tenfold greater effect than one with 
an F.c value of 1. 
11.6 Activation Rule 
A sigmoid activation rule 1s used by this model . 1n 
.. 
order to simulate the behavior· of neurons as they approach 
maximal and minimal membrane potentials. The rule is 
.. -- ........ ~ -- ........... AMAXu 
ai(t+l) = ---------------------------
K2uCAMAXu/2-(neti(t)) 
l + Klu 
where ·AMAXu is the maximum activation st~te for unit· 
type u, 
• 
a1.(t) is the current activation state for unit i, 
a1(t+l) is the new activation state for unit i,, 
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and 
neti(t) is the current net in~n1t to unit i .. 
Klu, K2u are constants which define the exact 
shape of the sigmoid curve. Klu and K2u must 
both be greater.than 1. 
The new activatior1 slate is detern1ined by both the 
When t.hc3 
current activation state of a ur1it is less than t,l1e net 
input, decay occurs according to the formula . given . 1n 
~ 
section 11.1. Whe11 the net input is greater than or equal 
to the current activation state, the activation rule 
discussed in this section is used. The activation curve is· 
steepest at half of the maximum allowable activation state. 
approaches Oas the net input approaches 0, and approaches 
AMAX as the net. input becomes large. 
this activation f11nction. 
11.7 Leaining Rule 
Figure 2 illustrates 
rl'he learr1ing rule used by this model is a variation of 
Hebb ,. s r11 le . Hebb's rule~ unmodified, does not limit the 
growth of connection weights. The variation used by this 
model avoids this unlimited growth by slowing the growth 
rate as the weight approaches the maximum allowable value 
(one). The learning rule is 
a. 
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Figures 2A - 2D 
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new activation state - -----------------------
K2(AMAX/2-net(t)) 
1 t- Kl 
where AMAX is the maximum activation state obtainable 
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11.8 Operating Environment 
The environment for this model consists of vectors of 
"" . real numbers in the range (0, . . . , AMAXu] with up to DMAX 
. 
.. / 
• decimal positions,. where AMAXu is the maximum activation 
state for input units of type u. There is no other 
environmental restriction. No 1'teaching 11 or 1'desired 11 
vectors are used. 
·.-ll\ 
.. 
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Chapter 12 
Implementation of Network Model 
A Simple Autoassociator 
12.1 Implementation Description 
The neural network model pre~ented in the last chapter 
was implemented in BAsr·c 7. 0 on a Corrunodore 128 comput.er·. 
~ 
A listing of the implementat.ion of a simple pat.tern 
autoassociator is given in Appendix A. 11 he subscct ions 
which fol low provide a detailed description of 
im~>lementation. 
12.l.l Constants 
this 
Consta.nts used by the network simulator arA defined in 
lines ~20 through ~70. These include UTYPES, tl1e number of 
different types of units used by the model, CTYPES, the 
. 
number of differ·ent types of connections used, DMAXlO, the 
. 
maximum number of decimal places allowed for both 
connection weights and unit.activation states raised to the 
10th power (tr1is constarrt is used for rc>Ltnding),. CNUM, the 
·- --...--... 
total number~ of co11nections in tl1e networ'k, UNlJM, t.l1e total 
number of units in the network, 
.1 
and CH~ the channel number 
to which output will be sent (CH will always be set to 4). 
Line 330 specifies the output device associated with 
~ 
·CH. This line will be 'OPEN 4,3,0 1 if the output device is 
a CRT or 'OPEN 4,4' if it is a printer. 
•. 
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12.1.2 Unit 'fype Definitions 
The specif~cations for each unit· type used· in the 
network a:r·e . q1ven in 1 ines 1090 throuqh 1130 . These 
include specifications, as discussed in section 11.1, 
.. 
THRES, the unit threshold, AMAX, the - . maximum activation 
state obtainable by units of that type, UDCAY, the unit 
dec·ay rate constant, and Kl & K2, constants used·in the 
' 
activation rule. The other two parameters discussed -1n 
se~tion 11.1, basic type and f_unctional type, are defined 
by the network itself. For example. a 11 ur1 its . . rece1v1ng 
i n p 11 t s . fr~ orn the e :< t er n a 1 e n v i y~ o r1rn e n t are , by de f i 11 i t i on .. 
i n p 11 t u n .1 t. s . Units which send outputs to inhibitory 
• 
connections are inhibitive units and those which· send 
• 
outputs to excitatory connections are excitative ones (the 
model does· not support units which send outputs to both 
types of connections). 
Connection Type Definitions 
The parameter~ which specify the behavior of neural 
' . _.-- _ ...... _~-~ 
connections are given in lines 1290 thr~ough 1330. "V These, 
as described in section 11.4, include CFUNC, the functional 
type (excitatory o:r i11hibitor.y), CDCAY, the decay rate 
constant, CEFF, the connection ~ffectiveness factor? 
CLEARN, the learning rate, and CMIN, the minimum period of 
time for which,.a connection must be active in order for 
107 
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learning to occur. A sixth parameter, propagation delay 
constar1t, was not implemented as a part of the connection 
I 
; 
type defintions. · Propagation delay may be controlled by 
the use of "delay" ltnits. For example, if an increase in 
the propagation time for a particular pathway is desired, a 
~ 
delay unit would be added to that pathway. Delay ur1its 
would have one input, one ouput, a threshold of ~ero, and a 
linear activation function.· In other wc)rds, their 011tput 
would be identical to their input. The only effect of 
delay units is to slow the rate of signal propagation 1n 
parts of the network. 
12.1.4 Network Definition 
Ea.cl1 unit 1n the network is set up . 1n 1 ines 1650 
through 1'740. The type of each unit is stored 
UTYPE: the ur1ils' act.ivation ~3tates are initialized to zero 
,/II', • 
an<i :3 tore(i i r1 arr av S1.,AT'E. Connecl·ions are defined . 1 r1 
.. 
1 i nes 1780 througr1 1980. For each connection, a type code 
(for excitat.ory or inhibitory)~ weight, origin unit, and 
destination unit are stored in arrays Cr-l'YPE_. WEIGHT .. Ul, 
and lJ2, respectively. In addition, ctrray A'TlME .. which is 
used to determine when a conneclion has been active long 
enough to achieve learning, is initialized to 0. 
__ , 108 
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Defining Inputs and Running the Simulator 
In lines 5000 through 5620~ the network inputs are 
stored in array 'I' and the network is simulated by calling 
the routine at line 10000. Variable 'T', wt1ict1 keeps track 
. -
of sin1Ltlat.ed time, is incremented each time that the -n1a1 n 
simulation routine (line 10000) is called. At any point in 
the simulation, any or all of the follow_ing information· ma; 
be displayed ·or,printed by calling the appropriate routine: 
; 
' Network t)11tputs - 20000 routine 
Connection Weights - 21000 routine 
Activation States - 2.2000 routine 
Current Time - 23000 routine 
12.1.6 Main Simulation Routine 
T'he- main simulat·ion.r--outine. starting at line 1()000, 
.. 
simulates the net~ork by first clear'ing array NET, which 
contains ~he net input to each unit, and then calling a 
routine (line 11000) which updates connection weights 
(array WEIGHT) and computes net inputs (NET). After· this 
has been done, a routine (line 12000) is called which 
updates unit activation states (array STATE). This entire 
process is perfor~ed once per time unit (variable T). 
- .. ' 
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12.1.7 Updating Connection Weights and Net Inputs 
The routine.starting at line 11000 first computes the 
output of both the origin unit (or the input value if the 
destination unit is an input unit) and the destination unit 
for the connection being processed. Next, the product ·of· 
the two outputs is computed. If the product is 0, decay· 
occurs as··ctescribed in section 11.4. If the product is not 
0. _. the ATIME . array· 1s examined to determine if the. 
con11ection has bee11 active for a sufficiAnt period of time 
(based upon t_l1e VctlLtE; ir1 CMIN) for learning to occur. If 
not. the entry in ATIME is incremented and no learning 
occurs. If it has been active long enough, the connection 
weight is updated 11sing the learning rule discussed . 1n 
section 11.7. The final task of the 11000 routine is to 
update array .NET, which cont.ains t11e net inpt.tt for each 
unit in the network. The propagation rule, described . 1n 
section 11.5, is used for this update. 
12.1.8 Updating Activation States 
Unit ··~ctivation states are updated in the· routine 
starting at line 12000. First, the r1et input to the unit 
is compared to the unit's current activation state. If the 
net input is smaller, decay occurs, as discussed in section 
11.1. Ot.herwi se, the act. i vat i on s t, a t. A . i s r. ()m rn 1 t. A cJ , 1 s 1 n g 
t11e act.ivatic)n rule disct1ssed ir1 sec:tion 11.6. 
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12.2 A1.1toass()c;ic:ltor-:- Network Descript.ion 
A network which performs partial pattern completions 
is diagr--ammed in Figure 3. This c; i rc11 it~ bclsed 11po.r1 a 
network di~:-;cussed in Lynch's Synapses~ Circuits~ and the 
Beginnings of Mem(,>ry, contains a total of 16 units and 61 
-
connections. There are two types of units and three types 
of connections. FifteJn of the units are excitatory input 
units and the other· is an inhibitory input unit. There are 
6 inputs t9 the network, 1 abe 1 1 ed ' a ' . 'b ' . • c ' , 'd 1 , • e • , 
.. 
and I • I 1 . Two input lines are provided for inputs I a I 
I e I .: these input lines are connected to units 1 
through 15 via weak plastic synapses. Each of these 15 
units connects with two of the inputs, as shown in figure 
3. The 6th i~put (labelled 'i') connects with unit 16 via 
a strongly inhibitive synapse. ~ Units 1 through 15 are 
connected to unit 16 with strongly excitative connections. 
St.1·ong 1 y i ll h l b i. t i Ve connections ftum unit·l6 to • I lJ.nlCS 1 
throt1gh J5 form a negative feedback loop; i.e. the 
., 
. productio11 of an output signal by any .of the first 15· ur1its 
ac~tivat,es unit nurnber 1.6 vir1ich thc~n~ in tur11,, irthi1Ji t.s 
units 1 through 15 . The c)utput of the network is ~3imply 
the output of the first 15 units. 
·r11e physiological basis for -this hy1)otl1etical pyriform 
cortex n~twork (th~ pyriform cortex is concerned· with 
olfaction) is discussed in detail by Gary Lynch in his 
aforementioned article. Evidence for this network includes 
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Figure 3 
Simple Autoassociation Network 
' 
' 
This network, capable of sirnple pattern comptetion tasks, 
consists of 15 e:x:citatory t1r1its c1· t.hrough 15) 1:ind one 
inhibitive unit (16). There are 10 input lines which feed 
into the 15 excitatory units. Two lines are provided for 
each'input (i.e. thet"e are two 'a' lines. two 'b' lines~ 
etc.) so that each of the 15 pairwise combinations of 
i n i="J t1 t s ( ' a a ' , ' ab ' . ' a c ' . e t. c . ) rn a y 1) e f o rrr1 e d . tJ n i t s 1 
throuqh· 15 each represents a different combination of 
ir1p11ts. Input 'i' t.c> unit, 16 :L::3 1.1sec] to activate or 
de a. c t. i v a t e th a t 1...1. n i t . W11 e 11 i n p t:t t ' i I i s z e r c) , u n i t 1 6 1 ~3 
active and inhibits units 1 through 15 as - soon as they 
begin to· pr-odltce <)ut.put. When 'i' 1s one, 11ni t 16 is 
disabled and no inhibition occurs. 
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' the general combinatorial organization of the olfactory 
system,. that a discrete group of cells seems to be 
associated with each different sme 11,. the · nece·ss i ty for 
having severa.l inputs sim11lt<1nec)usly act.ive in ·c)rder to 
achieve sign~l emission,. and the distribution of axons from 
the olfactory bulb throughout pyriform cells. Inputs to 
this network are proposed to form connections at random (in 
the network· shown in figure 3,. · each possible - -pa1rw1se 
combination of inputs 'a' through 'e' with 'a' through 'e' 
is formed once). Several input lines· carry the· same 
-
signal. thus in figure 3 there are two 'a' lines,. two 'b ' .. 
lir1es_. and so fo1:th. Both inpt1t cor1nections n1ust be _act·i.ve 
simultaneously in order to~excite a unit; _for example~ unit 
3~ which receives an 'a' and a 'c' input, wil.l not. produce 
. 
,-?-. 
an output unless both 'a 1 and 'c' are active. Once one or 
more units produce output, unit 16 is activated, inhibiting 
subsequent output. Thus the network prod~ces a short burst 
of output, and then is shut off. The short burst of output 
is not sufficient to produce any changes in connectjon 
weights.: 
inhibitory 
in other word3~ no. learning occurs . T11e 
... . 
unit may~. 
, 
however,. be d.isabled by activat.ing 
~ input I . I 1 (this re.p1~esents a contr--ol signal ·originat.irig 
. 
-
from another network). When the inhibitory unit -1S 
_deactivated,. 
immediately 
~ 
output from uni ts 1 th:rough · ·15 is not 
shut off so that learning does occur. Thus 
,I 
,., 
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unit 16 serves as a plasticity controller. Learning does 
not occur unless the controller is turned off. 
12.3 Autoassociator - Simulation Results 
In order to demonstrate both the patte~n completion 
.capabilities of the network and the influence which the 
inhibitive l1nit (16) has on learning .. t.he network -1n 
figure 3 was simulated for 46 time units .. using the 
following inputs: 
Time Inputs 
1-12 b,c,e - 1 ; aJOd, i - 0 
13-24 b,c,e,i - 1; a,d - 0 
2s-·34 a,b,c,d,e.i - 0 
35 b - 1 ; a , c , ct· , e . i - 0 
36-45 a.b,c .. ci,e, i - 0 
46 b .. C - 1 ; a .. d,e .. i - 0 
During the first 12 cycles, the input 'bee' was presented 
without disabling " r the inhibitory '~nit (unit. 16) . 1'his 
s i mu 1 at es a 11 on -- p 1 as t i c~ <)per a. t i n g mode .: r1 o 1 e a r~ n i r1 g C) <~cur· s 
and thus no connection weights are changed. This is sJ-1own 
in figure 4 
equivaler1t 
the connection weights at time 12 are 
to their' starting values; the plastjr. 
connnectior1s are all 0.2,. the connections between unit 16 
and other units are all 0.8, and the connection between 
input· 'i' .and unit 16 is 1.0 (in figure 4,. i nput.s are 
dertoted with their corresponding letter ·c 1 a 1 ,. • 1 b 1 ,. et.c·.),. 
and units are represented by their unit number). Figure 
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Autoassoci.ator Simulation Out.put 
The following output was produged by simulating the network 
-'-" . 
show~ in fiqure 3. During times 1-3 and: 10-12~ network 
output is ~hut off by inhibitory unit 16. The listinq of 
connection weights at time 12 demonstrates that no learning 
takes plate when the inhibitive unit is active, since the 
value of each weight is identical to the initial value (at 
time 0). The listing of weights at time 24 shows that 
learning does take place when the inhibitory unit is 
deactivated. Partial recall of the original input vector 
(which prod~ced output in units 6, 7, 9, ~O, 12, and 15) is 
rlemonstr·ated at times 35 and 46. 
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*** Tir1E:: 1 *** 
UNIT ST.A.TE 
.. 0.000000000 I -.j_ 
5 - 0,054202297 
q 0 '?-.8---6,~S? 
-.J .... , ,::;_ -· ._ 
13 - 0.000000000 
Ul'~IT OTJTPUT 
1 - 0.000000000 
C" 
.._J - 0.000000000 
'9 - 0.078261452 
13 0.000000000 
* * * T rr1E - 2 * * * 
UNIT STATE 
1 - 0. 00·0000000 
5 - 0.054202297 
9 - 0.278261452 
13 - 0.000000000 
UNIT OUTPUT 
1 0.000000000 
c:: 0.000000000 ..... 
9 - 0.078261452 
1 -:, 
- ._, 0.000000000 
* * * T I !1 E - 3 * * * 
UNIT STATE 
1 0.000000000 
5 0.000000000 
a 
.• i - 0.000000000 
13 - 0.000000000 
U~IIT OUT PCT 
1 - 0.000000000 
5 - 0,000000000 
9 - 0.000000000 
13 - 0. 000000000 .. -
•••.•.. ».,.- ,, )>,, ~--,4 
.. 
*** TIME - 10 ~*-~ 
.. 
Ui'!I T ST.~TE 
.-, 0 QC-:~')0'")?9"7 , 
-
-
• .,...,._ 44._ I 
.- 0 ·") '7 ·=· -:-• 6 ~ 4 5 -:-• 0 - I ..... I u-.. - . ~ 
10 - 0 ·""'I 7 8 '°:'• 6 1 4 C ? ,L ........ ...J,-
14 -- 0.054:2D2297 
U~JIT OTJTPTJT 
,., 
'""' 
- 0.000000000 
6 - 0.078261452 
10 - 0 Q"7·~?61Ll5') • I u._ • .._ 
14 0.000000000 
UNIT STATE 
2 - 0 .·054202297 
6 - 0.278261452 
10 - 0.2782614.52 
14 - 0.054202::297 
UNIT OUTPUT 
'") 0.000:JO!JOOO ... 
6 0,078261452 
10 - 0.078261452 
14 O.OOOGOOOOO 
UNIT C'":' A~E .._, l ~ 
·? 0.000000000 .... 
6 0.000000000 
10 - o.oooocoooo 
14 - 0.000000000 
UNIT ,)TJTPUT 
') 0,00000000!] .:.. 
6 - 0.000000000 
10 - 0.000000001] 
14 - 0.0000000:JO 
f I 7 
. 
., 
,, 
TJNIT STATE U~IIT ST.;TE 
~ 
._J 11 0 r:: ~ ') I]·") 'J 91"'7 . 
-'• .._._._--~I 4 0. 000,JOOOOG 
7 D ,-:, ry c. 'i .- i 4 S .-) I .:. I 'J ~ 0 .- • . ._. 8 0 0,- 4 .') 1]·)) gr, I •J ..- . .__ { 
..... 0 0 ~. a " 0 ·') 'J 9 7 ,? 0 "')78')61ll5? ! I - -...__ • .._, .... ,L. "-- '- ~ .... 
. .._ """" -- .. 
15 - 0.278261452 16 - 0.0000]0000 
U~IIT OlJTPUT Uf-~I T OUTPUT 
' 3 -- 0.000000000 ·4··~ 0.000000000 
7 - 0,072261452 e - 0~000000000 
' 
.. ~ 0.000000000 12 0 0,...., 0 ,_,6,451"") .L l. - - , I u..:. .:.. · ..:.. 
15 0.078261452 
UNIT ,...TAm..-..) .l. .t. UNIT STATE 
3 - 0.0.54202297 4 - 0.000000000 
7 - 0.278261452 8 - 0.054202297 
11 - 0. 0542 0_22 97 12 - 0.278261452· 
15 - 0 ?78?6 .. 4,-'°:") 
.... 6-' .L J~ 16 - 0 3 5 '> 0 1 ,- r:: 7 .-• .:. '...J b ....J t) 
. . 
.... 
UNIT OiJTPUT 
" 
U~~IT OiJTPUT 
3 0.000000000 Ll. 0.000000000 
-
,..... 0,078261452 8 0,000000000 l -
11 - 0.000000000 12 - 'I O '7 8 '") 6 ~ 4 ~ ') U. I~ .L ...J-.. 
15 -.0,078261452 
Ui\JIT ST.1''\ TE UNIT STATE 
~ 0.000000000 4 0.000000000 
--
7 0.000000000 8 0.000000000 
11 - 0.000000000 12 - 0.000000000 
15 - 0.000000000 1 .-~o - 0 '?,...?O .. 6,...,....,... • ._J .") .... ,_j l. .:) I o 
UNIT OUTPUT UNIT OUTPUT 
'""' 0.000000000. 4 0.00000000] .j - -
,.., 
I • - 0.000000000 8 - 0.000000000 
11 - 0.000000000 12 - 0 • 0 0 0 0 DO D 1J 0 
15 - 0.000000000 
' . 
.. 
... 
'.,. 
UNIT 
1 -
5·-
STATE 
0.000000000· 
0,052232598 
9 - 0.270478007 
13 - o.ooooocooo 
UNIT OTJTPUT 
TJf\1 IT STATE 
2 - 0,052232598 
6 - 0,270478007 
10 --0.2?0478007 
.. Li~ I , 
... 
UNIT 
C.OS22325'33 
C1UTPUT 
1 0,000000000 I""\ - O.OOOOIJOOOO. .::. 
-~ 
" 
0.000000000 6 0,070478007 
9 - o·. o70478007 10 
,. 
- 0.070478007 
13 - 0.000000000 14 - 0.000000000 
* * * T If1E - 11 * *.* 
. 
UNIT STATE UNIT S...,A 'T'r; l .1.-
1 - 0.000000000 2 - 0.054202297 
s 0.054:202297 6 0 '") ,..., ,::, 'J - 1 4: - '"') • .:.. I u ,:.. I:, .i.. J .;.. 
9 - 0.278261452 10 0.278261452 
13 - 0,000000000 14 - Ow054202297 
r 
~-
U~~IT OUTPUT UtJIT OTJTPUT 
.. 
1 - 0.000000000 ? - 0.000000000 ._ 
• 
5 - 0,000000000 6 - 0.078261452 
9 - 0.078261452 10 - 0.078261452 
13 - 0,000000000 14 - 0.000000000 
• 
***TIME= 12 *** 
UNIT STATE UNIT ST .Z\.TE 
1 0,000000000 ...... 0.000000000 - ~ -
s - 0.000000000 6 - 0.000000000 
Q 0.000000000 10 0,000000000 .-, 
13 - 0,000000000 14 - 0.000000000 
Ur:IT OTJTPUT TJt,1 IT OTJ'i'PTJT 
1 - 0.000000000 '; '- - 0.000000000 
5 - 0.000000000 6 - 0.000000000 
9 0.000000000 . 10 0.000000000 
13 - 0.000000000 14 - 0.000000000 
Dk'~T A ORIG DEST WEit3r-iT ORIG I..._:::, 
, A . . 1 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 o.o O 0 A 1 
B '> 0.:200000000 A 'J 
" 
,_J 
A. 4 0.20(:)000000 1) 4 
E s 0.200000000 B ,. b 
B 7 0.200000000 C 7 
.rr 8 0.200000000 B 9 
tc 10 0.200000000 C 10 
D 11 0.200000000 C 12 
D 13 0.200000000 D 13 
I I 8 
UNIT 
3 - 0 0 C: ·') ') ':) ') ~ 0 ,:-, I ._; ...... ...J ... -.JJU 
7 - 0,270478007 
11 . - u- oc.-,'")3'":',C:-Q8 
• ,._, '- - .... .._) .J 
15 - 0 . 2 7 :j 4 7 :3 JG 7 
Ut~IT C' 'J""DU'" .)! 1.t .l 
3 - O.ODtJOiJOOOO 
7 0.070478007 
11 - 0.000000000 
15 - 0.070478007 
UNIT STATE 
3 - 0 0 .- ,• " 0., 'J o ~ • .J""=L:. ~---' i 
7 0 ":'.• '"7 Q ') ,. 1 4 5 ,., I "-' / I._).._ b..... -
11 0 0 !::" .: ? 0 ') ·') 9 .... • ..._; ... ...... ...... ...... I 
15 - 0 'J ., 8 .-. .. - .. 4 c r; •"'' ...:.o.l.. ..J ... 
UNIT QTJ'I'PUT 
3 - 0.000000000 
7 - 0,07826l'iS2 
.. 11 - 0.000000000 
15 - 0.078261452 
UNIT S ""' A..., ,;;-l.. l ~ 
~ 0.000000000 .::) -
7 - 0.000000000 
11 0.000000000 
15 - 0 . 0 0 :J O O O O O 0 
UNIT OUTPL;T 
3 - 0.000000000 
7 - 0.0001]00000 
11 0.0000000:JO 
- ... 0,000000000 l2; -
v,,T ........ ,...H,..... r..1.u ..L ORIG 
0.20Cl000000 A 
0.200000000 C 
0.200000000 A. 
0. :20000000.0 B 
0.200000000 B 
0.200000000 E 
0.200000000 C 
0.200000000 E 
0.200000000 .,..,, L' 
\ . 
UN T'T' C'"T' ... ,....._ 
.. ~ ..JLi-\L~ 
4 - 0.000000000 
8 - 0.0522325'38 
12 - 0,270478007 
. -
..i. b - .-. - .- .-. .., ,... - ... - -'-' ' u u ~ ' :.i ;J j Q ;__; 
Ut~IT 01JTPUT 
/ 4 0.0!JDOOODO!J 
8 0.000000000 
12 - 0,071]473007 
U~IT . { .... C',..,~ ... .  -u •• ~..:.-
4 - 0.0000000(10 
8 0 0 C 4 '") 1)'":1 '") 9'7 • -..J ~ ..:.,,..:,. ... I 
12 - 0.278261452 
15 - 0,312391138 
UNIT C1UTPUT 
4 - 0.000000000 
8 - 0.000000000 
1 ') 
- 0.078261452 ... _ 
LIN IT ST.A.TE 
4 - 0.000000000 
8 - 0.000000000 
, "') 0.000000000 ... 4-
16 - 0 3 ,.. ·? 3 . .- 5 7 ,... • .:i ._. ' ~ ::) . b 
UNIT OUTPLTT 
4 - 0.000000!JO;J 
8 - 0.000000000 
12 0.000000000 
I)EST ~lEIGHT 
·') 0.20QOOOOOO ... 
3 0.200000000 
C: 0,200000000 
·-' 
6 0.200000GOO 
8 0.200000000 
9 0,200000000 
11 0.200000000 
1 ·') 0.200000000 ........ 
14 0.200000000 
'Ut'! \ 
.. J 
. . 
... 
-
' 
,_ / 
' 
~ ', . 
':~ 0 
I 
~ 
\. 
I 
E 14 0,200000000 E 15 
1. 16 0.800000000 2 16 
4 16 0.800000000 s 16 
7 16 0,800000000 8 '- ,. 16 
10 16 0.80000000D .. , .1. .I.. :6 
... ':) . 
.l. .-J 16 0,800000000 14 16 
16 1 0 I 8000000.00 16 ? .... 
16 4 0.800000000 16 5 
16 . 7 0.80000000:J 16 8 
16 10 0.800000000 16 11 
16 13 0,800000000 16 14 
I 16 1.000000000 
*~*TIME= 24 *** 
ORIG DEST WEIGHT ORIG DEST 
A. 1 0.200000000 ?. 1 
B 2 0.200000000 A '"' .. ,) 
A 4. 0.200000000 D 4 
E s 0.200000000 B .6 
B· 7 .o .431142762 C 7 
D 8 0.200000001] B 9 
C 10 0.431142762 C 10 
D 11 0.200000000 C 12 
D 13 0,200000000 D 13 
E 14 0,200000000 E l .S 
1 16 0.800000000 '? 16 ,_ 
4 16 0.800000000 s 16 
r"'7 16 0.800GOOOOO 8 16 I 
10 16 0.BiJOOOOOOO 11 16 
13 16 0.800000000 14 16 
16 1 0.80000001]0 16 0 £. 
16 4 0.800000000 16 5 
1 ,-
..... o 7 0.80000iJiJOO , .-.... t) 8 
16 10 0.800000000 16 .. 1 l .. 
16 13 0,80000000G 16 14 · 
I 16 1.000000000 
IJNIT OUTPUT UNIT GUT~., ''T" J ru· ... 
1 - 0.000000000 2 - 0.000000000 
s - 0.000000000 6 - 0.769318990 
g 
- 0.141575847 10 0.000000000 
13 0.000000000 14 0.000000000 
*** T Ir"!E - 46 * :t * 
, 
.----.;. 
Ui'I IT Of 1..,DT 7T ....., .L ... ...., . UNIT 
1 0 I 00·1]1}00000 ..-, -.. 0,0000 0000 ~ 
5 0,000000000 6 0,769'318990 
9 0.14lS75847 10 0.769318990 
13 0,000000000 14 0,000000000 
'' 9 
' 
0.200000000 E 
0.800000000 3 
0,800000000 6 
0.800000000 9 
0.8D!JOOOOIJO 12 
0.800000000 15 
0.800000000 16 
0.800000000 16 
0.8DOiJOOOOO 16 
0.800000000 16 
0.800000000 16 
\.?EIGHT ORIG 
0.200000000 A 
0.20;]000000 C 
0.200000000 Ji.. 
0. 4 3114276·2 B 
0.431142762 B 
0.431142762 E 
0.431142762 C 
0.431142762 E 
0.200000000 D 
0.431142762 E 
0.800000000 3 
0. 800fj00000 6 
0.800000000 q .., 
0.800000000 12 
0.800000000 15 
0.800000000 16 
0.800000000 16 
0.800000000 16 
0.8001)00000 16 
0.800000000 16 
UNIT T OU7PUT 
") 
- 0.000000000 -..J 
,.., 
- 0.141.575347 I 
11 - 0.000000000 
1.5 0. 000000000. 
• 
..... 
UNIT OUTPU'!' 
3 . C,000000000 
7 0.769318990 
11 0.000000000 
15 0.000000000 
-
15 0,200000000 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
.. -J.b 0.8000tJGOOO 
16 0.8000000001 
3 0.800000000 
6 0.800000000 
g, 0.800000000 
1 ,.., 
... , 0.800000000 
15 ·o.soooooooo 
. DES7 V11EIGHT 
2 0.200000000 
3 0.200GOOOOO 
.s . 0.200000000 
"6 0.431142762 
8 0.200000000 
9 0 .4311.42762 
. l·l 0.200000000 
.. I""\ 
'· 0 4 " l , 4 ·) " 6 '") ' , ... .._ • .J ..... _, ~
14 0.200000000 
15 0 4 3 ~ 1 " '"" r'7 .- ., I ..L .:± ..::. / 0 ~ 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
16 0.800000000 
3 0.800000000 
6 0.800000000 
9 0.8!JOOOOOOO 
, ,:- 0.800000000 .... .... 
.. -
.i j 0.8GOOOOOOIJ 
UNIT C1UTPUT 
4 - 0.000000000 
0 0.000000000 u -
12 - 0. 000000000 . 
Ur!IT OUTPIJT 
4 0,000000000 
8 - 0.000000000 
12 0 .·141.575'847 
0 
also 4 demonstrates how the inhibitory 11nit ''cuts in'' to 
' 
prevent learn~ng. At time 0, no units are active. At time 
1, units 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 15 are producing output, but 
unit 16 is still completely inactive. At time 2, unit 16 
begins to show some activity ·(due to its input. connections 
..• 
from units 1 through 15) and by time 3, it has completely 
shut off all network output. The outputs remain O until 
--
ti me 10, when units 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and 15 again begin to 
. . produce a signal - as can be seen in figure 4, the .activity 
state of unit 16 has decayed to a low level by this time, 
t 
which 1s what has allowed the production of output to start 
At time 11, the network output activates unit 16 
and by time 12, the network is shut off again. 
From time 13 _through 24,, 'bee' is presented with the 
inhibitory unit disabled by sending a signal through the 
I . I 1 line. As figure 4 demonstrates, by time 24 the 
.. r: c, n n e ,_; t i on s have undergo 11 (~ ,_: 11 an g es ; 1 ea r n i n g has o c~ c 1..1 red . 
What effect has .learning had on r,etwor·k f11r1l:t.ior1? 1"he 
network will now partially recall 'bee' when given only a 
portior1 of its input vector. This is demonstrated . 1n 
figure 4 . 
. • at time 35 (no input was sent into the network 
from time 25 to time 34 in order to allow the network to 
"settle down"; i.e. allow the activation states to decay 
. . 
towards 0), a ,·b' input was presented-and the network not 
' 
only produced output from unit 6 (the ·unit with two 'b' 
inputs) but also produced output from units 7 ('be') and 9 
... 
'(·,120 · 
-- ,. ' 
...... 
• 
• 
d 
' ' 
,,. 
t 
( I be I ) • Thus the input·pa~tern ~hich is produced by 'bee' 
has been partially recalled - the network· has associated 
the i np~ts 'b' , 
subcom1)onent.s, 
'c', and 'e' together. When two of the 
1 b' and1l,.'c 1 , were presented at time 46 (·tl1e 
net~ork was allowed to settle down between time 36 and 45), 
,. 
the recall was even better. 
and 1~ produced output . 
. 
This time, units 6.~ 7, 9,. 10, 
The only unit activated by the 
entire i np1.1 t ( 'bee ' ) not activated by the of 
components was unit 15 ('ee 1 '). 
.. 
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Chapt-er 13 
A Simple Pattern Associator 
13.1 Network Description 
One of the most important functions of a neural 
network is to form associations between inputs. A sirnple 
network which performs this task is shown in f igLtre r.:: J. 
'fhis network~ which I based ·upon a hypotheti~al associative 
netwc)rk in the humar1 brai11 (Lynch)' 1986),, contains 24 llnits 
and 72 connnections. All units are excitatory. The 
connections,, which are also all excitatory, consist of two 
types.· 
t1ni ts. 
The first type connects network inputs to the .24 
The second type. which is slightly more plastic 
than the first. forms connections between units. The 
,... 
initial weight of all conhect1ons is 0.2. The 24 units are 
divided into two groups. The first group, units 1 through 
12, recei\t1 es inputs from lines 1 a·',. ' b ' , .. a rid ' c ' . The 
second group~ units 13 through 24, receives inputs from 
1 i ne s . 'd 1 , I e I ' and 'f'. Each unit in the first qroup is 
conr1ected to a 11nit in the second group . v1a <3. f eedbacJ< 
1 oop _: . 1.e. each unit in the first group is connected to 
exactly one unit in the secor1d group. and that same 11nit in 
the second group connects back agctir1 to the one in the 
first. Tl1e functional_ objective of the network is to al low 
. I 
assoc iat i.,,ons . to be farmed between inputs pr·esented to the 
first group of units and inputs presented.to the second. 
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Figu·re 5 
Simple Pattern Association Network 
This network., capable of simple pt1·tte:t'l1 assc,ci"~tion tasks, 
cortsjsts of two sut)networks, each cor1taining 12 units. E31x 
i r, l) l.J. t l i 11 (_~ ~3 f e 8 ci. i r1 t. (J f; <i ~ h fj l ] fJ il P, 1-. w () r~ k . ·rw O 1 i n e s . <i r (~ 
pr <J v i d E.~ cl f or· t~ a c 11 i r 1 r111 t ( i . c . th c re a r e two ' a ' 1 i n e :: ; , t, w o 
I b f l i 11 C s , e t~ C . ) ~3 () L l1 c:l t C a C h O f t ll C 6 p i:l i t .. '·;¥ i :j (~ 
corr1bi natiorLS of ir1put.s ( 'aa' , ·ab', 'ac:', etc.) may be 
formed. Each pair·wise coml)j 11,ctt-·. icJr1 i~3 formt.~d twice fcJr e,3.c}1 
s LI b n e two r k ; e . g . · tJ n i t . s ;~ r1 n d 8 b <J t_ 11 rt! c e iv e i n p u tj ' a lJ ' . 
Each unit connects to precisely one unit in the o.ther 
st1bnetwork. This provides fo~ positive feedback between 
uni ts whic7h dre both cot1ne<:;t.ed t.ogether and arc 
simultaneously active. Such units become associated, so 
that in the future, activation of only one of the· 
associated units causes activity in the other. 
; I 
' 
,~,., .... \_ ..... ...; 
... 
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The two subnetworks (uni ts 1-12 and 13-2-4) are 
basically the same as the n.etwork discussed in the last· 
chapter (in order to keep the network down to a managable 
size, the inhibitive unit used in the last chapter was not 
-included - this simply me·ana that learning is always turned 
on) . Each combination of inputs ('aa', 'be', etc.) occurs 
twice in each subnetwork. When one subnetwork is active 
and the other is not, the active suhnetwork acts as an 
autoassociator (chapter 12). The feedback connections 
.~ between units are not active in this case~ because only one 
of the connected units is active; the output of the unit in 
the inactive subnetwork is zero, so no changes in weights 
are made to these connections. On t.he other hand. when 
both subnetworks are simultaneously active, the interunit 
cor1necli<J11s furTu posit .. ive feedbacl< loops hetween pair·s of 
active ltni t.s . For example, if units 2 and 14 are active 
simultaneously, the output of unit 2 will .. increase the net 
input to unit 14. Unit 14 ~ill thus achieve a higher 
activation state and send a stronger output back to unit 2. 
• This incr~e~ses the net input (and activation state) of unit 
2, and' so on. This activity causes the connect ions between 
active units to become mu~h stronger;. i.e. learning occurs. 
In the future, activation of just one of· the. pair of 
.. associated. uni·ts (e.g. un·i t 2) ·wj 11 be sufficient to 
·· produce activity in the other unit (e.g. unit 14). 
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The mechanism described in the . previous paragraph 
allows partial associations between input vectors to be 
made. For example, suppose input 'x' activates units 1, 2, 
8, and 9 of the first subnetwork and i~put 'y' activates 
. 
units 13, 14, 21, and 22 of the second. As shown in figure 
5, units 1 & 13~ 2 & 14, 8 & 20, 9 & 21, and 10 & 22 are 
connected together.' If inputs 'x' and 'y' are presented to 
subnetworks 1 and 2 simultaneouslyr units 1 & 13, 2 & 14, 
and 9 & 21 will become·associated due to the positive 
feedback loops connecting them. Units 8 and 22, however, 
are both connected to ina.ct ive uni ts - · ( 20 and 10, 
~-
respectively). Thus neither of these units will form 
associations; A subsequent presentation of just one of the 
inputs wil.l pr--oduce·a partial recall of the at.her.• For 
example, if only input 'x' is presentedr 
r 
21 will be activated, but unit 22 will not. 
\. -· 
units 13, 14 and· 
I 
The biological basis for this network is discussed 
Lynch's Synap.ses.. Ci1-cuits.. and the Beginning.s of Memory. 
The idea j.A ,.that inputs forrn rando1n cor1nections to eac~l1 
subnetwork, and that a single inpt1t is not ~31-1.fficient to 
activate a target neuron unles·s the connection weigrtt has 
been strengthened by learning. Thus in figure 5, unit 2 
will not be activated by input 'a' alone; inputs 'a' ·and 
'b' must be presented at the same time. Units from the 
first -network are connected randomly to units in the 
second. - When the two subnetworks are active 
'\ 
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simultaneously, associations will be formed only between 
.. 
ac: ti ve ur1i ts w11i ch are cor1nect,ed togE~ Lher. It should be 
noted t. h t:l. t th i s 11 e t W() r k i s st r i. c t 1 y 11 y·p <)the t i c~ a 1 ; a 1 tJ h () ll g h 
it doesn't violate i:tny kr1own ir1formation· about the hurnan 
brain, the actual existence of this type of network has not 
been demonstra·ted. 
13.2 Simulation Results 
The network shown in fi~ure 5 was simulated for 46 
time units .. using the following inputs: 
Inputs 
1-10 a .. b - 1 ; c_ .. d .. e.f - 0 
11-12 a,b.c,d,e, f - 0 
1.3 .. ')? e .. f - 1 ; {i_.lJ.C.d - 0 , .... .t_, 
') '°:) 
._, .._) -· ,-J 4 [, a.lJ,c,d.e .. f - 0 
:25-<34 a .. b .. e,. f ·- 1· C .• d - 0 
.• 
35-36 a,,b.c,d.e .. f - 0 
37-38 a,.b - 1 ; c,d .. f.~.f - 0 
:39-40 a,.b,c,d,.e,f - 0 
41-42 1 ; . b,c .. d,ep f 0 a - -
4:3-44 a , b ,. c . c.l .. e . f -· 0 
45-46 e .. f - 1 ; a,b,c.d - 0 
For the first 10 time uni ts . - the i np11t I ab· 1 was presented 
to subnetwork 1 (units 1 throuah 12). 
...,. No i npLlt was 
• 
presented to the second subnetwork. As shown in figure 6 .. 
this particular input produced activity in units 1, 2 .. 4,. 
7~ 8,. and 10. The connecti6n~; to these units became 
stronger; after 10 time uni.ts their weights increased from 
0.20 to approximately 0.38 . After allowing the a~tivity 
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. 
Simple Pattern Associator Si1nulation Output 
The fol lowincr output was pr·oducecl by simLilat.ing t_l1e riet.wor·k 
shown i n f ·i '.::f Ll re 5 . The o Lt t-. t) t t t ,:1. t t i r n e 1 w a. s p r o d tl c: e cj by a n 
inpt1t . of 'ab 1 • AftJer 10 tirne t1r1i ts, this input 
s t r~ (~ n g t he r1 e <i t J-1 e c (.) n 11 e c t i () 11 s 1) e t ~.,we r1 a c; t i v e i n !) tJ t 1 i r1 e s 
( 'A' and !B') and active ur1it.s (1. 2. 4. 7, 8. ar1d 10). 
The output at time 13 was produced by an input of 'ef'. 
Aft 10 t . - ·tr:" t t· ')'; th·c 1 d t .., e r ., 1 me u n 1 , .,:) . a .., ... 1 me 4...1 .:... •• .~ • 1 .. :i e .., o a 
.strengt.her1ing of c:or1riec~tions :between ac~t.ive inp1Jt 1 ir1e~3 
( ' E ' and I F ' ) .. and . 13. c t i v e 11 n i ts ( 1 3 .. 14 . 1 6 . 2 1 . 2 3. . and 
2 ·1 ) . F 1~ CJ rn t i rn t?- 2 5 t r1 r c) tJ g 11 :3 4 , i n IJ 1 t t 1 ,:t. l) e f I w a s p 1-e s e n t c~ d. . 
with the results sl1own. Time 38 demonstrates the partjal 
re c a 1 1 <) f 1 <:: f ' w 11 e r1 i r1 p t1 t. ' ab ' i s I) 1~ t?- :3 (:; 11 t f~ c:i . A t t i me 4 2 . 
input 1 a 1 alone also provided partial recall of the 'ef' 
vector. Time 46 demonstrates the µartial recall of 'ab 1 
g1ven 'ef'. 
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*** TIME - 1 *** 
UNIT -OUTPUT UNIT OTJTPUT 
1 0.078261452 ,; 0.07826:452 ~ 
s 0.000000000 6 0,000000000 
9 - 0.000000000 10 - 0.078261452 
13 - 0,000000000 14 - 0.000000000 
1 ,..., 
... I - 0,000000000 18 - 0.000000000 
21 - 0.000000000 "") '") 0.000000000 ~~ 
*** TIME - 10 *** 
ORIG DEST V¥'EI 13nT ORIG DEST. 
,. 1 0.37889S6SS A 1 A 
B 2 · 0. 3788956.55 A 3 
B 4 0.37889S6S5 B 4 
.. 
C s· 0.200000000 C 6 
P.. 7 0,378895655 A 7 
B 8 0.37889565S A 9 
B 10 D.37889565S B 10 
C 11 0.200000000 C 12 
E 13 0-4200000000 E 13 
F 14 0.200000000 D 15 
F 16 0.200000000 F 16 
E 17 0.200000000 D 18 
D 19 0. 2.00000000 D 19 
E 20 0.200000000 E 21 
D 22 0.200000000 F 22 
F- 2~ 0.200000000 F 24 
1 13 0.200000000 13 1 
-
14 2 0.200000000 3 15 
il 16 0.200000000 J. 6 4 ... 
17 .s 0.200000000 ~ 18 b 
,.., 19 0.200000000 19 7 I 
20 0 0.200000000 9 '? 1 u ......... 
10 '"',, 0.200000000 "i --. 10 '- .::.. .::.. ~ 
23 11 0.200000000 , ';I ~..:.. 24 
~** TIME - 13 *** 
UNIT OUTPUT UNIT OUT 'r"\• .,.,... t" u J. 
1 - 0.000000000 2 - 0.000000000 
5 0.000000000 - 0.000000000 b -
9 - 0.000000000 10 - 0,000000000 
13 - 0.0782614.S'.2 14 - 0.078261452 
17 - 0.000000000 18 - 0.000000000 
21 - 0.078261452 ? ";• - 0.000000000 
' 
........ 
12~ 
,. 
( 
•• ·.. f 
UNIT OUTPUT 
"j 0.000000000 ...J 
7 - 0 0 "7 8'"' .- 1 ~ c:- ·'") • f • . .::.b -.J~ 
11 - O.OMOOOOOO 
15 - 0. 000000000. 
19 - 0.000000000 
I'") ") 
La .J - 0.000000000 
vrr;; "" G • • -r ~~ .JH. .. ORIG 
0.3788956S5 A 
0.200000000 C 
0.378895655 B 
0.200000000 c-
0.378895655 A 
0.200000000 C 
0. 378895655 B 
0.200000000 C 
0.200000000 E 
0.200000000 F 
0.200000000 D 
0.200000000 D 
0.200000000 D 
0.200000000 E 
·o .200000000 E 
0.200000000 F 
0.200000000 .. ) .... 
0.200000000 15 
0.200000000 t:' ...; 
0.200000000 1 ·:> • ,_J 
0.200000000 8 
0.200000000 ')., .:... J_ 
0.20iJD00000 11 
0.200000000 24 
" 
UNIT OUT?UT 
':) 
- 0.000000000 ._J 
7 0.000008000 
11 - 0.000000000 
1 r-
-. ,J - 0.000000000 
19.- 0.000000000 
. ~ 
,-. 'i 
L. J - 0 0 7 ,-. ') 6 ~ 4 C ·") • o.... - .J .... 
. 
·--
UNIT OUTPTJT 
4 0.078261452 
8 o o...., s·-· .- ., 4 c-,.., • i • ..::. b J.. ,J ._ 
12 -·0.000000000 
16 -
20 -
24 -
I)H°C"T' 
_..., ... 
I"\ 
-~ 
3 
s 
6 
8 
9 
11 
12 
14 
15 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
24 
14 
3 
17 
6 
20 
9 
'j ") 
L. .._J 
.. •'") 
l..:.. 
UNIT 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 
, . 
. 
-
-
-
-
-
0. 00000.0000 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
\ArTEIGHT 
0.37889565S 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0 I 2 00000000 . . 
0.378895655 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0,200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0,200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
.,,. 
OUTPUT 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0 0 '"7 -. ,.., 6 14: = '? 
I • ' /J .:.:. :..) ._. 
0.000000000 
0 0""78?6'" 4~/'j 
• I ,_ .l. .J ~ 
• 
i 
.. 
-
-
***TIME= 22 *** 
ORIG DEST WEIGHT C•R!G D-'"'T C.:J 
"P. 1 0 "':"l~oeeis·-c-~· A 1 
-" 
, ._} I •...; _, o ·-· ~ 
B 2 0 .,,...,s-95-cc:-• ._J i cJ - t:) ._.j ...J A 3 
B /1. 0.37889S6SS B 4 ~ 
C 5 0,200000000 C 6 
Ji.~ 7 0,3788956S.S ft. l"'7 I 
B 8 0 -:•,..., 8 c- q ::- ,- 5 5 • ..JI u..,,...JO .b... 9 
B lC 0.378895655 B 10 
C 11 0,200000000 C , ") --~ 
E 13 0,378895655 E i ") .... ....; 
F 14 0 -':) 7 ·=> 0 9 5 - ,.... r- . . .._) u <.J b .:, .:, D l.S 
F 16 0.3788956SS F l6 
E 17 0.200000000 •, I) 18 
D 19 0.200000000 I) 19 
E 20 0. 2 0000 0000·· E ?1 ...... 
D 22 0,200000000 F "I ,-, .. 
.:.. ' 
F 23 0,37889565.S F 24 
1 13 0,200000000 13 1 
14 2 0,200000000 3 15 
4 16 0.200000000 "16 lJ.. ... 
17 s 0.200000000 6 18 
7 19 0.200000000 19 7 
20 8 0.200000000 Q 21 .,, 
10 22 0,200000000 22 J.0 
23 11 0.200000000 12 24 
*** TIME - 25 *** 
UNIT C1UT?TJT U!iIT C)UT?TJT 
1 0,721072833 .-, - 0 7? 1 0 7 ~· 8 '? ~ - ,. ... ... ' ~ ..... ._J.._J 
5 0,000000000 6 - 0.000DOOOOO 
9 - 0.000000000 10 - 0.721072833 
13 - 0.721072833 14 - 0,721072833 
17 0,000000000 18 0.000000000 
21 - 0.721072833 ') '") - 0.000000000 ......... 
**:t TIME= 34 *~* 
ORIG DEST WEIGHT OF~IG DEST 
A 1. 0.706323173 P.. 1 
B 2 0.706323173 A 3 
B 4 0,706323173 B 4: 
C 5 0.200000000 C 6 
A· 7. 0,697378140 fl. '"7 I 
B 8 0.697379040 A 9 
B 10 0,6973790~0 E 10 
C 11 0.200000000 C 12 
E 13 0,706323173 E 13 
F 14 0,706323173 [;, 15 
F 16 0,706323173 F 16 
E 17 0. 200000000 "· ~ 18 
'·,, : ~ t30 
'" . \ 
vr·· ... -r,H'" 
~l.-..J~.l ORIG 
0 3 ~ .-. R Q c - c:- S 
• /<':J_...,.._:t)._..J P.. 
0.200000000 C 
0. 37889.5 6.SS B 
0.200000000 C 
0.37889~65S ft. 
0,200000000 C 
0.37889.56.SS B 
0.200000000 C 
0,37889S65S ~ r. 
0,20000000!] F 
0.37889S655 D 
0.200000000 D 
0.200000000 ~ LJ . 
0 -.7o,-.qr:- FSS 
_ • ..::, uO .,,, .. ..) -' E 
tJ.200000000 E 
0.378;395655 F 
0,200000000 2 
. 
0.200000000 15 
0.200000000 s 
0.200000000 18 
0.200000000 8 
0.200000000 ?1 ...... 
0.200000000 .. , .L • 
0.200000000 24 
Ul,I IT OUTPUT 
3 - 0.000000000 
7 - 0 ,...,·?"1 t]"')8~3 • , .... _ , .... ....J 
ll - 0,000000000 
1.5 - 0,000000000 
19 0.000000000 
23 - 0 7? ... 07r-:,33'") • ... .L ~ . ._J 
WEIGHT C'RIG 
0.706323173 A 
0.200000000 C 
0 706 ')-') -i., '7':J 
• .,J ...... ...) l. ' ...., B 
0,200000000 C 
0,697378140 J.. 
0.200000000 C 
0.697379040 B 
0. 21}0000000 C 
0 706~")~"'\ 7--:i • .._, ........ _; ..... .._J E 
0.200000000 -.r 
0.706323173 D 
0.200000000 
,. ... 
D 
DEST WEI(~HT 
-. n ")'788qc---55 4a _,,..;. _,._;t) 
3 0.200000000 
s 0.200000000 
6 0.200000000 
8 0. 3788956.55. 
9 0.200000000 
11 0.200000000 
12 0.200000000 
14 0.378895655 
15 0.200000000 
17 0.200000000 
18 0.200000000 
20 0.200000000 
21 0.378895655 
23 0.37889565S 
24 0.378895655 
14 0.200000000 
3 0.200000000 
17 0.200000000 
6 0.200000000 
20 0.200000000 
9 0.200000000 
23 0.200000000 
12 0.200000000 
UNTT OUTPTJT 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 
l)EST 
? 
-
3 
s 
6 
8 
9 
11 
..... ) 
.L .... 
14 
15 
17 
18 
... ,.. 
-~·"·"·'''• ...... 
- 0.721072833 
- 0.721072833 
- 0.000000000 
- 0.721072833 
0,000000000 
-~o.721072833 
WEIGHT 
0.706323173 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0. 6~7 37904 0 ·, 
0. 2 00000000 •• 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
0.706323173 
0.200000000 
0.200000000 
·o. 200000QGIO• 
... 
... 
' ! 
.. 
D 19 0.200000000 
E 20 o·. 200000000 
r, ')') 0.200000000 ....... 
F 23 0.69737904:J 
1 ... -.. 0 '"7Q.jcs~ 1 0'""-' 
-
.1 ~· • ' ._1 ....,; -- L.. 
14 2 0.705583102 
.a. 16 0.70SS83102 ... 
17 .. 5 0.200000000 
7 19 0,200000000 
20 8 0.200000000 
10 .I"'\ ..-.. L..:... 0.200000000 
23 11 0,200000000 
***TIME== 38 ~ *** 
UNIT QTJT?UT UNIT 
1 0 7ocs-::,~ 1 83 • .J _, .._J ._ - 2 -
5 0.000000000 6 
q 0.000000000 10 ... 
13 - 0.541627535 14 -
17.- 0.000000000 18 -
21 - 0.000000000 ')·) -....... 
*** TIME - 42 ***· 
UNIT OUTPUT UNIT 
1 0,799833183 2 
5 0,000000000 6 
9 - 0.000000000 10 
13 0.541501949 14 
., r"7 
ll - 0.000000000 18 -
21 - 0.000000000 22 -
*** TI~E = 46 *** 
UNIT OUTPUT TJNIT 
1 - 0.54163262·0 2 -
s - 0.000000000 6 -
q 
- 0!000000000 ·10 -.., 
13 0 79Ci8"'1 8'") • .,, :)j_ J 14 -
.. ...., 
l. I - 0.000000000 18 -
. 21 - 0.799802180 22 -
]) 19 
.,... 21 .t!.. 
F 22 
F 24 
13 ., l. 
3 1.5 
16 4 
6 18 
, q r"7 
... -
I 
9 21 
·22 10 
12 24: 
OUT?lJT 
0.799833183 
0.000000000 
0.799802180 
0.541627535 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
OUTPUT 
0.S06323173 
0,000000000 
0,000000000 
0.340357868 
0,000000000 
0.000000000 
OUTPiJT 
0 . S 41 SO 1 94 9 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0 "9083-:0; 3::i 
., .,, ....J- J 
0. 1]00000000 
0,000000000 
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0.200000000 D 20 0-. 200000000 
0.697379040· E 21 0,697379040 
0.200000000 E 23 0,697379040 
0.697378140 F 24 0.69737814:0 
0 7oc-cg .. :>1 O? ,, 14 0,70.SS83102 • ._J .,J _; - "'" 
' 0.200000000 15 3 0.200000000 
0.705S83102 s 17 0 .200000000 . 
\ 0. 200000000 0.200000000 18 6 
0.200000000 8 20 0,200000000 
0,200000000 21 9 0,200000000 
0.200000000 11 23 0.200000000 t 
0.200000000· ? ll. 12 0.200000000 .... -
UNIT OUT?TJT UNIT OUTPUT 
':I 0.000000000 4 - 0,799833183 _; 
7 0.799802177 8 . 0.799802180 -
11 0.000000000 12 0.000000000 
15 - 0.000000000 16 - 0.541627535 
19 - 0.000000000 20 - 0.000000000 
23 - ·0.000000000 . 24 - 0.000000000 
UNIT OUTPUT UNIT OUTPUT 
3 0.000000000 4 0.000000000 
7 0.799802177 8 0.497379040 
11 - 0.000000000 12 0,000000000 
15 - 0.000000000 16 - 0.000000000 
19 - 0,000000000 20 - 0.000000000 
23 - 0,000000000 24 - 0.000000000 
TJNIT OUTPUT UNIT OUT?UT 
".) 
....J - 0.000000000 4 - 0.541501949 
7 - 0,000000000 .... a - 0.000000000 
11 - 0,000000000 ; ') - 0,000000000 
--1~ 
·..J 0.000000000 .. ,-l t, - 0.799833183 
19 ~ 0.000000000 20 - 0,000000000 
,- ':) L. ._) - 0.799802180 24: - 0.799802177 
" 
... 
~. 
-- ..... 
• 
&· 
states of· all units in the network to return to zero by 
sending zero through all input lines for two time units, 
the input -.· ef' was presented to subnetwork 2 · for 10 time 
uni ts-. No input .was presented to subnetwork 1. 
results were similar to those obtained with input 'ab' . . 
units 13, 14, 16, 21, 23, and 24 were activated and the· 
connections .to these units inc·reased from 0.20 to about 
0.38. Note· that,· up to this point, no changes in the 
weights of interunit connections occurred. As exp·lained ip 
the previous section, changes to these connections only 
.. 
take place when units from both subnetworks are active. 
Next,. input 
(time 25 to 34); 
'abef' was. presented for 10 time units 
'ab 1 was presented to subnetwork 1 and 
'ef' to subnetwork 2. As expected, units 1 .. 2, 4, 7, 8. 
10., 1.3, 14 .. 16, 21, 23. and 24 (the same Ltnits which were 
active when either 'ab' or 'ef' was presented alone) 
displayed activity. This time~ changAs to interunit 
connections Af.3 sr1<.Jwn in figure 6, t.he 
conr1ec~l i<Jr1s between uni ts 1 & 13 .. 2 & 14, ctnd 4 & 16 became 
s.tonger. None~·,of the connections·~to units--7·)' 8, 10, 21· .. 
23, or 24 changed, since these units were all connected to 
inactive ones. 
. 
After allowing_ the network to -stabilize for two 
cycles·, inpf1t. 't~b' Wf:1S pres~nt.Ad .,t. t.ime 3.7 to 38. Partial 
recall of 'ef' occurred, due to the learning wt.iich took 
~ 
place when 'ab' and '<jf'· were presented si1nultl~neously. 
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Units 13, 14, and 16., which had previously only been active 
when 'ef 1 was presented, produc~d output in response· to the 
'ab' input. Thus 'ab' has become partially associated with 
I e f I • 
Next, 'a' was presented alone. This not only produced 
. partial recall of the 'ab' signal (by the rne C1:1.n 1 sn1 
explained in chapter 12), but also produced a partial 
re Ci~. 1 1 of ' e f ' . Units lj 2, 7> and 8 of subnetwork 1 were 
activated by 'a' (,prior to learning, unit.s 2 and 8 could 
only be activated by a combined ·'ab'· inpt-1.t.) .. as were ltni ts 
13 and 14 of the second subnetwork. Thus bot rt 
autoassociation (partial· completion of 'ab' when given only 
· the 'a' subcomponent) and pattern association (between 'ab' 
and 'ef') took place. 
During the last two time units (45 and 46), i~put 1 ef' 
was presented. This illustrates the fact that 
associations work both directions; in other words, if 
vectors 'x' and •y• are associated~ then a presentation of 
vector 'x' alone will cause partial rec~-11 of vector 'y' 
and As e>~pectc~d, paY't i a 1 re ca 11 of 1 ab' -v1 ce ve1 ..... sa. 
oc·curred -·units 1, 2, and 4 produced output. 
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Chapter .. 14 
An Improved Pattern Associator 
The network discussed in the last chapter provided for 
pa~tial recall of associated input vectors. A . maJ·or 
limitation of that network was in the number of interunit 
. 
connections (i.e. connections between subnetworks); each 
unit h~d just one such connection. Since a t111it . 1n one 
subnetwork could only_ be ~ssoci~ted to a unit in another 
subnet.work if those units were connected together, this 
sevee:t~ly 1 imi ted the pe:r-formancc~ of t11e r1etwor~k. f;or 
\ 
.. 
examp_ le .. in figure 5~ units 2 and 16 can never be 
associate<j_. no matter how frequently they are active 
simultaneously. 
In an attempt to improve upon the performance of this 
networ}<. I increased the number of interunit connections; 
ea-cr1 11r1i l ir1 one st1bnetwor·k 1s conr1ected to eacr1 1.1rti t -Jn 
t.he othet"' This allows any unit . 1n one 
subnet.work to be asso.cia.ted wit.h any ur11t in the other. 
This should provide for better recall of associated 
vectors. It is similar to the network of the last chapter 
in that it contains two subnetworks .. each with three 
. 
inputs, connected to each other via feedback loops. The 
improved network... however, "'"provides feedback between a 11 
units in. the one subr1etwork to a 11 uni ts in the other. 
This contrasts to the network of the last chapter, in which 
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Figure 7 
Improved Pattern Association Network 
T11is net.wo:r-k,. capable of simple pa.ttern ,~ssociat.ion t.asks_. 
is bctsically a more hi0hly interconnected versjon of the 
' 
r1e twc)rk s11c)wn in f i g11:r-e 5 . It c~ en 1:-:3 is ts c) f two subnet T¥"forks • 
each cc)r1taining 6 units. Six input 1 ines feed into each 
subnetwork. Two lines are provided for each input. (i.e. 
there are two 'a' lines. two 'b' lines. etc.) so that each 
of the ·6 pairwise combinations of inputs ( 1 aa',. 'ab' . • ac' . 
etc.) may be formed. Each pairwise cornbi11ation is formed 
once in each StJbnetwork. Each unit it cot1nected to a 11 
units in the other subnetwork. This provides· for positive 
feedback between any units which are simultaneously ac~ive. 
Such units become associated,. so that in the future. 
ctc·tivation of only one of the associated llnits causes 
activity in the others. 
.. 
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each unit feeds back to just one uriit in the other 
subnetwork. 
. . 
· The r1etwork shown in figure 7 con~ists of 12 units and 
96 connections. Twenty-four of the connections are between 
the twelve input lines (two input lines are provided for 
each i·npLtt; i.e. there afe two •a• lines .. two 'b' lines .. 
etc.) and the units. These connections all have an initial 
/,,r weiqht of O. 2. The remaining 72 -connections, which h,"j_ve an· 
. . 
initial weight of 0;01, are interunit connections; these 
provide feedback from one subnetwork to·the other. 
unit has six such con11ec·tic)ns. --The two subnetwor·ks each 
contain 6 units and have 6 incoming lines. 
connected to two of these in~ul lines. 
Each unit . . 1 , .... ;.,:) 
This network was simulated for 18 time units with the 
following inputs: 
Time Inputs 
1-10 a,b,e.f - 1 ; C,. d - 0 
11 "* a .. b,c,d,e .. f - 0 
12 a,b - 1 ; c,d,e .. f - 0 
13 a .. b .. c .. d,e,f - 0 
14 a,.b,c.d,e,f 0 
__ ,, 
* -
15 a - 1 ; b,c!'d!'e,f - 0 
16-18 .. a .. b,c.d .. e,f - 0 
). 
., .... 
The I * I indicates points at which the states of a 11 units 
were reset to zero. This was done to stop all activity in 
the network, since without inhibition units, the network 
.. 
would tend to get "out of control" (inhibition units were 
excluded in order to reduced the complexity of the 
-137 
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network) . This is ·not surprising~ since the network . 1S 
essentially a positive feedback circuit. 
D11ring the first· 10 cycles, 'ab' was input to 
. ' 
subnetwork 1 and 'ef' was sent to subnetwork 2. Thjs was 
done both to associate 'ab' with 'ef', and to associate 'a' 
,. with 'b' and 'e' with 'f' (by the mechanism discussed . . ' 1n 
ch,"lpter ·12) . As shown in ·figure 8, the ir1p11t 'abef' 
' produced activity .in uni ts 1, 2, 4, 10, 11, 12. These are 
t 11 e on 1 y u n i ts f cJ.l'" w h i r.11 h<1 t h i r, rn 1 t. l i r, As WA re l'l c t i v e . The 
other units were not activated· because each of them was 
connected to at least one inactive line; unless connection 
weiqhts are strenghted via learning, both input lines must 
be active for output to be produced. After 10 time units, 
. 
some of the connections . had been. strengthened 
substant i a 11 y .: \ these were the connect ions between active 
input lines and active units and between active units -1n 
one subnetw~rk and active units in the other. 
Following this, all activity in the network was· 
halted. Next. at time 12, input 1 ab' was pr~esented to 
subnetwork 1 with no input to subnetwork 2. This caused 
units 1 ('aa'), 2 ('ab'), and 4 ('bb') to be act.ivated. At 
time 11, all input lines were set to zero and the network 
was al.lowed to run freely. As shown in figure 8, ·t1nits 1, 
2, and 4 were turned off (since ho input ·was being-sent to 
· them), but units 10, 11, and 12 had been activatid. These 
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. Improved Pattern Associator Sim11lation Output 
The following output was produced by sim11latinq the nutwot~k 
shown in figure 7. ..fhe outp.11t at time 1 was pr·oduced t>y an 
input of 'abef'. After 10 time units. thts inpLtt 
strengthened the connections betwwen active input _lines 
( ' A ' , ' B ' , ' E '. ., and ' F 1 ) a n d 13. c t i v e Lt n i t s ( 1 , 2 . 4 .. 1 0 . 
11 .. and 12). At time 12 .. input 'ab' was presented to the 
network, producing output in units 1 ('aa'), 2 ('ab') and 4 
('bb')·. At time 13, all input to the ne'twork was shut off. 
As shown., vector 'ef' was recalled (i.e. 11nits 10 ( 'ee·'), 
11 ('ef 1 )., and 12 ('ff')). At time 15, input 'a' alone was 
presented, activatine unit 1 ( 'aa') and., to a lesser 
extent, unit 2 ('ab').' At time_ 16-~ all input to t,he 
net wcJr·k wa.s- a.ga i 11 :~h1J t off . As shown.. t. he~ net work re Cti 11 ed 
'ef · (time 16) .. and 'ab' (lime 17)., before all activity 
stopped at time 18. 
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* * * T I tv! E - 1 * * ·, 
UNIT 
' 
OUTPUT UNIT 
1 - 0.181853163 ·) -._. 
s 0.000000000 -b -
9 0.000000000 ~ 10 - -
,4< * ¥ tI!1E = ltJ * 1( * 
ORIG DEST ',-~ .... H"" w,.. 'G ! .... J.. • -
A 1 0 L!06..., ..... ,.,.391 ..... I _ _, .::JOI -
B 2 0,496387391. 
B 4 0 L! 05-,37')01 
·-_, J ._)~ 
C 5 0.200000000 
D 7 .0 I 2 00000000 
E 8 0.200000000 
E 10 0.496387391 
F 11 0. 4 96387391. 
1 "'7 0,010000000 I 
1 10 0.540006147 
"'"' 7 0.010000000 L,, 
2 10 0.540006147 
') 7 0.010000000 ...; 
3 10 0.010000000 
4 ·7 0. 0100000'00 
4 10 0,540006147 
s 7 0.010000000 
5 10 0.010000000 
6 7 0.010000000 
~ 10 0.010000000 0 
7 1 0,010000000 
7 4 0.010000000 
8 1 0.010000000 
8 4 0.010000000 
9 ., 0.010000000 ' .... 
9 4 O,OlDOOOOOO 
10 1 0.54.0006147 
10 4 0.540006147 
11 1 0 C..1.QOQ.- .. Ll.'"7 ,._;_ o.:..._, 
11 4 0.54000614:7 
12 1 0.540006147 
12 4 0.540006147 
• 
,.,.. 'T" 'JI' ~ l l.i 1 ....... - 12 *** 
UNIT OUT?UT UNIT 
1 0.4~8474076 '> -~ 
s - 0 I 000000000 , 6 -
9 - 0,000000000 10 -
• 
·, 
. .J 
• 
QTJTPTJT 
0.1818S3163 
.0. 000000000 
0.181853l63 
ORIG l)EST 
A 1 
A 3 
B 4 
C 6 
I) ,.., I 
D 9 
E 10 
...... ~ I"') t' .1. .:.. 
1 8 
1 11 
l'j 8 r 4-
2 11 
3 8 
3 11 
LL 8 
-
4 11 
s 8 
.5 11 
6 8 
6 ·11 
'"7 
""' I L,,
7 5 
8 2 
8 C ,J 
9 'I '-
9 5 
i Q .-, 
' ~ 
10 5 
11 '"'• L,, 
11 · 5 
1 ,-., ,.., 
_, L,, 
, ·') s ........ 
OUT?fJT 
o .. 4~8474076 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
1qo 
·-UNIT OTJTPUT TJNIT 
. 
. OUTPUT 
3 - 0.000000000 4 - 0.181853163 
7 0.000000000 8 -. 0.000000000 
11 0.181853163 12 0.181853163 - -
/ 
WEIGRT ORIG DEST WEIGHT 
0. 4·95 387 391 A 2 0.496387391 
0.200000000 C 3 
,, 
0,200000000 
0 .496387391 · B s 0.200000000 
0.200000000 C 6 0.200000000 
o . 2 o o o o o~o o o D 8 0.200000000 
0.200000000 F 9 o·. 2000.00000 
0.496387391 E 11 0.496387391 
0.496387391 F· 12 0 . 4 9 6 3 :3 7 3 91 .~~ 
0.010000000 1 9 0.010000000 
0.540006147 1 1.2 0,540006147 ... 
0.010000000 ,.., 9 0.010000000 L. 
0.540006147 2 12 0,540006147 
0.010000000 3 Q 0.010000000 
-' 
0.010000000 3 12 0,010000000 
0.010000000 4 9· 0.010000000 
0,540006147~ 4 12 0.540006147 
0.010000000 5 9 0,010000000 
0.010000000 5 12 0.010000000 
0.010000000 6 9 0.010000000 4 . 
0.010000000 6 12 . 0. 010000000 
0.010000000 7 ') 0.010000000 -.J 
0.010000000 7 6 0,010000000 
0.010000000 8 -- 0.010000000 ..:::, 
0 I 010000000 .. " 8 6 0.010000000 
O.OlOOOOOOO 9 ':I 0.010000000 ...; 
0.010000000 q 6 0.010000000 ... 
' 0,540006147 10 3 0.010000000 
0.010000000 10 6 0.0:.0000000 
0.540006147 11 ":} 0.010000000 ...J 
0.010000000 11 .6 0.010000000 
·O .S40006147 ., I"') ") 0 ·. 010000000 .L.:.. ...J 
0.010000000 12 6 0.010000000 
. 
UNIT .OUTPUT UNIT QT t,...,plj,.., 1..) .l ' J. 
. 
") 0.000000000 tl 0.443474076· ;.,.J • 
7 - 0,01]0000000 8 - 0.000000000 
11 0. 000000000 · 12 - 0.000000000 
-
. ' 
., 
--
UNIT OTJTF·UT 
1 ·o. 000000000-
s - 0.000000000 
g 
- 0.000000000 
. . 
*** TIME - 15 **t 
UNIT 
1 
5 -
9 -
C•UTPUT 
0.44847407€ 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
' 
***TIME= 16 *** 
UNIT 
1 -
5 .-
9 -
OUTF'UT 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0,000000000 
*** TIME - 17 *t~ 
UNIT· 
)1 -
5 -
9 -
UNIT 
1 
s -
9 -
OUTPUT 
o. os o·s36907 
0.000000001] 
0.000000000 
OUTPUT 
0,000000000 
0.000000000 
0. 000·000000 
. . 
.. 
. .. 
UNIT OU7FUT-
·2 0,00000000iJ 
6 0,000000000 
10 - 0.43ll77S7S 
TJNIT~ OUTPUT 
2 - 0.310997092 
6 - ·o I 000000000 
l O - 0, 000000000· 
,... UNIT OUTPUT · 
2...: 0,000000000 
6 - 0.000000000 
10 - 0,197617974 
UNIT 
...., 
.::.. -
6 -
10 -
UNIT 
2 
6 -
10 -
OUTPUT 
0,050536907 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
OUTPUT 
0,000000000 
0,000000000 
0,000001]000 
14 t 
-. 
... 
UNIT OUTPUT 
3 0.000000000 
7 -.0.000000000 
11 - 0 ~"'.)"' -,'"7r-:,57c-,--i.l ...... 11 ...; 
UNIT OUTPUT 
3 - 0,000000000 
7 - 0.000000000 
11 - 0.000000000 
UNIT OUTPUT · 
3 - 0.000000000 
7 - 0.000000000 
11 - 0,197617974 
UNIT OUTPUT 
':I 
...J - 0.000000000 
7 - 0,0.00000000 
11 - 0.000000000 
UNIT OLTTPUT 
3 0,000000000 
7 - 0,000000000 
11 - 0.000000000 
··f' . 
.. 
. ... 
TJNIT C1UTF·UT 
4 0.000000000 
8 - 0.000000000 
12 - 0.'131177575 
-UNIT OUTPUT 
4 0.000000000 
. 8 - 0.000000000 
12 - O,OOCOOOOOO 
UNIT OUTPTJT 
4 - 0.000000000 
. 8 - 0.000000000 
12 - 0.197617974 
UNIT OUTPUT 
a. 0. O.:, OS 36 907 • 
8 - 0.000000000 
~ .-, 0.GOOOOOOOO ( ., -.... c-
UNIT OUTPUT 
4 0 .. 000000000 
8 0.000000000 
12 - 0.000000000 
- .• . 
.. 
• 
• 
'· .. 
., 
are the same units that were activated by 'ef' during the 
. . 
They were activated by the output of first 10 t·ime uni ts. 
.. 
. 
the ·,~b' .t1nits (1, 2· .. and 4) produced d,1ring the previous 
eye 1 e (·time 12 )_ . 
Next (time 14), all a~tivity .in t·he network was again 
. ' 
halted. At time 15, · in'pLlt 'a• was presen·ted. As showr1 in 
1 figure 8, this led to output production by ugits 1 and 2. 
Unit 1 wot.1ld nat11rally be activated,· since both of its-
inputs ('a') were active. Unit 2, on the other hand, was 
activated beca0se the connection between the 'a' input line 
. 
· and that unit· was strengthened during the first 10 cycles. 
Thus the input 'a' produc~d a partial recall of 'ab'. 
At 16, the 'a' inpt1t was turned "off" and the 
network was: allowed to run freely. Units 1-and 2· thus 
stopped producing output, but units 10, 11, and 12 were 
activated due to the output of units 1 and 2 during the 
previous cycle. Since these units correspond to input 
I e f I .• this means that inpLtt 'a'· has, by- itself, produced a 
re ca 11 of 'e f ' . At time 17, the 'ef' units became 
inactive .. but 11nit.s 1. 2. and 4 were activated. lJni t 4 
('bb') had n(Jt 1Jeen activctterl whe11 ir1p11t. 'a' waf; initially 
. . . 
fJ re s e n t e cj . ·r1111 s the I e f ' u n i t s l1 (iv e a c~ 1-1 i eve d a re c ,1. l 1 o f 
all unit~ involved with input 'ab'. 
all output production ce~sed entirely. 
Finally, at time 18, 
t The· rec a 11 · sequence -produced when input 'a' was 
presented was 1 ab' (partial, since ~nit 4 was not active), 
.. 
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then~ 'ef' (complet.e) ,· then 'ab' (complete). Thus this 
''improved" network is capable both of accurate pattern 
completion (since the complete 'ab' vector was recalled 
when 'a'. was presented alone) and pattern association 
(recall of the entire 'ef' vector from a component of 
1 c3.b'). This network peiformed better th~n the one in the 
last chapter, where only part of the vector was recalled. 
This improved performance seems to compensate very well for 
the slight increase in·complexity (96 connnections rather 
than 72, but with only 12 units inst~ad of 24). 
-
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Chapter 15 • 
Surrrrnary_ and Cone 1 us ions 
· Since natura 1 neura 1 networks per'f orm many tasks whi.ch 
would be desirable to emulate with· compute~s~ it seems that 
• 
a reasonable standard by which to judge neural r1etwork 
models would be the similarity between those models and 
. 
. 
natural systems: . that is~ -the best network models m-ight be 
those wl1ich most closely ·rnodel r1d:t11i---al networks. 
sure.. this judgment wo1.1ld r1eed to be . tempered. ·by lhe 
cc)rr1puta t. i ona 1 fea~ibility of· the model · a · hig0ly 
physiologically accurate model which can not be implemented 
using current technology has limited practical val11e. This 
is not to say that SllCh R .rnodP-1 flaS D() value; it is simply 
.) 
that its val1Je vf111" be very-limited until ~3Llch tirne <i.S when J -. I 
•. Y. I 
technology exists which can support it. 
With this in mind it is~ perhaps, surprising that the 
majority of the most we 11 known neura 1 net.work mode 1 s ar·e 
/ 
very poor models of natural systems. Models such as $imple 
-
-linear associators (chapter 6) and single-layer percef>tron 
, 
( cha pt.er"' 7) w11ic~h do not utilize hidden - ' LlI1 l ts 
should probably not even be called neural network models: 
since, while they may be intere~ting and .even have some 
. 
prac_t ical va 1 ue ~. . their res~mblance to actual neural 
r1etwor·ks· . 1S p11r··e 1 y supe:r· f i c i al . Models s11ch 1:l.S bacl< 
r' .• 
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pr·opd.yc1l.i!..)n (c~l1a1->Ler-- 8) a1·td competitive le~rni.ng . (chftpter 
9) are ·an improvement s i nee tt1ey both support hidden uni ts~ 
b11t., d.ue to tl1eir ver·y r.estricted cont1ectivity p,:11.ter'.r,~3 (in 
particular·~ nei.ther model allows for feedback) and their 
11 on10 gen .c? ll s n a t 11 r, e ( i n t. e:~ rm s o f · both 11 n i· t s ,_211 <i conn e c t. i r.) r1 s ) ,· 
• 
they certainly tan not be considered to be good models of 
actua 1 neura·1 networks, where f eedb.:1ck is· widespread and 
both units and connection types ar~ quite heteroqeneous . 
. ··Of ... the ·. models di.SClJSSed . 1n this thesis .. the 
thermodyr1amic rnodf_~l (~oltzrnann wachines, chaf)ter 10)? . 1S 
, 
probably the best i.n terms of physiological accuracy . since 
.., 
•it supports both ~idden units a~d feedback. Still, this· 
-
model r-equires that all connections be symmetrical (i.e. if 
their is a connection from unit A to unit B, there must 
·also be a connection from unit B back to A)~ it.uses binary 
\,,. . . 
activation states. and it uses homogeneous elements, all of 
which is completely unfike natur6l neural networks. 
In chapter 11. I presented my model which allows 
natural networks to me more closely emulated. , The model 
attempts to simulate natural networks at the level of 
.. -. ~ 
{\. 
emission 1---ate,. not the emission of individual irn1)1J 1 ses . 
This is made n~cessary by computational considerations; . 1n 
,: 
a· natural neural network, a single neufon- (as discussed in 
. chaptE!r 1) ·can produce .thousands of impulses per - second. 
Furthermore, the generation of individual 
stochtist i c . 
'.._ 
' 
Without special hardware, 
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impulses . 1S 
s-imulatio11 of 
I •. _ 
• 
......... 
• 
,. 
networks at the· level- of single· impulses is not feasible .. 
-~ since thousands of probabilistic computations would need to 
"" be- carried out for each unit for each second of simulated 
time. 
The mode 1 does a 1·1 ow for het.erogeneous uni ts and 
connection types. Each l)nit _(whi-ch may be·excitatory. or 
inhibitory) may have its·own threshold. maximum activation. 
state,· activation state decay rat~, and activation·curve. 
Similarly, each connection type (which is excitatory· if the 
origin unit is an e~itatory one or inhibitive otherwise) 
m~y have· its own weight decay rate, effectiveness factor 
(i.e. one t.ype of connection ·may contribute more to the net 
' . 
,- ---- "'·-. input than another. allowing, for example. an inhibitive 
tonnection to override several excitative ones),· learninq 
rate. and - . m1n1mum activity time for learning ( lea.rni11g 
won't occur unless a connection is contiually active for at 
this period of time). There . 1s no limitation -1n 
t. e r Tns C) f a 1 l (J w a b 1 e ,~ o r1 11 c~ ,~ t i on ~3 feedback and cr·oss-
connect.ir)ns are permitted and connections· do r10L need to be 
Ryrnrnc~ tr· i. C ci l . 
The intent of this model was to create a framework 
which permits natural networks to be more closely emulated 
than by existing models. Three simple networks, an 
,. 
au..toassoc i a to·r ( chapter · 12) and two simple . pattern 
·associators (chapte~s.13 & 14), were simulated using· this 
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mode 1. The autoassociation network.and the fi·rst pattern 
associatio11 networ--k we~e. based 11r,on hypothetical netwprks 
in the human brain (I .. ynch, 1986). These networks ·were both 
successfully·emulated using the model of chapter 11. The 
, 
sec0nd pattern 
... 
associator,. ffilJ.Ch more highly a 
interconnected version of the first one,. was also 
successfully emulated. None of these networks could have,. 
,. 
witho11t. <1lterations, bee-n morlAl lA<i by ,iny' of the models .... -· 
discussed in section II. Each .of the models uses feedb~ck 
"(not - -s Ll r pr 1 s 1 rt g . since thev were based. 
.. 
hypotl1et.ical ly. 
upon ac~tl1al natt1ral r1etworks)p which immediately'make~· them 
imp o s s i b 1 e f or f () u r . o f t 11 e f i v e rn ode 1 s d i s c:; tl s ~J e d t o em 11 1 a t e 
(i.e. simple linear associator~-r single layer perceptron 
nets. back propaqation~networks, and competitive lear~ning 
networks all do not support feedback). The fifth model .. 
BoltzmRnn machines~ would require that all connections be 
rr1ade symrnetr·ic. 
These pre 1 imj_ nary rest1 l ts seem very - -pr·cJm 1 s 1 rig .. but. 
9bviously a great. deal of additional work still needs to be 
done. S0rr1e more networks need tc) _be simt-1lated .. some of t~ 
<>!. ~. 
networks need to be scaled up (to det~ct problemi which may 
,, 
not manifest themselves in "toy" sized networks)._. and 
additional physiological data should be incorporated ·(the 
model must remain flexible enough to allow for th~s ongoing 
goa 1, -1S since new information about natural systems 
constantly being generated). 
.· ·4 
I • 
. 
~· 
Some -mathematical analyses of~-
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• 
the model should also. be perform·ect., such as time 
. . 
complexity, storage requirements, and computational power. 
' 
A key issue which must ·be considered is whether the level 
at which -the ~odel operates (emission rate, rather than the 
. . . 
em1ss1on of individual in1pulses) ·. is sufficiently low. 
Hope f t1 1 _l y · i t -l ..... ;:) JI since simulation df_ any but the most 
trivial of networks .at the level of individual impulses 
wo11 ld be (as discussed earlier -1n the chapt~r) . 
. 
extraordinarily expensive in ter~s of the amount of 
,~ 
co~putation require·d. 
- --
.. 
-· 
0 
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Listing 
._.._ 
"') I• ' 
• 
"' 
' ) 
.,. 
, •. 
JI!., 
100 REr1- .4<·"* AUTOASSOCIATOR 
~; g :: BRADLi1 D. J,C.MES 
130 REr1 09/12/89 
14 0 RE!1. 
200 REM**·~ CONSTANTS **i 
·210 REM. 
• 
• 
220 
230 
240 
. 
UTYPES -
C:TYPES -
[,f1A}Cl 0 
-
2 • I 
3 • I 
1E9: 
REM 
REM 
REf1 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT UNIT TYPES. 
NrJtjBER C1F DIFFEREt·JT CONt~E<:TION TYPES 
l O "> (i1A. X # 0 F D 8:: I t1A L F· LACES :1 
250 CNUi·'I - 61 
260 IJNTJf·1 16 
270 CH 
- 4 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
RB1 
REr1 
REM 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CONNECTIO~lS IN NETWORK' 
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS IN NETWO~K 
OUTPUT CHANNEL NUMBER 
280 REM 
290 REM OPEN OUTPU7 CHANNEL 
3 00 REi"'I: S(:REEN: OF'EN 4 , 3, 0 
310 REi1 PRINT ER: OF·Et,J 4, 4 
320 REi1 
3,30 OPE?..J 4, 4 
34 0 RE!1 
1 0 0 0 R B1 .. * * * UN I T TY F· E I) EF I N IT IONS * :tc tc 
1010 REI1 .,. 
1020 ·RET~HRES = UNIT THRESHOL·:u 
1ojo REM AMAX - MAX ACTIVATION STATE 
1040 REr1 UDC.ll.Y - UNIT DECAY RATE C()NSTA>I'T 
1 OS O REI1 l'(l, K2 - UNIT ACTIV~.TIC1N R1JLE CONSTANTS· 
1060 ·RB1 
.. 
• 
1070 DIM THRES (UTYPES) , Ai"l.A.X (UTYPES) , UDCJl.Y (UTYPE.S) , K1 (UTYPE3) , K2 (UTYPES) 
1080 REM 
1090 THRES(l)=.2 : T~ES(2)=.D05 
1100 AMAX(l)=l : AMAX(2)=1 
1110 UDCAY(l)=.9 : UDCAY(2)=.5 
1 · 12 0 K 1 ( 1 ) = l . ·1 : K 1 ( 2 ) ·= ~ . 0 S 
1130 K2(1)=100 
1140 RE11 
: I( 2 .t: 2 ) = l O !J 
1200 
1210 
1220 
REJ"i. 
REf1 
REfy1 
*** CONNECTION TYPE DEFINITIONS**~ 
REf"l 
1240 REI"l 
::. 2 SO RE11 
CFUN·c 
CI1CP..Y 
(' ~~'r' ~ ...... 
-~ ........ 
C T ~ "1', p 1, T 
..L .t..A ... " • 'I 
Cf1IN 
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
"·" 'T" .. ~. 'T" "11 ; "r /I A ..... ,.,.., 'T" • 1 I ·r ',. ""' ,... " "...... N ...-- . .-. ........ -, r_, A ....... ' ~ 
'I .L I' 1.. 'I ( l j ' \' 1 ' . V/ '-( ' .... I ... ' • • ' " ~ .... l ...J. ~ .- -'- J.. J... ... LL .. L...._.._..._..:_,.._, ..,\.l. 
1260 
127.0 
REi'1 
REt"i 
Dif-1 ..... r=.-- ~u ~r r· ( r ,.,.. · · 0 T'"" .-. ,, r r · ,.""' A · , .... e ,_, · , o ::. C' -) l, ... 1 ·~ ', ~ 1 1 - t. J . . 1 ~ U _, l '. _, 1 Y .. ...... 0 , ,CL~ARN(CTYPES) ,CMIN(CTYPES) 
12eo REM 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
C~''''L-., .. ) , !.1 u i~ \ . .L , -= ~ 
CDCi\.Y ( l) =-1 
r "T EAR ... T ( .. ' .. r-
-... .L . ,1'~,J.)==.1...:::i 
1 3 3 0 C i"i 1 N ( l. ) = 3 
1340 REM 
r r;"Ui\rL-. t !) ) =: 
._. .. Ll ,...-. ...... 
. r· Dr c ·..r t ') -) = 1 
I - --&.l. '\""-., 
: <:LEARN (2) = D 
cr1 r r~ ( :2 ':, = 3 
: CDC.h. Y ( 3) = 1 
C~ ...... ~ , -.·, - J-: t.t' 1: ·~ j) = l i 
: CLEARN(3)=0 
; : cr,1 r N , 3; = J 
.. 
15 0 0 RET"l * ·r * NET~!C:)F.:I<: DE?I ~JI TI C1N .t. l< * 
1.510 RE!1 
1.520 REM 
1530 REM 
1540 REf1 
155 0 RET1 
15 60 REr1 
UT.iPE 
STAT,E 
NET 
CTYPE 
WEIGHT 
-
-
-
-
-
.. 
UN -T ,.,..,.1 -- LT --r l l i 1-· .t. ~ :::, 
Ut~IT ACTIVATION STATES_ 
NET INPUT TO·UNIT 
CONNECTION TYPE LIST 
CONNECTION WEIGHTS 
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I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' I 
• 
I 
i-
i 
I 
l 
l 
i 
J 
I 
I 
f 
! 
l j 
I 
I 
i 
• 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 , 
. ' . 
I 
I 
I 
a·· 
• ·I 
.. 
.. 
·-
,. 
1S70 
1580 
158S 
1.590 
1600 
16-llJ. 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
166.S 
·1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
... ,,. r 0 l. I '"'t 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1795 
1800 
1810 
1820 
183[1 
1840 
1850 
1°""0 •..JO. 
1870 
i880 
1890 
1900 
•f 
i 
1 
t 
- ORIGIN UNIT 
I)EST I N.i\ TI OI'-I !JN IT 
. 
REM Ul 
RE1 TJ2 
REM AT I!"iE - LErH3TH OF TIME FOR WHICH A CONNECTIOt~ HAS BEEN. ACTIVE 
r·~v1 !\. ....... i. " 
UTYPE(UNUM) ,STATE(UNU~) ,NET(UNUM) l)I11 
D l l"'I CTYPE (CNIJr1) , \1.lEIGHT (CNUf1) , Ul (CNTJM) ,·u2 (CNUI"l) ,ATII"1E (CNlJ!1) · 
REf1 
R31 DEFINE AND INITIALIZE UNITS 
REM 
FOR I =l TO 1JN1jf"1 
: REAI; TJTYF··E (I) 
• 
• 
NEXT I 
REI'1 
. 
RB1 UNIT DATA FORMAT: UNIT TYPE CODE 
REf"I 
I)ATA ~ ' 1 , 1 , ... 1 1 ' 
DA":A 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 
DATA 1 , 1 . 1 , 1 .. l I 
... ' \ 
DATA 2 
REi1 
' 
REi"-1 :DEFINE At~D I!-.' .... ...,I;\T Ir.,-, i" l. l kL Lr.. CC• N 1~EC TIC• NS 
REM 
FOR I=l TO CNUi'I 
: RD.D CTY PE (I) , WEIGHT (I) ,VUl (I) , U2 (I) 
: AT I ?"i E ( I ) = 0 
-, 
NEXT I 
RET-1 
' I 
·" 
' 
REM CONNECTION DATA: 
R ET1 OR I <3 I 1~ UN I T < 
. . 
TYPE CODE, INITIAL WEIGHT, 
- FOR NETWORK INPUT), 
RB1" DESTINATION UNIT 
1 
- 2 ... 1 
..1..,U. ,-.L, , .. 0 ? -- ·'i 1 .L, .~, .:...., , 
1,0.2,-5,3, 1,0.2,-2,4, 
1 0 -:;, -· "J F } I --' ,I ,.J J ...) J ... o· '") ,, ,,. 1, ,..:...,-"1:,0, 
1 O· ? -7 o 
..... , ..... , ,u, - C ') .• a .i, ·.,L,,--s.,..1, 
.. 1-· I""'; ,- 1 1 
.1,u . .:....,-D, , 1., 0 . '2 , -7 , 11 , 
, 0 I") -·? ') 
.J.., •"'", .... ,._., 
1,0.2,-8,4, 
. 
.. -2 ""7 1.,lJ. ,-.:>, , 
:,0.2,--9,9, 
1 0 ") - 6 1 ·""") 
.... , •"-, ' .:-, 
.., · 0 r_, - --, '") ~ 'J ·")· - .., 3 l., . .:.., .::J,.c...., ... ,, .• ...:..., l., 
1,0.2,-1,5, 1,0.2,-10,5 
1 ,J '") -s 7 , 0 ° -~ 8 ' • .:.., ,,, J.., ,.:...., ~,·. 
1,0.2,-S,:O, 1,0.2,-6,10 
1 0? .. 0 .. ') ... u- I"'. 7 1·3 
... , ..... ,--1, ,1..:..,.1, • .;.:.,-., 
19i0 
REJ1 
DATA 
DATA 
DAT .!l. 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
I1)\'"i:' A 
: 0 0 _o 13 
.... , ,t:..,, w, ..... , 1 0 .,...., 8 .. ,. I,.::.,,·· ,J.~1 1 0 ·') _Q -: 4 ' . ~ , ..... } ~ ' 1,0.2,-9,15, 1,0.2,-10,lS 
1920 
1 Q ') 0 
....... _, ._J 
1941] 
19SO 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
5000 
S010 
5020 
S030 
so41j 
.s O.S C 
5060 
DA :-A. 
Di\'T'r ri. .. n 
.,.., ... .,.., 1\ 
L.JF. l r. 
r-,-,., 'T' ?Jo L ... '-\ ....... 
DP.Tl. 
D.~T.~ 
REI~I 
RB1 
REM 
~ 'J c, i 1~ 
.... ,, ,u,-, ·.J, 
2,0.8,6,1.6, 
,-, (' C , , 1,.... 
..::. J j . u ' l.. i.. , b '· 
--:. 0 s· ... F 1 
-...J, .• ,1..J,.J...} 
~ 0 - 1 r F 
.3 1 ,d, ... 0 1 ..J, 
':' 1J 8 .. - 1 i 
-._),•. ,lb, ..... ~, 
--. 1 ... ~ l' 
.:;,~,-.Ll,-'...) 
r, I ry1 r c 11 ) 
REf1 
I (l) =O • T (2) =O I • .... • 
..,.. (6) =l I (7)=0 l. • • 
• • 
REI1 
S090 FORT 1 TO 12 
5100·: GOSUB 10000 
? n (). r:, l '-
- 1 J, o, - , o, 
') n ° ,, 1 6 
.._,_).u,,,-, 
~· i- P. ~ ') 1 .·· 
-,J.-...J,-=-, ..... b, 
., 0 8 1 b,.. .--. 
.:5, • ,~ ,.::., 
3_.0.8,16,7,. 
':' O· c, 1F l'? 
-.JJ ,•..;, .... ..;,_ ... , 
2 0 8 ') 1 b-
, I J.._)J.._ } 
2,0.8,8,16, 
,.... -. 8 1 - ... ,.. 
~,U., 1 .... j,1.0, 
-:, 0 -. "'F '"::> 
...;, .0,1..J,-J, 
-:. 0 8 1 ;:.__ 8 
-', . ,-w, ' 
,, 0 8 1F 1,, 
..;::,, • , ... ..J, ..;::,, 
'") u- 0 /1 .. ,-
.:..., •'-','±,.Lb, 
- . 
,...... 0 - o ... 6 
.· . / . 
~, .t, ..... , .... , 
,...., 1] ·'"" .. 4 ... ,... 
.::..., ,d,l' ,.L'::)., 
3 r 8 ~F ~ , J . ' l. ...J , .'± , 
3,D.8,16,9, 
3 I O -~ 8. J l 6 J 1 4 J 
AND EXECUTE SIMULATION CODE * .-f< t. 
I ( 3) .· 1 : I ( 4) = 1 
I(8)=0 : I(9)==1 
: I(S)=l 
: I(lO)=l : I(ll)~O 
'> i· r. 5 1,.. 
~,u,d, ,. b 
2,0.8,10,16 
,..., 0 8 .. 5 1 ·-
~, • ,.L J .':) 
3,0.8,16,S 
3,0{8,16,10 
3,0,8,16,15 
5110 : I~ T<4 OR T>9 THEN GOSUB 23000 : GOSUB 22000 : CiC•.$!JB ·2 0 0 0 0 
5140 NEXT T . 
i', 
51.SD GOSUB 21000 
5160 I(ll)=l : RB1 DEACTIVATE UNIT 15 (INHIBITOR)· 
5170· FOR T;.-::13 TO 24. 
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l 
! 
/ 
l 
I 
' •l 
• r 
f 
I 
i } 
t 
. . 
; 
, 
l 
l 
t 
I t 
~ 
. . 
.. 
• 
• 
. .I 
5180 : GOSUB 10000. 
5190 NEXT T 
. '. 
5200 T=24 
S220 GOSUB 23000 
5230 GC1SUB 21000 
S240 REM 
RE!1 LET NETWORI( 
REM 
FOR I=l TO 11 • • 
FOR T-'J c--..:... ...) TO 34 
RE11 
• 
• 
5250 
5260 
5270 
5280 
5291] 
5300 
C' .,., .. 0 
...., ,.J .l 
REr1 TEST NET\vORK 
5320 
5330 
5340 
REM 
I(3)=1 : r(4) .1 
T=3S 
GOSUB 10000 
S.350 GOSTJB 23000 
5360 GOSUB 20000 
S 370 REI1 
• 
' ,., 
' . 
c-.,..rr· E 
...,~.I. ...... l)0\1rN FOF~ A FEW CY<ZLES. 
LE"T I (I) 
-
0 • NEXT I • 
GOSUB 10000 • NEXT T • 
USING ONLY INPTJT , B' 
5380 REM LET NETWORK SETTLE DOWN FOR A F8N CYCLES 
5390· REM 
·5400 FOR I=l TO 11 : LET I(I) = 0 : NEXT I 
5410 FOR T=36 TO 45 : GOSUB 10000 : NEXT T 
5540 RB1 
5550 RB1 TEST NETWORK USING INPUT 'BC 1 
SS60 REM 
5570 I (3) =l : I (4) =l 
u• 
I (S) =l : I (6) =l 
SS80 T=46 
55 90 G()S!JB 10000 
5600 GOSTJB 23000 
5610 GOSUB 20000 
5620 GOTO 50000 
5630 RB1 
10000· REr1 ***** SI!1UL.l4.TE NET\{ORK ***·tt* 
10010 REM 
10020 R21 CLEAR NET INPUTS 
10030 REM 
10040 FOR I=l TO UNUM: NET(I) - 0: NEXT I 
1 OOS O RE!1 
10060 REM UPDATE CONNECTIONS 
·1007.0 REM·. 
10080 FOR I=l TO CNUM 
10090 : GOSUB 11000· 
. 10100 NEXT I 
10110 REM 
10120 REM UPDATE UNITS 
10130 REM 
10140 FOR I=l TO UNUM 
10150 : GOSUB 12000 
10160 NEXT I 
l 01 70 RETIJRN 
10181] RB1 
11 0 0 0 R Ei1 :i< t< * U F-I) ATE C () N N 2 CT I() r\r S 
11010 RE!i 
. 
.. 
. . 
111]21] RET1 l)ET;.~:t"II NE OUTPiJT C1F rJt--I ! 7. 1 (A . .!'{E<.3.~ TI v~ UNIT }t 
110 3 0 RB-1 ., /J.. NE~.•lORI<: I ~JPUT) ·. 
11040 
110SO Jl==Ul (I) 
· 11060 
~~.~--.c--'--~-.----~-:-11070 IF Jl>O THEN BEGIN: 
: TY PE== TJT.Y F·E,.( J 1) 
• 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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• 
.. 
, 
J 
11080 
11090 
11100 
llllJ 
11120 
11130 
11140 
11150 
11160 
11170 
11.180 
11190 
11200 
.11210 
11220 
11230 
11240 
11250 
ll260 
11270 
.. 1 '")"'75 l .... .::.. I 
11277 
11280 
11290 
1 l ?95 ......... 
11300 
11310 
1132·0 
11330 
11340 
11350 
12000 
12010 
12020 
12030 
12040 
12050 
12060 
12 O'i'O 
12080 
l2C90 
1211:J 
1""'..,'"'0 L ..l.. .(.. 
l? 1 JO 
..... J.. ' 
;2~c:;o 
.I. - ...... 
1216!] 
12170 
,. 
12180 
12190 
12200 
1 ·'",' ') 1 0 
.._ L.. ... 
1 .-, ·'"\ " 0 
.::. L. ~ 
12230 
13000 
13010 
13020 
13030 
13040 
13050 
13060 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
ACT=STATE (Jl) 
GOSTJB 1301)0 : RE!1 CC•f1PUT~ C•UTPUT FROf1 ACTIVATION STATE · 
• 
• 
Ol=OUTPUT 
BEND:ELSE Ol=I(~Jl) 
REM 
RE ... ,/f ,. ._,..,..,l, roRK : .. i, 1'41!.lv'v .... ~ 
REr·1 DETER!1I~JE OUTPTJT OF. UNIT 2 
RB1 
J2=:J2 (I) . 
TYPE=TJTYPE (J2) 
ACT=STATE(J2) 
(30SUB 13000 : REr1 C()f1F'UTE OUTF·TJT FR()I"1 ACTIV.~TI-1)N ·ST .. h.TE 
02=0UTPUT 
REi'1 
REM 
REM 
REM 
RB1 
ADJUST CONNECTION WEIGHT 
0 = u,.., ; t rt) - - ....., .... 
IF C1l *02 - 0, r,ECA.Y OCCURS 
IF OliO~ > CURRENT WEIGHT, 
JT=CTYPE (I) 
USE LEARNING RULE 
I 
IF-0=0 T~EN WEIGHT(I)=CDCAY(JT) *WEIGHT(I) : ATIME(I)=O : GOTO 11.300 
IF A TIME (I) >= CMIN (JT) TnEi'J 112 80 :· RE]1 LEARNING occu·Rs 
ATil1E(I) = ATIM.E(I) + 1 : GC1.TO 11300 : RE!1 NC) LE.?i...RNING OCCURS 
DW=CLEARN (JT) *O* (1-',AlEIGHT (I)) 
WEIGHT(I)=WEIGHT(I)+DW 
WEIGHT(I)=INT(WEIGHT(I)*DMAXl0+,5)/DMAXlO 
REi1 
REr1 UPDA:'E !'fET I~·JPUT OF I)~STINATIC1~'-J UNIT 
REM 
NET(J2)=NET(J2)+WEIGHT(I:>~Ol*CEFF(JT)*CFUNC(JT) 
RETURN 
REI1 
RET1 * i ~ UF'D.v... TE UNI TS * * * 
REM 
... 
'•, 
.... 
REr1 
REI1 
lIF NET INPUT.< CURRENT 
THEN DECAY OCCURS 
ACTIVATION STATE 
R~M ~L,. E ... ,... _, u CE A...,,.. T 'i/ :,\ ,..., ... '"' .... L .:d:~.. ~ (., l l. .i..:\ !. l l) :·~ 
REM 
J=U'I'Y.?E (I) 
RUT t:;" mo • ~~ 1 
IF !':ET (I)< S7~.TE (I) THEN BEGIN: 
CC11"!PiJTE 
·I? NET(I)<O T~EN STATE~I:1=0 : GOTO 12110 
: s:ATE(I)=STATE<I)-UDCAY(J)*(STA7E(I)-NET~I)) 
...... ...... ~n .,..._ .... ..... B .......... ".T" 'sJ b H i' , ~ ! ·- •f r--t (J l. , ..._ ... LJ • J..- ....... ....J .-.. ..... • 
: V:=NET (I) 
• 
• 
. 
• 
T~ •'yr, =O "'l"':J~t,; C''T'1'.7H° ,'i': ==·O ,.., <~G,:C• i '°'.•~ ~n, -··' 
..._ .- .... L : 1-• t ...J ............... .._. " ~ .' '-' ,. .,. ~ ..._ I _) 
\r,.., - ( '.". ;'.,, .... X ( "T\ / "\ - u., ) * K? (J". 
'¥ ~ - , r.1 1r. \. v .• . £. Y .l. ..... l 
: STATE: (I) = At .. 1A:{ (J) / Cl+ (Kl (J) >V2) )._.,.."· 
BEND 
REI1 ROUN1) ACTIVATIOt'J STATE 1C1 DMAX DECIMAL PLAC~ES 
REJ1 
STATE,:I)=INT(STATE(I)*DMAXl0+.5)/DMAXlO 
REr1 
RETURN 
REM 
REr~ *** c:CiI1PUTE OUTPUT FROf"! AC.TIVATION STATE *** 
RB1 
• 
•' 
.. 
REI1 ROUTINE I!'JF'UT : ACT = .~CTIVATIO!~ ST.~TE,, TYF·E· = lJNIT TYPE 
RE1"1 R()UTit~E: OUTPUT: OUTPUT 
REr1 
Tl=THRES(TYPE) 
., 
IF ACT<= Tl THEN OUTPUT - 0 : ELSE OUT?UT - ACT-Tl 
.. 
• • 155 • . ' 
-
... 
.. 
. ... 
., .. , .. 
1., 
• ,. 
" . 
..... 
·13070 RETURN . 
RE!"l 
RE1 **~· NETWORK OUTPUT.*:~* 
REr1 
PRINT#CH : PRIN7#CH 
PRit~T#CH, !lfJt~IT QTJTPTJT"; SF'C (6); 11 TJNIT OUTPUT"; 
13080 
20000 
200:..0 
20020 
20030 
20035 
20040 
FRINT#CH, SP(: (6) ; '~UN.IT OTJT?UT"; s:-·c (6) ; 11 U!~IT OUT!?UT 11 . 
. 
FOR I=l TO 15 
20050 : 
20060 : 
20070 : 
20080 
20085 
TYPE=UTYF·E ( I)-
ACT= ST)\TE (I) 
GOSUB 13000 : REr1 ror1r.u'"""_, 0 1 T,.,1 nr r,.,.., F-·oTo,,,. Ar,TIV"?, T~ ,.....N • ._ r .1 ~ u ~ ..J .!. l'- . 1 • •.... .w.,. J. •..J 
: PRINT#CH, TJSIN(3"##"; I; : PRINT#CH," - 11.j 
: PRINT#CH, USIN(1' 1#. ft#~###ft##"; OUT?TJT; 
: IF I/ 4 < >INT (I/ 4) THEN PR I NT# CH , 11 11 ; 
I-.JEXT I 
RETURN 
REI1 
RB1 *** PRiiJT Ci)NNECTIC•N WEIGHTS 
REM 
-PR I NT ft CH : PR I NT#(: f-I 
: ELSE PRINT#CI--I 
C, 
, 
.2·0087 
20090 
20100 
20990 
2.1000 
21010 
21020 
21030 
2103S 
21040 
21045 
21046 
21047 
21050 
210.SS 
210S7 
21060 
21070 
21080 
21090 
PRINTt*CH, "ORI<3 J)EST WEir3HT"; SPC (5) ; 11 C1F·.IG DEST WEI(3HT;' · ,
PRINT#CH, SPC (5); ''ORIG DEST. \1iEIGHT 11 
FOR I== 1 TO C1'IUM 
: IF Ul (I) >=0 ·THEi"J PRINT#CH, USI~JG'\.#### 11 ; 1Jl (I); : GOTO 210SO 
IF Ul (I) =-11 THEN FRI NT#CH," I' 1 ; : GOTO 21 o.s 0 
: PRINT#CHJ 11 ,, ; CHR$ ( (INT ( (-Ul_(I) /'2) - . 5)) +6.S); 
: PRINT#CH, USING''.#####"; TJ2 (I) ; 
: .PRINT~CH,'USING 11 #fttt. ##~###tf#~ 11 ;WETGHT (I) ; 
: IF I/3< >INT (I/3) THEN PRINT#CH, 11 "; : ELSE PRINT#CH 
NEXT I 
PRINT 
RETURN 
REM 
22 000 REi1 * * * PRit,IT ACTIVATIOI'-I STATES * * * 
220.l O REM 
22020 PRINT#CH : PRINTijCH 
22030 PRit~.T#C:H, 11 UNIT STATE 11 ; S?c: (7); 11 UrJIT STATE' 1 ; 
22035 PRINTijCH, S?C (7); "UNIT STATE"; SF·C (7); 11 TJrJI}' STATE11 
2 2 0 4 0 F C1R I = 1 TO UN TJT1 
22050 : PRit,IT#CH,USI~~G"##"·;I; : PRINTi=;: 1:H, 11 - "; 
22055 : PRI!·JT#C:H, IJ~_l,N(3"#.. ##.####.###."; S?ATE(I); 
22057: IF I/4<)INT(I/4) THE!~ PR.I?'lfT#C:H, 11 "; : ELS·E PRINT;tCI1 
22060 NEXT I 
22D70 F·RINT#CH 
22080 RETTJRN 
22990 REI1 
23000 RB1 **~ PRINT TIME*** 
23010 REM. 
23020 PRINT#CH : PRINT#CH : PRINTttCH 
23030 -PRINT#CP., "*** Tif1E = 11 ;T; 11 ~'** 11 
2 3 04 D RE1rJRN 
S 0000 Er-JD 
··-·-~-.. 
.,. 
... 
. " 
--
'\ 
• 
... 
. •. 
, 
. ,~· 
-
. . 
... 
·, 
,:.J 
.. 
, . 
... 
• 
• 
, 
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'' \ 
.... 
.. 
'· 
' ,/
• 
.. 
' 
. {. 
. . ' 
. 
,. 
.• 
.. 
100 
110 
REI1 * * * SIMPLE PATTER~{ .?\SSC1CIArf-OR :tc ~ * 
RE!1 
.,.. 
' i I ,. 
, 
• 
• a 
. 
. .' 12 ;J REf·I :GRi\DLEY D. JAf1E3 
REi1 0 9 / 12 / 8 9 
.... 
130 
140 RE .. 1 
200 R Ef 1 t * .i,. C c, l'l S Tl\ NT S * "· * 
·-;, 1 0 _ .... F:B1 
' , . 
220 U'TY?ES 1 . R~ .... ~ - • · ....... i 1 NUt1E,ER OF j)I FFERE~IT .. Ul'1IT TY !?E.S . 
230 CTYFES ,,., PE:~· -· ~ • • ~ . . NUM·B:2:1? C1F I) I FFERE1'IT COf\Jl,JEC:T I ON TY PE;$ 
240 DMP.X 10 - lt.9: R "H~f"' ~ ....... 1 l CJ .·.·. (MAX ft C1F DEC II1AL. PL·ACES) 
,...,5 -
.c.' u r. NrJ"?. 72 • REf"l _, , L 1 - • TOTAL NU!1BER C:1F CO~JNECTir'.)NS IN NETW~Rr: 
I 260 TJ NTJI .. 1 
,:,7n .... ~, .CH 
2.81J R "T"'"",.," .t!..i "L 
290 
300 
310 
32 0 REi"I 
- 24 • REi1 • TOTAL NIJMBER OF UNITS IN NETWOR~ 
- 4 • REI"I 
• 
OiJT PIJT C HANI,JEL N.Ur"lBER 
OPEN OUTPrJ'i' 
SCRE'EN: 
PR I !'IT ER : 
('HA\TNET 
._. • tL ..... 
OPEN 4,3,0 
OPEN 4,4 
3 30 OPEI\l .. 4 , 4 
34 0 REI"! 
1000 REM*** UNIT TYPE DEFINITIONS*~* 
1010 REM 
102 0 REI1 Tr-IRES - .UNIT THRESI1C1LD 
1 0 3 0 R Er'I A.l""1A X - t1A X Ac: T I VAT I ON ST ATE 
1040 REM UDCAY - UNIT DECAY RATE CONSTANT 
l O 5 0 R F1'1 l( 1 , K2 - UN IT ACT IV AT ION R TJL E CONST A NT S 
1060 REt¥1 
1070 DIM THRES(UTY~ES) ,AMAX(UTYPES) ,UDCAY(UTYPES) ,Kl(UTYPES) ,K2(UTYPES) 
l O 8 0 REf"I 
1090.THRES(l)=.2 
11 0 0 A1"1A X ( l ) == 1 
1110 UDCJi..Y(l)=l 
11'?0 
.... ....... 
~ I I , -., ... /'l')-1 1 l \.. ..... "\. ..... - • 
113,) K2(1)=100 
1 , .1 0 
............ R.EM 
1200 R' ;:;'"'"I * -¥ * (' ,-, ?\. N ~ (., ..... T ('rN ...... l '{ D_· ~ n.,...-;::;- ~ r,.; ":" 'T' Tr)" r ("' ...... 1 - \.J 1 'I .L... ·- l .L ..J • - _, ..t. ~ .1 l ~ .l. - - ·-· l"l ...) * * .ic 
.. .-) ' (1 
.l- ... ,J REl1 
. 
.. 
'l')')I] 
.......... REi1 CFUNC . r-N"·~-..-.r -N = (j I \ 1 H i I ( ·1 ! · ·- ... __ , ~ '- .. ..... _, ... HT T 1' r .-, r"!'ll T. r· NA T T .... ,. p ~.. ( 1 = E y L...., T 'T' 1\ rn 0 D V ... ..J. ~ '- J.. .:...) ._. J. .. ..... ' • • .... - .'-i. l \..) .l\. ... ' -- i = : NT :.J T :J T lj"'I O·.,...., y ') ' ..... ' .L • r. .... ~ .... .l 1:\. ,' 
1'):>n 
....... - _; -· 
r~,r .... A"' V · 
·-L-- .... - C()NNECTION I)EC ]4_ Y · Rf... TE C ()N ST JlJJT , 
124D 
1250 1.. 1 H · of, H ....... 'r'" " (' -I .,.., AF' N· 4\.~l ! ._,,-..... ..,_ . - CONNECTION LEARNING RATE CONSTANT 
12.SS - MINIMUM ACTIVITY TIME NECESSA~Y FOR LEARNING 
'• 
1260 
RE:1 cr1I N 
REf·I . -:. ..... ,- c_ , .( • • 
1270 
!281] 
1290 
1300 
·1310 
1320 
1330 
1.34 0 
'1500 
1510 
1520 
1530 
154 0 
15SO 
1560 
:f ~ 
DIM CFUNC(CTYPES) ,CDCAY(CTYPES) ,CEFF(CTYPES) ,CLEARN(CTYfES) ,CMI~(CTYPES) 
REM 
CFUNC(l)=l : CFUNC(2)=1 
CDCAY(l)=l : CDCAY(2)=1 
CEFF(l)=l : CEF?(2)=1 
CL EARN ( l ) == • 1 S : CL EARN ( 2 ) == • ~ S 
CM It-~ ( 1) = 3 
REl1 
: C !'1 i N ( 2 ) = 3. 
. 
REJ1 . ., .r * NET\iJ<)Rl\ I)EFI NIT I ON t 1< * 
REf1 
R~··1 T Tr'M\JDE l:'..i U l L ~ 
REM .. STP..TE 
REf1 NET 
REI"I CTYPE 
REM WEIGHT 
, 
- IJr,IIT T·YPE LIST 
. . 
- UNIT ACTIVATION STATES 
- NET INPUT TO UNIT 
= ·i:O~JNECTION TYPE LIST 
- CONNECTION WEIGHTS 
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·-
'. 
~ . .,. 
• • 
.. 
ljti . ... 
I 
l 
! 
i 
t 
t 
' i 
' l 
' 
' l 
I 
l 
I 
t 
i 
' 
• I 
l 
• I 
I 
. 
' 
i 
• - ! 
! 
' 
• l 
l 
I 
} 
! 
l 
f 
l 
l 
' . 
, 
i 
I 
I 
; 
; 
• I 
' ! 
i 
t 
• I 
i 
I • 
l 
l 
. 
·-
.. 
.. 
• 
Y'. 
. "A,""\ 
\ 
. . 
• 
~ 
.. 
• 
• 
... 
• 
\ 
• 
. 1 
' 
' )
1·s70 · REt1 Ul 
1580 REI1 U2 
- ORIGIN UNIT 
= DESTINATION UNIT 
1S 85 REf1 AT Il'1E 
- LENGTH C1F TIME FOR. WHICH -P.. CONNECTION HAS BEEN AC.TI VE 
1.5 9,J 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
164 0 
1650 
1660 
1665 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1795 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
18·40 
18SO 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
l 9SO 
1960 
1970 
1980 
199G 
2000 
2010 
5000 
S Ol ;J 
.S 02 0 
5030 
5 040 
SOS 0 
5052 
soss 
5060 
5090 
5100 
5110 
5120 
.. 
REf1 
DIM UTYfE(UNUM) ,STATE(UNUM) ,NET(UNUMj 
DIM CTYPE(CNUM) ,WEIGHT(CNUM) ,Ul(CNUM) ,U2(CNUM) ,ATIME(CNUM) 
RE!1 
REM DEFINE AND INITIALIZE UNITS 
£,EM-
F()R I= 1 TO U~JUi1 
: READ UTYPE(I) 
: STATE(I)=O 
t~EXT I 
RET1 
RB1 ur,JIT 'TYPE CODES 
RET'"i 
.. 
.i J 1 , 
1., l , 
.. 
DATA 
D.A.TA 
DATA 
REM 
1 , 1 , 
1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, l 
1, 1 
1 , .L 
" . .Ji,. 
RET1 DEFINE ANv INITIALIZE C01'lNECTI 1)NS 
REr1 
FOR I=l T!) CNUf1 
: READ CTr~PE (I) , ¥lEIGHT (I) , TJl (I) , U2 (I) 
AT I r1E (I) = 0 
NEXT I 
REi1 
RB1 
REi'-1 
REi1 
REM 
CONNECTION DATA: TYPE CODE, INITIAL WEIGHT, 
I)ATA 
DAT li-. 
:DATA 
DA.TA 
DATA 
t 1AT P.. 
DATA 
DATA. 
DATA 
DP-.TA 
D.A. TA 
D;:. T 'f:. 
D.; T.b. 
DATP.. 
DAT.;; 
ORIGIN UNIT ( - FOR NETWORK INPUT), 
DESTIN.A.TIC1N UNIT 
1 0 -1·· 1 '•'-', ... , .... , 
1 ' 
1 ' 
2 C ~ 
• J ~ ._;. ' ..:) , 
1, .2,-3,8, 
, .-, 4 l "'1 
.:..,,.::..,-' , 
1 ? ~o 1 ...... 
' ..... ,-1. ' ...J, 
1, .2,-11,16, 
1 ' 
1 
.,_ , 
1 
.1.. ' 
') 
,t.. J 
·) 
.... , 
,..,_ ti .. b-. 
_,., - I 
..... , o, .... J 
r:, - 9 ?. 1 
·'"""~' ,...,,J ' 
., .. ') ") 3 
. ..:::.,-1..:..,~ , 
,- 1 .. -j 
.~, ,.L ' 
·') - 5 ") 
,L.o.,..L ,~, 
r"\ ,..... .- .. 8 
L., .~,0,.1. , 
2 ' 
1 '; •j , ' . .:...,-.:...,~, 
l .g .. , ") 4 , . .::. , -,,_;' ' 
1,.2,-6,5, 
1,.2,-1,9, 
, - I 1 '"'• s .., ... 
... , ..... , ,.:..1, 
... ·") -1n 1, 
.L, ...... , _,, .... '±, 
1 r, l" 1 ,-, , .:::.. , - .:::.., t)' 
.. ,-, ,-, -9 
.l..,.L'.,-1,l., 
1 ' 
1 ' ·") - 1 1 '") 4 ..... , ..... ,L. ' 
,-) ..-, ., 1 , 
• • . I 
..... , .o..J,~-,l., 
·') ") 4 1 6 
... ,., .... ,-,..J..., 
2 
' 
r·, 1 t"\ 6 
.~, c.,J ' 
2, ,- - .-., 1 .,, '-4 .,. . .~,...,, .... _, 
? 
"- ' 
r:, '; -, 11 
,.:;..,.:..:>, ' 
...... 
1 ? .. '") '•"-,-.L,'"", 
1, .2,-4,4, 
1 ' ...... .. 7 • - I . .:..., ..... , ' 
1, .2,-6,9, 
1, .2,-5,12, 
1 ....... 7 ~.-, 
.J.., • .c:.,- 'l/' 
1, .2,-8,19, 
1 r:, - 7 f"'., ') , . .:..., ,,;.. ..... , 
1 2 "'') ,;4 
-, • ,-1..._,.::. 
? ·::· ·::· l Ll 
~, ....... ,--, ..... ~, 
2 
' 
. ' ,. 
.... ' ,... 
L. ' 
.- 1 F C. 
-~, .... -',~, 
.2,7,19, 
') .-), 9 
,c....,~~,, 
1 ,-) :;. l') 
, • ~ , - ,.J , ~ ' 
1, .2,-4,S, 
1 ? _--:, 7 
, ..... , .:.., J 
1, .2,-3,10, 
1 , 
1 ' , 
- ' 
'; . f, 1--) 
• .t:.....,-·, .:..., 
.2,-8,1.S, 
'> a 1...,. 
,L.,--', l' 
1, .2,-8,20, 
, r:, - ~ 1 --:,·, -:;:, 
.1., ,L., _ ... , ........... , 
..-, 
,. 
~' 
.... , 14 ...... , 
,L.., ,.:., 
,2 ., . 2 , S , l 7 , 
2,.2,19,7, 
? ') --o ';; 
~, ,£..,1 ,"'4.:-, 
.-) .-, .-, 4 .. ,-., 
r· / I ~· 
"'-,•-, ...... , ...... __. 
REf"I 
REt-1 
REi1 
DI f'·I 
REM 
*** DEFINE INPUTS AND EXEC,JT~ S Ii·lUL.li.. TI ON CODE 
I (12) 
RB~1 r r-~PUT = "ABl t 
REM 
I(l)=l : I(2)=1 : 1(3)=1 : 
I(7)=0 : I(8)=0 : I(9)=0 : 
REr·1 
FOR T=l TO 10 
: . GOSfJB 10000 
: IF T=l THEN GOSUB 23000 
NEXT T 
I.(4) =1 : I (5) =O : 
I C 1 0) ::;.Q..: ... I ( lJJ .. == 0 : 
. - ..q-
: GOSUB 20000 
IS9 
•n 
... 
I (6) ;:=Q ~ 
I(l2)=0 
-
' 
.. 
.l ' 
.1 ' 
1 , 
..... 
•• 
') - .. ) ') 
..... , .._,,_J 
.2,-6,S. 
" ·"') -
.~,-.:..,~ 
.-2,-4,10 
1 , . 2 , 9 , 1-3 
1, .2,-11,15 
1 
... ' 
, .-, - ,...,I 1 '-u-, ;.., .~, ,-
', .2,.--10,20 
~ .-. 9 ,...., .-, 
J., .L,- ,~:J 
.-. /) ~ ... 5 
.::.., ,L.,.:i,1. 
2,.2,17,S 
.-, ? 8 ,..., 0 
.:::.., ........ , .1,.u 
2 ") 2·- .. 0 ',.:.., ~,l. 
·,r 
• 
.; 
. ' ; 
• I 
! 
i 
t 
f 
I 
• I { 
f 
I 
I 
I 
' . 
, 
i 
; 
f 
I 
! 
• I 
! 
' 
t 
L 
• 1 
i 
I ; 
·1 
j 
' 
'  
~ 
i 
' \
t 
' 
t 
I 
I 
f 
l 
. 
' 
~ 
: 
; 
I 
i' 
\ 
I• 
l 
•' 
·> I 
' . 
,,. 
5130 T=lO -
5140 GO·SUB 23000 
5150 GOSUB 21000 
5155 GC1SUB 6000 
S160 REM ~ 
S 1 70 RB1 INPUT - 11 EF11 
S180 REM 
• 
5190 I(l)=O : I(2)_=0 : 
5200 .l (7) ==O : I (8) =O : 
.5210 REI1 · 
I(3)=0 : I(4)=0 : I(S)=O : 1(6)=0 
1(9)=1 : I(lO)=l: I(ll)=l: I(l2)=1 
S220 
5230 
5240 
FOR T=13 TC1 22 
· (30SUB 10000 
• 
: IF T==13 THEN 
52.S O NE:{T T 
526·0 T=22 
5270 GOSUB 23000 
S280 GOSTJB 21000 
52 8.S G1JSUB 6000 
5290 REM 
G<)SUB 2 3 000 
5 300 REi1 INPUT. = 11 A3.EF!' 
S 310 RB-1 
. 
: GOSTJB 2 0000 
5320 I(l)=l : I(2)=1 : 1(3)=1 : 
5330 I(7)=0 : I(8)=0 : 1(9)==1 : 
I ( 4 ) = l : " I ( 5 ) = 0 : I ( 6 .J = 0 
I ( 10) = 1 : I ( 11) = 1 : I (~2)'~,l 
'-,/ S 34 0 REI1 
53SO FOR T=2S TO 34 
5360 : GOSUB 10000 
5370 : IF T=2S THEN GOSUB 23000 : GOSUB 20000 
5380 NEXT T 
5385 T=34 : GOSUB 23000 : GO~UB 21000 
5387 GOSUB 6000 
5 3 90 REi1 
54 00 REM INPUT = 11 AB 11 
5410 REr1 
5420 I(l)=l : I(2)=1 : 1(3)=1 1(4)=1 : I(S)=O : I(6)=0 
5~30 I (7) =O : 1(8)=0: 1(9)=0: I(lO)=O: I(ll)==O: I( 1 2)=0 
REi1 5440 
54.SO 
5460 
FOR T=37 TO 38 ; GOSUB 10000 : NEXT T 
T=38 
5471] GOSUB 23000 
54 tiO GOSUE· 2 0000 
54 8.5 
5490 
55DO 
SSlO 
5521] 
(-, ,-) c- 1 r B i:: 0 0 u-
..J I__, .J SJ u . 
REi1 
R EI'1 I NF'1J'T - : ';A.'' 
RE!1 
I(l)=l : I(2)=1 : 
T("')=O . 
_.. I ,. ' I(8)=1J : 
RB1 ' 
t 
I(3)=0 : I(4)~0 : I(S)=O : I(6)=0 
I t 9·) = 0 
' . 
"T . ~ o· r 
I ( I ) = I I • 
--- .. -.. / -, I(ll)=O: I(l2)=0 .5.S 30 
554,] 
5550 FOR T=41 TO 4 .-.) . 
- ' 
GOSUB 10000 : NEXT T 
S560 T=42 
5570 GOSiJB 2 3000 
55 80 GOSTJB 2 0000 
5 5 8 5 G<) S TJ B 6 0 0 0 · 
S590 REM 
5600 RS1 INPUT·= 11 EF' 1 
S61.0 REM 
5620 I(l)=O ! 1(2)=0 : I(3)=0 : 
5630 I (7) =0. : . I (8) =O :., I (9) =l : 
S 640 REf1 
. 
I(4)=0 : 1(5)=0 : L(6)=0 
I ( l O) == 1 : I ( 1.1 ) = 1 : I ( l 2 ) = 1 
• 
5650 FOR T=45 TO 46 : GOSUB 10000 : NEXT T 
· · . 5 'E, 6 0 T - .. 4 6 
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·5670 GOSUB 23000 
; l'}, 
5680 GOSUB 20000 
S 690- GOTO ·5 00.00 
-
6000 RE!1 
6010 REf1 ALL0'1v. NETWC1Rl< TO. ST.1\.BILIZE FOR TWC) 
.. "' 
6020 REM 
6030 FOF~ .I=l TiJ 12 : I (I) =O : NEXT. I 
604 0 GOSlJB 10000 : GOSUB l 0000· 
6050 RETTJRN 
10 00 0 REM ·.r * * t * S I!''lUL.1l.TE N!T\ilORl( * * t< -~: t 
10010 REM 
10020 REM CLEAR NET INr·TJTS 
1003-0 REM 
10040 FOR I=l TO UNUM : NETCI) - 0 : NEXT I 
10050 REM 
10060 REf1 UF·D.A. TE CONNECT I Cl NS 
10070 REM 
10080 FOR I=l TO CNUM 
10090 : GOSUB 11000 
10100 NEXT I 
l 0110 REi1 
10120 REM UPDATE UNTTS 
10130 REM 
10140 FuR I=l TO UNUM 
10150 : GOSUB 12000 
10160 NE:X::T I 
10170 RETiJRN· 
10180 REI1 
11000 REM * * :1c UPDATE CC)NNECT IONS * ·1< r 
11010 REM 
11020 REi1 
11030 RET1 
11040 RB1 
DETER!,·1Ii'-IE C1UTPUT OF UNIT 1 
A NEWC1RK I NPTJT) 
11 OS O Jl=Ul (I) . 
11060:IF Jl>O THEN. BEGIN: 
11070 : TYPE=UTYPE(Jl) 
llu-81] a,~~=c7~~~rJ1·) . . . ..., l -.) ... j-J,. l ~ '• .... 
~-... , 
CYCLES 
UNIT# 
11·090 : GOSUB 130CO ·: REM COMPUT·E OUT~U7 FROM AC7}VATI0N STATE 
11100 Ol=OUTFUT 
11110 
11120 
lll3iJ 
l.114 0 
11150 
11160 
11170 
11180 
11·190 
11200 
11210 
11220 
11230 
l'"'. .. )Lli! 
.J.. ..... .._ - u 
112.SIJ 
11260 
11270 
.. ~ ·')., 5 l. .I. .... I 
11277 
11280 
11290 
B.,.-.N- ........... _,,__ -1 I ( J"'' .C..i LJ:~L~~ U = - .~, 
. . 
REM 
. 
~ETVi ,. -r-- rn E_..• "I! I J, l ....., 
rt ~ l. U .t. l nl 1 1 'II .c.. 
REI"'I 
J2=U2 (I) 
TYFE=UTYPE(J2) 
ACT== STAT t.. ·~J2) 
.. 
' 
GOSbB 13000 : REM COMFU!E OUTPUT FROM ACTIVA7ION S7ATE 
02=0UTPL1T 
RE!·1 
R~/r ~L 1 
REf"i 
RB1 
REt1 
ADJUST CGNNECTTON WEIGH7 
IF C,l_*C,? o r·Er~y or~u~Q - - J L' ...., r. ._, ,._, I"-...; 
IF C<L ~-C12 ,> CfJRREr~T WE:IGr{T, 
O=t.)l 1' C~2 
:,...,=r'TYPE ('T'i 
u 1 ·- ... . .1.. ·' 
USE LEARNIN(J RULE 
IF O=O THE·N WEIGHT(I)=CDCA't"(JT)*\4E.TGHT(I) : .A.Tii"IE(I';==iJ: Gt)TO 
IF ATI·r1E (I) >= Ci1IN (JT) THEN" 112 s·o : REM LEA.i~t~ING OCCURS . 
AT I ME (I) = AT I ME''( I) + l : GOTO 11 3 0 0 : R Et1 NO L E.h-~RN IN(} OCCURS 
DW=CLEARN (JT) *O-+: (1-WEIGHT (I)) '"· 
WEIGHT (I) =~IGHT (I) ~D\v .,, 
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- 11295 WEIGHT(I)=INT(WEIGHT(I)*DMAXl0+.5)/DMAXlO , 
,. 
.. 
11300 REI1 
11310·RB1 UPDATE NET INPUT OF DESTINATION UNIT 
11320 REM 
11330 NET (J2) =0IET (J2) +\vEIGHT ( I) *01 *CEFF (JT) *CFUNC (J'T) 
. e . . 
11340 F:ETTJRN 
11 3.5 I] RE1"1 
12000 RB1 *~~ UPDATE UNITS*** .. 
12010 REf'"'I 
·• 
12020 REM IF NET INPUT ( CURRENT ACTIVATION STATE 
12C30 REM THEN DECAY OCCURS 
12040 RE1 ELSE USE ACTIVATION RULE· TO COMPUTE NEW ACTIVATION STATE 
l?Q~O 
-""'- '....J 
12060 
12070 
12080 
12090 
12110 
12120 
... 
12130 
121.SO 
12160 
12170 
12180 
.,'>"'90 l. .c:.. J.. 
12200 
l .. )')l 0 
............ 
12220 
., .-.. , 3 0 
.L ,, .. £..a,_ 
13000 
13010 
13020 
13030 
1304 0 
1305 0 
1.3060 
1 ':> 01"'7 JI 
..i..,.; ,I~ 
l3D8D 
20000 
RE!1 
J=UTYPE(I) 
IF NET.(I)<STATE(I) THEN BEGIN:. 
: IF NET(I)<O TH~N STArE(I)=O: GOTO 12110 
: STATE(I)=STATE(I)-UDCAY(J)*(STATE(I)-NET(I))· 
BEi~I): ELSE BE(3 IN 
: Vl=NET (I) 
: IF Vl=O THEN STATE(I)=O : GOTO 12170 
: V2 = (AMAX(J)/2 - Vl) * K2(J) 
: ST.1\ TE (I) = A11AX (J) / C 1 + (Kl (J) ·r-V2)) 
BENT) 
REJ1 ROUNI) ACTIVATION STATE TO Dr1AX I 1ECI~1AL PLACES 
REM 
STATE(I)=INT(STATE(I)*DMAXl0+.5)/DMAXlO 
REf1 
RETURN 
REM 
RB1 *** COMPUTE OUTPUT FROM ACTIVATION STATE**:+< 
REM ( 
R Ef1 ROUT I NE IN? TJ T : ACT = ACT I VAT ~ C) N ST ATE , TY PE · = · UN I 'i' T 'r:' :-' :2: 
REM ROUTINE OUTPUT: OUTPUT 
R1:J1 
Tl==THRES (TYPE) 
IF ACT<= Tl THEN OUT?UT - 0 : 
RETURN 
RE!··1 
RE·1 * ~ r NETW!)RI( C1TJTF'iJT * t: +< 
ACT-Tl 
2 0010 REI"1 
?r_J·o·::;'.1J F'~T,.TT++('''. PRTNT.:..i('~ 
._. - l\. .l • 'i TT _, t1 , • ~ • 7t ~ • " 
"OF")O PRT'!-.:'T'++-(.,H 11 UNTT QTT~P'TT!t ' 0 PL-. c-, 'll~:r\rT'T' r·,'1J ........ 1 PUT'',· L. . ..,,._; _1 ...... tt.., .. , - ...J ...... u , ... ) b..J, ,_, ._... '../ 
20035 PRINT#CH, s?c: C6); ''Ut-JIT c,1JTF·UT 11 ; ~?~ (6); ' 1 Ur~:=T ouT?ij7" 
20040 FOR I=l TO 24 
20050 TYPE=UTYPE(I) 
200SO : ACT=STATE(I) 
20070 : GOSUB 13000 : REM COMPUTE OUTPUT F~GM ACTIVATION STATE 
2 0 0 8 0 : PR I NT# CH , _US I NG 11 # # 11 ; I ; : Pt< I NT# CH •. " - ' ~ ; 
20085 : F·Rir-IT#CH, USING 11 #. ####;:t#~rr#"; C>UT?UT;. 
2 0 lJ 8 7 : I F I ./ 4 < > i NT ( I / 4 ) TH Et~ FR I NT# CH , 11 1 1 ; : ELSE PR I NT# CH 
20090 NEXT I 
20100 ··RETiJRN 
20')90 RB1 
21000 
':>lf11Q 
"---..L 
21020 
21030 
~·1 o')s 
' - .-J 
RB1 * * * PRI !~T CC)NNECTIC1N WEICil-fTS * ·+< * 
REM 
PRINT#CH: PRINT#CH 
PRINT#CH, 11 0RIG DEST WEIGHT"~; SPC (5) ; 11 0RIG 
PRINT#CH, S?C (.5) ; "ORIG.. DEST WEIGHr 11 
FOR I=l TO CNUf·1 
DEST W'ti'T G~ ·r,, . . ....... t1 , 
21040 
21045 : IF Ul (~) >=O THEN PRINT#CH, USING 11 ##ft#: 1 ; TJl (I); : <30TO 21050 
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PRIN~#CH, 11 11 ; ~f-IR$ ( (JNT f (·-Ul (I) /2) - . S)) -+65) ; 
. PRINTijC!-i,; fJSir'1G 11 #ft#~# 11 ; U2 (I) ; . . . 
PRINT#CI-1, USING 11 ###. ####*1#### 1.1 ; \.!EIGH'+' (I) ; 
21.047 : 
21050 : 
-2105S 
21057 : I ~ I / "".> (' '> T N"" ( T / ..... J_ ·1· 'T'; ·~'>T F,..-,.,.. N''T' , . r·h· t \ I 1 • • ~T. C: E r.-,r\.1 I 'i· r7 uc-h· 
.- I ......) ·• ;- - ! ' - ,, . • .1..._. 4 '4 . h ..L .i. • ff ~_, J J a 4-, - ._. .L .c, \j - tt 
21060 
2107'0 
21080 
21090 
22000 
NEXT I 
PRINT 
RETTJR1'1 
REi1 
R:2:11 **·tc PR.INT ACTIVATI()l\J 
22 010 REf1 
22020 PRINT#CH : 'PRINT#·CH 
22 030 FRI NT#CH, 11 UN!T STATE 11 ; S?C (7) ; 11 UtJIT STATE':; 
2203.S F'RINT#CH, SPC (7) ; i 1 UNIT STATE 11 ; SPC (7) ; 11 UNIT STATE 11 
· 22·040 FOR I=l TO UNUM 
22050 : PRI!-JT#CH, USING 11 ## 11 ; I; : F·RINT#CI-i, 11 .- 11 ; 
2 2 0 S 5 : . PR l t~ T #CH , US I tJ G 1 ' # . # # # # # # # # # 1 1 ; ST ATE ( I ) ; 
22057 : IF I/4< >I!:I'i'(I/4') TH:t:N· FRINT.#CH, 11 11 ; : ELSE PRINT#C:H 
22060 NEXT I 
22070 PRINT#CH 
22080 RETURN 
22990 REI'1 
2 3000 RE1 ,l( * * F·RI ~-IT T It1E * 1< * 
23010 REM 
2 ·31J:?o "RT~JT'',-.H . pw ..... 1'.JT++ 1-,H . PD7"N'T'''('H 
_ r ..... . ff 1- • ... ... " .1 • ... tt - • ... 1. '- .J.. 1 i tf ...... 
' ' 
2303·0 PRINT#CH, ' 1:f** TIME ==' 1 ;T; 11 ***" 
2 304 0 RETUF~N 
50000 END 
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Appendix C 
Improved Pattern Associator Pr--ogram T .. isting 
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· l 00 REM ·t * * Ir1PROVED PAJ.'T.ERN ASSC•C I.A.TOR * :~ ·f( 
· 110 REM 
12 0 F:EI1 BRADLEY D. JA~'lES 
130 REf1 09./ 12./ 89 
14 0 RE!1 • 
200 REM*** CONSTANTS*** 
210 REM 
220 UTYPES - l : . RE1'·1 
REt1 "" 3 n L. - - 2 : 
240 - 1E9: 
t~Ut1BER OF 
f\ITJr,1BEF~ C1 F 
10 l (1'1AX 
i 
• 
DIFFERENT UNIT TYPES 
DIFFERENT CONNECTION .TYPES 
tt OF DECIMAL PLACES) 
L 
. 
2.50 
CTYPES 
Dt1AX1. 0 
CNut1 - 96 REJ1 T(JTAL NTJF1EEr~ c,F CC1NNEC:T T O~JS. IN l'JET1,lORK 
2 6 I] TJ i'1 lfl'v1 
270 CH 
2 30 REt·1 . 
-
-
12 • • 
Ll. • 
... 
' 
RE:1 T ()mA: f',,JUivT DEP (', r;' UN r·'T' C' T !\i NEl'T'1l f(·'T"", i<-
.L ...... • .LJ ... \. ...,. J. - .. ..J -·' l w ..J.::'\..· ... 
F' -_t.' t',,T l ,. 
- . OUTPUT CHANNEL NUMBER 
2 90 REt1 OPEr-l C1UTP1JT CHANNEL 
3 0 0 F~E!1 SCREEN: · OP Et~ 4 , 3 ,. 0 
310 REr1 PRI~TEF~: OPEN 4, 4 
')·:i .-. REM 
..J ..... u • 
3 3 0 0 F' EN 4: , 4 
340 REI"'l 
1000 REM*** ·uNIT·TYPE DEFINITIONS 
1010 REM 
1020 REi1 
1030 REi": 
1040 REr1 
1 OS O RE!1 
1060 RB1 
THRES 
Ar1A.X 
UDCAY 
I.,. 1 K'> \. ... , ~ 
-
-
-
-
-
UNIT THRESHCiLD 
MAX ACTIVATION STATE 
UNIT DECAY RATE CONSTANT 
UNIT ACTIVATION RULE CONSTANTS 
1070. DI!1 THRES (TJTYF'ES) , Af1A}( (U1Y?ES) , UDC.li.:r (UTYPES) , Kl (UTY?ES) 
1080 REM· 
1090 THRES(l)=.25 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1200 
1 ·') 1 0 
............ 
1220 
.. '"', ,...., 11 
..!..~~._) 
1240 
,,;co 
..l L .J 
1·?5c 
- ' ,._) 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1 31 D 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1500 
lSlC q 
1520 
1530 
1S40 
1550 
1561] 
At1AX Cl)=. 7 
UDCAY(l)=l 
Kl (1) ~1. 1 
1(2 (1) =l 00 
REM 
REM*** CONNECTION TYPE 
REM 
;' -;::;- -r-, T' N ~ ,-r,1 T' , ...... 1 ! C' ·~ -l·_ ~. 
,1,_,-...L,, •U\· r, 
.J-J-• - ... .... .... ....... 
R~r1 
RE~ 
c~u~1, ... 
... l ·~ --
( ... ..--,(' .... ,..,..,'T, ...... ............ , : = t" ·;.: l l Li. . ~ . '.J f-<' \ 
\._ ~ ~ .. ..._ - ..... • li. .... \ - .. • ' 
c:. DCli.Y - c ... r, l, r 1' • Er "T'' u ..... l\ ~ D £, .... A Y D"" 'T' E C , ..... .,..J ·:- 'T' .,. r:.rr ~ ._, 1 \I l ~ .._, _ - 1 'l ·- .-. r.A 1 ;-) 1 · .._, .t r.1 . 
C -r-,.,.... ~ 
..., ,-4 t'4 
_.... 
-
(..., /', N·· N· r, ,,..., T ...... t,J E ~ -r- .-.. L,..., ,....., ,- V t;' .... • -r- ("• ,,..., FA':'I . .., ,..., .-, T-, t , l. "" '· , I J "" '"' (°i 1 • , l '' H · ', / 1 , 1 he 
- .._, ....... ._I - .....,. .. - --- - - __. 'I - ._; "- ·- - ..J ... "" 
CLEAR!1J - r r l\ TN,-, ,-, ,.,., .,. o· N L E ""1 ~. N T N r, Ti A,..,... - /""' ·"' l\ • ,.., ...., '11 NT ·- ._)l\l .t'...1-~ l l i l"'\!'d 1 ..;... '\_,;; ..t\'. l .t. ,_i.Jl'~~ lr.L 
cr1IN -
. 
. . .. 
RB1 
RB'1 
RET1 
Dr~.,~ C~TJNr(·c~yo~~~ ~nr~v,,r~tp~~~ ~·1 .r - ._ ..... -....J/ ,L _."-\l. ".'---l- ........ ...;,, 
REM 
C'FUNC ( l) = 1 
CDCAY (l) =-1 
CEFF(J-)=l 
...,FT TN,... ,,,- . 1 
: L U1 t .... ·i.,:0::::)-= ..... 
: CDC:AY(2)=1 
· I l-< t-f ~ , .,' i = ' ..... - .-c-· 1 
'\..., .1..-~ ~ , ~ . ..' ..1... 
rLEAr-,l,,r (, ~. - , c-
. ..., '.t\..i°-4 ,~..i - • ..,L,,_J : CLEARt~ (2) = . 6 
: C1"l IN ( 2) = l ...,.,..11~N • .., . ., LlLll 1~.l..) =1. 
REM 
REi'1 * * * NE1'·\,1lC1Rl\ L1EF IN IT I C1N * * -~ 
REM 
REI1 UTYPE 
REM STATE 
REM NET 
RE!1 CTYPE 
RE!1 WEIGHT 
' . 
- Ul'JIT TYF·E LI 3T 
- UNIT ACTIVATION STATES 
- NET INPUT TO UNIT 
- CONNECTION TYPE LIST 
- CONNECTION WEIGHTS 
• 
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1570 REf1 Ul 
J.S 80. REr1 U2 
. I 
- ·ORIGIN UNIT 
- I)ESTINATION UNIT 
:r 
. ' 
... 
i 
' -· j 
• 
15 85 REM .h.Tif1E - LENGTH OF TIME FOR WHICH A'CONNECT·ION ·HAS BEEN ACTIVE 
. / 
UTYF\E (UNUt"1) , STATE (TJNUf1) , Nt.T (UNUf1) 
15 90 R.Er1 
1 6 ·o O :D I i'1 
1610 Dif1 
1620 REI1 
CTYF'E(CNUM) ,WEIGHT(CNUM) ,Ul(CNUM) ,U2(CNUM) ,ATIME(CNUM) 
1630 REM DEFINE AND INITIALIZE UNITS 
1640 REM· 
165 0 FOR I= l T 1) IJNT:J!1 
1660 : READ UTYPE(I) 
1665 STATE(I)=O 
1670 NEXT I 
16 80 REi'1 
1690 REM UNIT TYPE CODES 
1 700 REI>1 
1710 DATA 
1720 DATA 
1750 RET1 
... " 
.l. , 
1 ' 
1 , .. • i .. , 
l , l , 
1 , 1 , 
1 , 1 , 
1 
1 
1760 REM DEFINE AND INITIALIZE CONi~ECTIC1NS 
1770 RB1 
. 
1780 FOR 1~1 TO CNUM 
1 7 9 0 : READ CT Y PE ( I ) , wr EIGHT ( I ) J U 1 ( I ) J U2 ( I ) 
1795 : ATIME(I)=O 
1800 NEXT I 
1810 REt1 
1820 REI·1 CONNECTIC)N DA::A: TYPE ,....,(_\_v~ .,..N.,.TTAL wl'.;'-rG,.T '-' ._, t. } l . l. J.. ~ .l fl ., 
1830 REM ORIGIN UNIT { - FOR NETWORK INPUT), 
184 0 ·RB1 DEST I NA:' I ON UN.IT 
1850 REM 
1860 DATA 1, .2,-1,1, 
1870 DATA 1, .2,-5,3, 
1880 DATA. 1, .2;-5,6, 
1890 DATA l, .2,-9,8, 
1900 I)AT.b.. 1, I""\ .. 0 1., , .:.:. , -1 , l, 
l 91 0 D7'-. T -P.. 
1920 DATA 
1930 DAT"A. 
1940 L1ATA 
1 9S O DJ..T. "A. 
1960 DAT.~ 
1970 D-P..TA 
1980 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
D.2\ T.l\ 
D.lt.T P.. 
D.~TA 
DA'TA 
I•ATA 
Di.TA 
J)A T .t. 
...... 
L. , 
. I""\ • 
/ 
~, 
0 ~ ... f"'"1 • .1,.1.,1, 
·u-;-- 1 1 1 ·') 
. --,-, ...... _., 
.-, 0 - .-.. 1 ... 
L 1 , l.,..::.,~l, ) r , ·) , .-
- ' ' _J ..... } J , ~ .J J 
2, n ... 1. a a 
·- ,-,---, 
,..., 0 ~ ~ r- .-, . 
.::.., . 1.,.:;,o, 
·"") . 
.... ' 
·'") 
- J 
'\ 
'"' ' ? 
'"-' I 
,..., 
L. ' 
.-, 
L., 
-,, ... .- r, 
,Ul. 1 b,1, 
0 1 r: ; r:, . -,.:>_.~.:.., 
n "'! ': C' I I 
'.....J.-'. >'-"' ,, 
i] "'! C:• /'. 
, 1..,u,""I:, 
tJ... 9 .-, 
. 1., ,.::J, 
f1 - 1 n .-, 
• .... 1..,~·-.J,.c..., 
.01,ll,l; 
.-) - .... ~ 6 
..:.,,Ul.,i.1., , 
2050 DATA 2, 
2 060 RE!"I 
I]., .,· .-. 5 
,_l.,..!.....::., , 
1, . 2, -2, 1 , 
. 2 , -3·, 4 , 
.2,-6,6, 
.2J-8n9, 
"' 
.l. , 
1 ' 
1 ' 
1 ' ') -10 11 ..... , .:..., ~, 
2, ,01,1,8, 
- .. ,..., ~ 
,Ul..,L., I, 
·") n ., ? ~ '"i 4-,, ,..J~, ..... ,~L, 
2, .Dl,3,11, 
2, .01,4,10, 
? O"' 5 q 
.... , . .:...., ,--:, 
2 0 1 6 p ,. -, ,-..), 
.-, 
..:.. , 
,- .. 7 , 
f I ' 
.J .... ) 1>-, 
2, .02.,7,6, 
2,.Dl.,8,5, 
2, .Ql,9,4, 
2,,.oi,10,3, 
2, .01,11,~, 
0 .. .. " 1 I l.,.L.c.,~, 
.91,12,6 
1 ,-, .-, 2 . - / 
.... , ..... , .... , , 
1 , . 2 , -4 , 4 , 
1 ,-. 7,....,/ ,.L,-,, 
1 ·") - i 1 9 
~,.~, ~-, , 
l ') -11 .. "') 
..... , ..... , .... ,..L..:..., 
') 
L.. , 
') . 
.... ' 
,..., 
/ 
-, 
•") 
..::. , 
0 .., ., r. I I '-'I I ...... ,~,._J, 
0 .. .-. 8 
. ~,~ .. ' 
-... ~ -. 7 
.U.i.,..:;, , 
;· .. '"J "'! ') 
,.J.L,-..J,J..~, 
':. 111 f) 11 £.,,_.,.__,"'l, ~, 
... ) 
.... ' 
') ,, 
..... , 
2 , 
•"') 
.:.... ' 
.-, 
/ 
.... , 
') 
L 1 
') 
.... 1 
2, 
.u1,.s,10, 
n1 - 9 
,l....i~ ,b, , 
tj-, 7 .-. 
. -, ,--, 
-. .. 8 .... 
,Ul.·, ,i., 
.01,8,6, 
,01,9,5, 
~ 1 .. ;- 4 
. J_, l,.j, , 
.Ol,1_1,3, 
";• 0 1 1 I"') ~ 
... , ...... , .L.,~, 
1 ~· - ':) ? J ..... , ..;, .... , 
l, .2,-4,.S, 
l , . 2 , ·- 8 , 7 , 
., ,, g·.,o 
.1, ,.::...,- ,..L J 
i ~ -"i? .. J_') 
.... , .~, 4-.;_., -
2 
' 
01 .. .. n ' ,J..,.l.J, 
,..., 0, r:, Q 
L,, .J...,,:,...,..,..,, 
·") 
.... ' 
O"'! :;, 8 • J..,--.1, , 
'"') 'J... 4 7 
.:.._,,1.1, ,., 
2, i]: 4 l') . --, ,--'-, 
::, :01,s,11, 
• 
·"') 
.:.... ' 
·) 
... J 
., 
L, 
2' 
":°) 
.... , 
.0::.,,6,10, 
lJ-. l ,...., ':) • J..,t,J, 
,Ol,8,2, 
r ... 9 ... 
,U.l.., ,1., 
.01,9,6, 
. 01., 1 iJ , 5 , 
0 ., .... 1 Ll 
• J_ ' l. ' - , 
0 , 1 r:, 3 • .J... , ..:... , , 
5000 RB1. **·j( DEFINE INPUTS Ar~D EXECUTE Sir1ULtl.TI0N CODE*** 
S010 REM 
.S O 2 0 D I r,1 I . ( l 2 ) 
. 5 030 REr1 
R Er-"! I I'IPUT 
REM 
l 1ABE~' 1 5040 
SOSO 
5 0.52 
.s·oss 
I( 1"i=l 
_,_ / ~ 
IC7)=-o 
REf,1 
: . I (2) =l 
I (8) =O I 
• 
:· I (3) ==1 
: I (9) = 1 • 
• 
I(4)=1: 
I(lQ).::;:l: 
1(5)=0 • I(6)=0 
I (11) =l: I (12) ==l 
5060 I. 
• . .... 
... 
. . 
. 
1,.2,-1,3 
1, .2,-6,5 
1,. 2, -7, 8 
1, .2 ,.:.10, 10 
2,.01,1,11 
2,.0l,2,liJ 
2, ,01,3,9 
2,.01,4,8 
2,.01,5,7 ) •]'" 5 ... ,..) 
-, .· ..:....,· ,l.L. 
..) 01 6. 11 
...... ,. --, , .... 
,...) - .. '7 4 
..:...,,U.L,,, 
2,.01,8,.3 
.. ) 01 9 ') 
._., I .._, ,,_. 
2,.01,10,1 
.01,10,6 
.01,11,S 
,-, 
L. , 
2, 
~ - ., . ~ ·) ·4 
. ) IJ 
,:_ J I l. ., l _. ' 
I • 
. J 
I 
·' 
. ... 
• 
i 
I 
I 
f 
( 
t ( 
• 
I 
t 
\ 
I 
l 
l 
l 
• .. 
•'. 
' 
,. 
. 
.. 
• 
'· 
. . 
.. . 
• & 
.. 
.. 
. ., 
5(090 FOR T=l TO 10 
5100 : GOSUB 10000 c 
5110 
5120 
: . IF T==l THEN Gosu·B 23000 : G<)SUB 20·000 
NE)CT T 
,.,.. .,-- .... - ~uE ':-.~oou-1 = .;.. U ~ (.J (j ;.:; · - ...., -1'"'0 - - I ._; ...; 
S140 GC•SUB 2.1 !JOO 
515S C:iOSUB 6000 
5160 REt1 
5170 RB1 INF'UT = 11 AB 1 ' 
5180 REr·'l 
5190 I(1)=1 : I(2)=l : .. I(3) ·1 
5200 I(7)=0 : I(S)=O : I(9J=O 
5210 -REr1 
5220 T=l2 
5230 GOSUB 10000 
5240 
5250 
S2.SS 
5260 
52 6.S 
5270 
S280 
528.S 
5290 
5300 
c:;- '"\ ., 0 
....; ..j 1. 
GOSUB 23000 
GOSIJB 20000 
FOR I==l 70·12 :.I(I)=O: 
T=l"3 
GOSUB 10000 
G(JSfJB 2 3000 
GOSUB 20000 
GOSIJB 6000 -
REr1 
. 
RB1 I NPlJT = I_' ~A. 11 
REM 
: 1(4)=1 : I(5) 1 1J : I(6)=0 
: 1(10)==0: I(ll)==O: I(l2)==0 
-
~~EXT I 
5 320 I(l)=l : T ("' -~ .L ~) -J.... : I(3)-0 : I(4)=0 : I·(5)=0 : 1(6)=0 
c:; ·:) ':) 0 
.._, ...; ...; 
5 34 0 
53SO 
5360 
S370 
5380 
I(7)=0 : 
REr1 
T=lS 
I (8'1 =O 
' . 
GC1SUB 10000 
GOSUB 23000 
GC•SUB 2QOOO 
: I C 9) = 0 : I ( l O) = 0 :.. I ( l l ) = 0 : I ( l 2 ) == 0 
S38S FOR I=l TO 12 : I(I)=O : NEXT I 
5390 FC•R T=l6 TO 1-8 
5400 : GOSlfB l 0000 
5410 : GOSUB 2300D 
. 
542C GC•SUB 2 0000 
54 30 NEXT T 
5440 GOTC) S 0000 
6000 RS-1 
6010 R~I1 \.:....,,.,LT~.,....•• 1-.. t.. i r.' ().t<.r\ 
6020 RE!1 
6030 FC)R I=l TO 12 : I (I, =IJ ·: · S'!."'.)..TE(I) =O : NEXT I 
604 0 GC1Si_iB 10 000 
6 05 0 RETlJR!\J 
10000 REM*~*~* SI~1LlLATE NETWORK*~~~~-
10010 REl"'I 
. 1 O 02 o. Rt.t1 CL.EAn t~E'i' I ~JF·TJTS 
• 
... 
... . .. 
10030 REM 
10040 FOR I=l TO UNUM : NET(T) - 0 : NEXT I 
1 OOS O F~EM 
10 0 6 0 REI''I tJPiJA.TE CC1NNE(:T I c,r,r:::i 
1007 0 REl"'I 
. 
10080 FOR I=l TO CNUM 
10090 : G•JSTJB 11000 
10100 NE)CT I 
10110 REM 
1012 0 REt1 UPDATE .... UNIT..£ 
10130-REM 
. •' 
' .;.;i· ..,, 
.. 
\ 
. . 
1&7 
• 
,·-,I 
. ... . 
• ; 
... 
-
.. 
I , 
l 
• i 
I 
! 
I 
• 
{ 
' / 
i 
' i 
. 
. . 
i 
. t 
t 
j 
l 
I 
• 
I 
, I 
I 
I 
l 
• !_ 
' 
; 
• 
-, 
l 
J 
• 
' r 
I 
( 
! 
4 
I 
' ' 
l 
t 
' 
I 
r 
1 
I 
t . 
' ! I 
< 
• l 
! 
l j 
I 
• 
\ 
, 
I 
t 
' I 
I 
t 
I ; 
• f 
l 
I 
I 
t 
l 
• I 
l 
I 
-· 
-, 
¢! 
. - . 
, 
,,. 
..... . 
10140 FOR I=l TO UNUi1 
101SO : GOSUB 12000 
10160 ·NEXT I 
10170 RETURN 
10180 RE11 
.... 
.... 
. ........ 
.. 
11000 Ril1 **-t: UPDATE CO~JNEC~TIONS * -l<-:t. 
11010 Rfil'I 
• 
. 
" 
)J •. 
.. 
11020 REi·1 DETE...T{l'1Ii~E OUTP.U1' C1F UNIT 1 (A I'lEGATIVE UNIT # SIGNIFIES 
·11030 REM A NEv,T(JRK INPU.T) 
11041J RE1 .. 
1105 0 Jl=Ul (I) 
11060 IF Jl>O THEN BEGIN: 
11070 : TYPE=UTYPE(Jl) . 
11080 : ACT=STATE(JlJ 
• 11090 : G·osuB 13000 : REi·1 CC)f1PUTE· C1UTF·TJT FROr1 ACTIVJ\TIC)N STATE 
11100 
1111D 
11120 
11131] 
11140 
11150 
11160 
11170 
·111.so 
11190 
11200 
11210 
11220 
: Ol=OUTPUT 
BEND : ELSE (j l = I ( -J 1) : R Ei"I · NETWORK INPUT 
REM 
RET1 DETEI~J1INE OUTF'UT OF U!~IT 2 
REM 
J2=U2 (I) 
TYPE=UTYPE (J2) 
ACT=STATE(J2) 
( ~~ 
' I 
GOSUB 13000 : REM COMPUTE OUTPUT FROM ACTIVATION 
02=C1UTPUT · 
REf1 
. . 
ADJUST·CONNECTION,WEIGHT 
STATE 
11230 
REf1 
REM. 
RB1 
REM 
IF 01*02 - 0, DECAY OCCURS 
IF 01*02 > CURRENT WEIGHT, USE LEP.RNI~JG RULE 
11240 
11250 0=01*02 
11260 JT=CTYPE(I) 
• 
' , 
11270 IF O=O THEN WEIGHT (I) =CDCAY (JT) *\,llEIGHT (I) : .4TIME (I) =O : GOTC1 
112 7 5 IF AT I f"i E ( I ) > = Cf1 IN ( J T) THEN 112 8 0 : REM L EA...~N ING OCCURS 
11277 ATIME(I) = ATIME(I) + 1 : GOTO 11300 : REM NO LEARNING OCCURS 
11280 DW=CLEAR~J(JT:J*O*(l-WEIGHT(I)) 
11290.WEIGHT(I)=WEIGHT(I)+DW 
1: 2 9S vlEI GHT c I:> = T. NT (\fiTEI <3HT c I) * nr1Ax 1 o+ . s) .1 D11A.X 1 o 
11300 REr1 
11310 REM UPuATE NET I~PUT OF DESTINA7ION UNIT 
""j -..,...... 0 REM l ... . :; L. 
11330 NET(J2)=NE7(J2)+WEIGHT(l.) 
1134 Q. RETTJRN 
113.S O RE!1 
12 000 REM * t * UPI).~TE UNITS * * .·j( 
12010 REr1 
.. . 
~01~CEFFCJT.1*CFUNCCJT) 
~ ~ . 
12020 
12030 
RB1· IF NET INPUT< CURRENT ACTIVATION STATE 
THEN DECAY OCCURS 
. ' 
' 
-I , 
' 
11300 
' 
12040 
REM 
REM· 
REf1 
ELSE USE ACTIVATION R1JLE TC.1 COI1PlJTE NEv.,T ACTIV.A.'i'ION STATE 
120SO 
12060 
12070 
12080 
12090 
12110 
12120 
12130 
12150 
12160 
12170 
. , 
J=UTYPE(I) 
IF NET (I)< STATE (I) THEN BEGIN.: _ 
: IF NET(I)<O THEN.STATE(I)=O :ft GOTO 12~10 
: STATE (I) ==ST/..TE .(I) -unc·P.Y (J) * (STATE (I) -·NET (I)) , 
BiND: ELSE BEGTN" 
: Vl==NET(I) : 
: IF Vl=O TBEN- STATE(!)=O : GOTO 12170 
: V2 = (AMAX(J)/2 - Vl) * K2(J) 
: S.TATE (I) - AI1AX (J) /. ( l+ (Kl CJ) ·;-·V2)) 
BEND · 
. . 
.._, 
··' 
. - • .... 
.. 
. 
• I 
t 
I 
l 
I 
• 
I 
' . 
\ 
j 
I 
i 
! 
I 
~ 
I 
\ 
I 
r 
' 
' j 
I 
! 
' ! 
' I 
' 
' 
~ 
I 
i 
! 
' I 
j 
i 
l 
i 
.• • i 
i 
' • 
i 
I , 
' f
r 
\ 
l 
t 
1. 
I 
1 
., 
i 
• 1 
: 
. 
•  
' 
. 
J 
I 
I 
t 
• • 
i 
• i 
I 
' 
• 
! 
' 
... 
. I 
I 
. 
. . . 
• 
• 
- ' 
' . 
12180 
12190 
12200 
1,..,""' ... 0 ,r .,- j
.......... ~ 
1 0r,,-;i Q . ,, . 
............ 
12230 
13000 
13010 
1302 0 
~ 30") -l. ._} u 
13040 
13050 
13060 
13070 
13080 
200DO 
20010 
20020 
20030 
20035 
20040 
2 005 0 
20060 
' 
. 
RE!1 R(~•UND ACTIV_ATI()N STATE TO Dr1AX DECI!"IP..L F·LACES 
REI1 
ST .A.TE (I) = I NT (.S 'I'. ATE ( I~) ·* Dr1A X l O + . 5 ) / DMAX 1 0 
REM 
RETURN 
REi1 
R2·1 
REI1 
. . 
!t* COMPUTE OUTPUT FROM ACTIVATION"STA~E 
REI1 
REt"I 
REI"1 
ROUTINE INPUT : ACT= ACTIVATION 
~OUTINE·OUTPUT: OUTPUT. 
T l=T·HF~ES (TYPE) 
C q-• Arn !j' . 
._J._ 1 ..... , 
* *·* 
TYPE 
IF ACT<.= Tl THEN 
RETTJRN 
OUTF·uT - 0 : ·. ELSE C1UTPUT =. ACT-1'1 
-REr"I 
RE}1 ~ * t NET1t-lC1RK C1UTPUT * * * 
REf1 
PRINT#CH : PRINT#CH 
PRINT#CHJ 11 UNIT C17jTPUT 11 ; SPC (6); 11 UN:T OU?PlJT 1 !; 
UNIT TYPE 
P~INT#CH, s:r=-c ( 6) ;"11 ur~ IT OUTPUT 11 ; S:'C ( 6) ; l 'UNIT OUTPUT" 
FOR I~l TO 12 
: TYPE=UTY?E(I) 
: ACT=STATE (I). 
20070 : GOSUB 13DOO : REM COMPUTE OUTPUT FROM ACTLVA~10N STATE 
2 0 0 8 0 · . : PR I NT# CH , lJ SI NG 1 ,· R # 1 .1 ; I ; : · PRINT# CH , 11 - 11 ; 
0.u~ u ..... p..) 5 I i:,-r. T N'T' 'If., L.; fj ("'TN, .... l I -'T a .J. M' g.. I :.4, ~ ++ -r+ I I • 0U'7' P1J"""1 • 
.:.. , ... ..::'\. - • ... ff .._ f"l 1 ..:> ... J t't , tt ;.+ it tt fr it rt rt rt , ~ ... , 
20087 : IF I/4< > IN7 (I/4) Ti-iEN PRII\JT#.CH, 11 
2 0090 NE:<T I 
20100 RETTJRN 
·2 099G RET1 
. 21000 RB·1 *** P:<.IN1' CC1NNECTI.C1N \,,{?:IGHTS **l 
210:iO REM 
21020 PRINT#CH: PR~NT#CH 
I I 
I 
1 : ELSE PRINT#CH 
210 3 Ci f'RlNT#CH, 11 C1R I(; vlEI 13HT! •; SPC (5) ; 1 '()RIG I)EST ¥IT -r- T" ( ..... H ,.,., I I . ""l. .. l • • ~ _, ... , 
210 3S F·RI NT#CH, SF'C (5) ; 11 C1R.I G 
21040 FOR I=l TO CNUM 
I:rEST \A?EIGHT 1 • 
? ..... i O 4 .s· I F r 1 \ ,. T" .) ', = ,-! ,..,..,1 :J ~ I ' -r, D ... i\J ,......1 ' ' C H 1U C' .... )\ - -~ I I +;- ' ' +1" .. '· ! I TJ ~, " r· ) • 
_ _ : . ..J.l. i...l._ , I_, ~1 ........ 'i _t-.,;.\.l.. rt . , ...>11-1( ... tttfttff 1 · ... \. • , : GOTC1 21050 
21047 : PRINT#CH, 11 11 ;CHR$((INT((-Ul(I)/2)- . .S))+6S); 
. ?105u- P" ...... N'T'~c-H· lJC'- .. ,T":ll#µ.,..· .j.J.ll .1j--· er·). 
- ti'~ 1 J.. tt . , ...., l 1 .... l_. rt ~ :f tt , . .:::. , , . 
21 OSS : PRINT#CH, US 1NG 11 ###. ####t#t+##''; WEIGHT (I) ; 
2 1 0 5 7 : I F I / 3 < > I p.J·T ( I / 3) THEN F'1? I NT# 1: h , 1 1 1 ! ; : E ~ SE F·R.,. N......, ++ ,.., µ "'- ..L1 !.ttt_ .. ,. 
21060·NEXT I 
·21070 
,..., ~ 1-· o u-
..:::'. .1. Ju 
21090 
22000 
., ... 0 l " L.t::.. ~ ~ 
PRINT 
F.ETURN 
REI·l 
REi"v1 * .,: * PR I 1'IT ACT IV AT I C1N ST .h.. TES ·1< * r: 
REM 
PRINT#CH : PRINt#CH 22020 
·22030 
22035 
PRINT#CH, 11 UNIT. s·TATE 1 '; sPc (7); 11 UNIT STATE 11 ; 
F·RINT#Cn, sF·c (7) ; '1UNI I ST~v..TE 11 ; s?c (7) ; ,.iuN:= T 
,. 
22040 FCiR I= l TO IJNUM 
. 
0·)05:-J . p,-.·T~J....,tt("L.:' 'J<::T~.TG·'++~II • .,... •. -c,-, ... N, ............ II ti 
.:.. - • . h ... . 1 n .__ n , r 0 - L ; n tt ., l. , : · ... tr ... l ~ l ft•...., rt , - ; 
·'") .-) I) C C I ';'\h, T N·,....., # L,., 1-i T TC' T !,. : ..... "-h .j..;. .µ ~ .µ ++ ++- h rl -I+ l I • ~ 7Ap-r, E ' I) • 
"-.:... ,.J,.J. r:,~.l. l ., ...... v ... l'lll tt,ttr.ntt11ttt+tttt Jv- l \., 
22057 : IF I/4< >INT (I/4) .THEI\J PRINT#CH, II It i •. : 
· 22060 -l'JEXT I 
22070 F'RINT#CH 
22080 RETURN 
22 990 REr1 
2 3000 REf'1~. * * * PR.IJ'-l'i' TIME * * * 
2'3010 REM 
! 
• 
• 
... 
' . 
' ' . 
' 
.... ~A....., ..... 11 
, I I t'f 
u~ ,.__, 
ELSE F·RII'lT#CH 
. ) 
" 
... 
.,v 
.:. 
., 
·• 1 
I 
. . 
' 
. .. 
• 
! 
t 
' 
I 
! 
. 
I 
! 
i 
\ 
' j 
! 
l 
l 
r 
I 
I 
i 
, . 
. .. 
• 
" 
,. 
' 
• 
.... -
23020 
23030 
23040 
·s 0000 
............. " 
. . ' 
r , 
.. 
. . . 
. ' 
PRINT#CH ~ ·PRINT#CH: PRINT#CH 
FRI NT#CH ,· 11 * * * T If1E 
RETURN 
END 
... 
I I T I I ·-1, ,L, *' ., I = . . . .. ,.. ... ,... 
1 I 
.. 
, . 
• 
. ' 
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